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ELLSWORTH, MAINE, WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON, OCTOBER 15,1913.

LOCAL AFFAIRS.

Send
l v.in't niu around

paying your bill* in currency

—

when you ran

as well send a check.
No trouble about making change when you pay by check.
No dispute can ever arise about a payment made by check. The
bank, after cashing it, hands it back to you, making an indisputtable receipt.
No danger ofioslng money, or being robbed ofit when you y
put
jt in the bank and pay by check.
to
it
if
it’s in the bank instead of in
Less temptation
spend

[

your (rocket.
You're money ahead am! leare worry behind when you have
check tug account at the

I

bridge.
Quite

SCHEDULE OF MAILS
at bi.lswomtb postoppicb.

In

ffftci Stpt. 28, 1913.
MAILS ftBCBIVBD.

a

Fbom West—7.18 a m: 4.14,8.25 pm.
Fbom East—11.08,11.57 ft m; 5 47,10.82 p
MAIL CLOSES AT

BURRILL NATIONAL
BANK, of Ellsworth

m.

j

POSTOSPICK

Going Wbst—10.80,114)0 a m;
Going East— 6.*5 a m; 8.45, 6

5.15,9 p

m.

o m.

Arrives Ml a m; leaves for west,
4.80 p m. No Sunday mail after Nov. 80,
Registered mail should be at postoffice half
an hour before mail closes.

Sundays:

Donaqua lodge, K. of P.,
page this evening.

will work

the

Robert P. King has entered the University of Maine law school, with advanced
standing.

[ ASTERN TRUST & BANKING

Arthur L. Higgins, of Boston, is spending a short vacation at his old home in
Ellsworth.

CO.,

MAINE,

L.
was

several weeks.

MOVED
TO 2 STATE STREET
in the

new

Eastern Trust

hAVlOk

ML

it

■»■»*

ma«

Bcott are receiving congratulations on the birth of a son,
born Sunday night.
Irving Osgood and w ife returned Monday from a visit of several weeks in Boston and New Hampshire.
Mr. and Mrs. L. Merle

mV*

r>tixTtfe

||
1
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Uouai|ua lodge, K. ol 1-, mil give a
sociable at Odd Fellows ball to-morrow
evening. Music by Monaghan's orchestra.

Plan for Music this Winter
To

^

for dull

provide

To

or

help

business

evenings.
cares.

Baptist parsonage in Ellsworth Monday
morning, by Kev. P. A. A. Killam.
Clyde E. Uobertson, of North Sullivan,
and Miss Hszel C. Bragdon, of Franklin,
were married by Kev. P. A. A. Killam at
the Baptist parsonage in Ellsworth last
Thursday afternoon.
The first snow Hurry of the season
visited Ellsworth yesterday. Boston also
Portland reports a fall
few flakes.
that whitened the ground, the earliest
since 19CM, when snow lell on Sept. 29.
William S. Cousins, chief engineer of a
house yacht hailing from Philadelphia, is
s[lending a tew days with his family in
Ellsworth. He will rejoin the yacht soon,
and will cruise in southern waters this
saw a

Your pur«« and your taste alone
need decide your choice of instru*

—

met.

Da!! nd hear the October Records
<

on

dance

a

Edward J. Oott and Valina Stratton,
both ol Hancock, were married at the

satisfactory.

\J

The Isir will close with

to-night.

entertain friends.

We can furnish them from 815
to 8*200, and will make terms

Tms Vctrola, $75.

the Victrola

winter.

E. F. Robinson Co.,
Optometrists
Dealers in Jewelry and Fine China
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A New Patent and
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Success
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no friction ; do toiling; consequently
Instead
tlie clothes in washing them.
of an hour’s back-aching work, you are through
in five minutes. AH done by suction and eompressed air. So simple a child can do the work.
The time will come when housework will be done
by electricity and compressed air. (>et in line and
help
along with a Vacuum W asher.

No

rubbing;

,

J

no wear on

J\
i

1
"

Piano pupils of Miss Sophia Walker
will give a recital at the high school
buildiug next Friday evening at 8 o’clock,
tor the benefit of the junior class of the
Home-made candy will be
high school.
for sale.
New resident* welcomed to Ellsworth
W.
are Daniel
Cony and wile, who
from Bangor, and
here
have moved
are occupying the E. B. Wyman house on
Beal avenne. Mrs. Cony was Miss Mary
Doyle, of this city.
The ladies' aid society of the Congregational church will meet in the chapel

lilb

!
«
,
,

$3.50-

-PRICE,

'______

J

-.-

the close of

Thompson j

Main Street, Ellsworth.

!
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MONEY
0*

improved.

''••klpai

Productive Peel Estate;

and Other Bonds of

Electrician
m

Metrical Supplies aud
ELLSWOBTH,

LOAN
»

on

Collateral and Commercial Paper,

16 State St., Ellsworth, Me.

O. DODGE,
I»RALSB

I • t • I •

approved legality and ascertained strength.

jjJURRlLL & SON,
hlwm.

to

Fixtures

MAINE

UR COATS
received at

Large

new

the

work.

th’-ce

—'

tongue has been silent. Jeweler Harvard
('. Jordan paid a few visits to the clock loft
last week, reversed one worn cog-whet I,
applied a little oU, and the clock has since
been running and striking regularly.

been

received

line just

DAVID FRIEND’S
AH kinds of repairing promptly done

on

They

will

completed.
The telephone girls will give

a

Hal-

lowe'en party and dance at Hancock hall,
Oct. 31. Music will be furnished by Monaghan’* orchestra of five pieces. Refreshment* will be served. The telephone girls
are famous entertainers, and liberal
patronage is assured.

Friday, Oct. 17, Irene chapter, O.
entertain

E.

S.,

Bar Harbor and Bullivan

served at 6.30,
followed by working of degrees by Bar
Ail members of Irene
Harbor chapter.
chapter not otherwise notified are requested to furnish cake.

chapters.

Supper will

be

William Dulles aud wife, of New York;
Mrs. Rollins' mother, Mrs. Mary A. King,
and her brother, Fred H. King, with bis
wife, of Abington, Mass., and Carroll J.
Swan and wife, of Boston, were in Ellsworth, called here by the death of Mr.

move

service last

At the

withdrew
to remain

longer. The announcement is received with expressions
with this church

a

while

gratification, not only by the people ol
his parish, but by Mr. Mathews’ many
of

advised

society

that

the
it

association

Ellsworth

Unitarian
in

expects

a

few

days to be able to send here a minister to be
of the
pastor at large
churches in Ellsworth, Bar Harbor and iu
the smaller towns of this conference.
This is io accordance with the

plan

that

city,

has

accepted the
appointment to the Hancock county conference, and will take up the work here
He will probably reside in
about Nov. 1.
Ellsworth.
Mariaville

Orange Kalr.

Mariaville grange held
grange hall Oct. 8, with
ance.

its
a

first fair at

large

All

Also this is the time to plant
Hyacinths, daffodils and
tulips have just arrived direct
from Holland. Last spring you
said you were certainly going to

A

plant bulbs in the fall; do it now.

bulbs.

vestry

Telephone 43.

Delivery Discontined

llaugor.

but Prices Reduced

Mrs. Nettie Appleby, aged thirty-seven,
shot and almost iustantly killed last
Wednesday at Bangor, by Henry Grasse,
her divorced husband, at the home of her
sister, Mrs. Clifford H. Torrens.
Though divorced from Grasse several
years ago, and again married to Judson
Appleby, from whom she also obtained a
divorce, Mrs. Appleby had again been
He became abusive,
living with Grasse.
was

and

made

I

Recently

1

home of
her

frequent
she left

her

threats

My

customers are
advised
that
while I have ceased delivering goods,
I have reduced prices enough to make
it pay to trade with me.

Groceries, Eggs, Creamery Butter, Fresh

El. L-.

went to the

sister, where Grasse found

Wednesday

alone with

a

twelve-year-

scene

HOOF’S.

Will accept

efforts of the police failed to reveal
the slightest trace of the fugitive. Friday
night he visited Mt. Hope cemetery and
satisfied himself, from the new-made

attend-

were bail games by LakeMariaville teams in the foreWaltham aud Eddington in the

There

few 4 1-2 ft. alder hoops;
ask for prices.

a

All

Appleby lot,
he

that his wife

store which carries The Shawmut. Fail stock for men, women and
children.

an

_

the cemeter> and
surrendered himself. He had been in biding in the woods in the vicinity ever since
the tragedy.
assistant

care

SHAWMUT RUBBERS

THE
Only

was

went to the house of

Ellsworth

$3.10 per 1000 for 41-2 ft.

he quietly walked away from
and disappeared.

grave in the
dead. Then

SIV1ITH,

I AM PAYING

After the tragedy, the little girl prevailed upon Grasse not to commit suicide,
as be attemped, and after summoning a
the

taker at

H. P. C'AKTEK.
Main Street,
Ellsworth

DANCING SCHOOL

COMING EVENTS.

Society hall
Oct. 17.

will open at

ELLSWORTH.

Friday evening, Oct. 17, 8

o’clock,

Friday Evening,

at

Latest

Piano recital by
High school building
pupils of Mips Sophia Walker, for benefit
of Junior class. Tickets, 15 cents.
Thursday evening, Oct. 16, at Odd Fellows hall—Sociable by Donaqua lodge, K.

steps in

round

—

of

will

be

Monaghan

C. El.

Public Autos

P.

For hire
Terms

—

couple, extra ladies, 10 cents.
Wednesday evening, Nov. 26,

dancing

taught.

Friday evening, Oct. 31, at Hancock
Hallowe’en party and dance by
hall
telephone girls. Admission, 50 cents per

by the day or hour.
Reasonable.

LINNEHAN, Ellsworth.

DAVID

Hancock hall —Annual ball of Senator Hale
hose

Canned

W est end of bridge,

old niece.

neighbor,

Cream,

Goods, Flour and
Grain.

her life.

on

him and

Boston ferns

ELLSWORTH GREENHOUSE

speeches.

Murder at

splendid

some

and extra good Whitmans at the

part of Hartshorn class a year ago, will be
guests of the class and participate in the

Rev. A.

in

church

are

delegation from the Danforth class of
Bangor, which so royally entertained a

aft dr-dinner

Planning

all summer to get a handsome
fern before cold weather? This
is just the time to do it. There

pro-

H. Coar at the county
conference this summer, favorable action
on which has already been taken by the
several churches and societies interested,
and the necessary funds subscribed.
A
Watervilie to-day
press despatch from
says that Rev. Sydney S. Booth, recently
resigned as pastor of the First Unitarian

posed by

Telephone S6-2.

at

company.

Advertisers in THE AMERICAN

are

wood and
noon

and

afternoon.

The hall exhibits

were

of much

Poultry

and

livestock

were

eapturing

The only place to get bargains is at the
store thatl advertises for i/our trade.

the

trade.

interest.

Many handsome fruits, vegetables and
were displayed, while the centre
preserves
hardwood
at
.the
Roy "Moore, employed
of the hall was filled with fancy work.
in
with
contact
left
baud
his
factory, got
Rollins.

Housekeepers

also exhib-

Monday forenoon. The end of the
there being some fine colts in the lot.
finger was severed, and was ampu- ited,
Dinner and supper were served in the
tated at the middle Joint by Dr. Kuowlton.
hall.
The thumb and second finger were also
A list of the premiums awarded will be
badly cut, but it is believed these will be
printed in The American next week.
saved.
a saw

horn bible class will be held in the

Thursday evening at 6.30 o’clock.
men in the place are cordially invited.

The

Sunday morning, Mr. Mathews
his resignation, and consented

Have YOU Been

Castine, is here.
Mrs. Mary D. Jordan, of Bangor, and
daughter, Mrs. Ernest II. Seavey, of San
Diego, Cal., who have been visiting relatives here and at Otis, returned to Bangor
Tuesday evening.
The third annual banquet of the Harts-

in

.umuewn, nas

FALLS.

Judson A. Austin, who has been conhouse for several days, threatened with pneumonia, is better.
His
daughter, Mrs. William F. Jude, of

gational

ait.

Established 873.

fined to the

soon.

apptuuieu iu "uu
had the desired effect.

gj

No matter how
goes out, you will always be

W. Smith is home from a
visit of two weeks in Bangor.
Leonard K. Jordan is home from Strong
for a visit with his family.

be

protest of the people of the Congreparish against accepting the
resignation of Rev. R. B. Mathews as
pastor, expressed in resolutions adopted
by the parish and by a special committee

--

Jrj
H
tEj

Savings Account New and Let the Interest Help You.

ELLSWORTH

Moore, who a few months ago
bought the ifoiraes house on Pine street,
has remodeled it into a two-family house,
one apartment on the ground floor and one
above. Each apartment is of seven rooms,
with bath, and the house is equipped with
electric lights and bells, and duplicate
heating systems. The work is about completed, and both apartments have already
been taken. Koscoe H. Smith will occupy
the upper apartment and
William J.
lower.

ra]

1=
f l

spending.

Mrs. Charles

Thursdays.

the

more

ELLSWORTH, MAINE.

Frank R.

M«»ore

[G!J

HANCOCK CO. SAVINGS BANK

The ladies’ aid society of the Congregational church has elected officers as follows:
President, Mrs. R. B. Mathews;
vice-president. Mrs. J. T.Giles; secretary,
Mrs. 1^ H. Cushman; treasurer, Mrs. O. W.
Tapiey; cutters, Mrs. Elbridge Milliken,
Mrs. E. E. Springer, Mrs. Pearl J. Phillip*; buyers* Mrs. H. W. Haynes, Mrs. H.
M. Hall.
All ladies of the society are
will

to your

if

in,

comes

poor.”
Start a

in

e«rved.

Meetings

Hipn

1

“Look most

in

considered members.

Ui

[tg

Company of Ellsworth, Me.

much

emWhite,
C. L. Morang’s store, has gone
to Augusta, where she has a position in
Whitman A Adams’ dry goods store. Last

ployed

a

$100,000
$100,000
$100,000

pn
>!

Union Trust

fancy work and agricultural products, and
pleasing entertainments were presented
each eveuing.
Announcements have

1=;

[j3J

highest standard.
This is a convenient bank for the people of Hancock and
Washington counties to do business with. Our directors arc
men interested in the affairs of these counties.
Their aim is to
stimulate and assist in -the business interests of Hancock and
Washington counties. It is a home bank intended to stimulate
home industries and home enterprises.
We are interested in
every corporation, mercantile firm and individual. As our busine«s increases every year, it is proof sufficient of the satisfactory
service wo render. If you are not a customer already, we invite
you to become one.

The two days’ fair of the Methodist society at Hancock hall last Wednesday and
Thursday was a pleasing financial success.
The ladies of the society, and the men,
too, for that matter, showed themselves
indefatigable workers. Excellent meals
were served, there were fine displays of

has

The Ellsworth shoe factory reopened
last week, under the management of P. B.
Russell. The factory resumes work with
a good number of orders ahead, and the
The recrew will gradually be Increased.
organization of the company has not yet

will

J. A.

or

bank

A protective capital for depositors of over $300,000 with reof over 11,600,000 provides both safety and service of the

rpi
|H3|
[jjyH
~=J
[Gjl

years its three faces have told three different stories, none of them true, while Us

Thursday afternoon at 2. All the ladies of
the parish are urged to attend this meet- friends outside his church.
The American Unitarian
ing. Light refreshments will be served at

been

things

For two

a

sources

IS

lew

to-dsy.

There’s every reason why
you should have a Victrota

t

13]

|5
|G3

Charles L. Smith, alter spending Thursday evening she was pleasantly surdays at home, returned Monday to prised at the home of Miss Sibyl Fields
Bridgeport, Conn, ills wile accompanied by several of her fellow employees, who,
as part of the evening’s pleasing program,
him.
The Nlcolin grange lair and bazaar, presented her with a handsome couch
Delicious refreshments were
poalpuncd from yesterday, Is being held blanket.

To familarizc the children with
the masterpieces of music.

yf

again doing full duty.

is

G
-al of
b ..rplus and Profits,
Stockholders' Liabilities,

r-J

prolonged rent,

a

selecting

The UNION T«tUST COMPANY of EUsworth with

Capt.

a

To relax the tension of household

after

The only two factors worth considering in
for the transaction of your business.

[m

Ellsworth, of the marriage at West Medford, Mass., Wednesday, Oct. 8, of Wilhelmine, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. David
Richert, of that city, to Hervey Barnard
The ladies’ aid society of the Baptist
Phillips, son of Mr. and Mrs. Pearl J.
church will serve supper in the vestry j
Phillips, of Ellsworth. Ellsworth friends*
next Wednesday evening.
especially those who bad the pleasure of
Mrs. El vert E. Parker, of Lewiston, who
meeting Miss Richert dpring a visit here,
has been visiting her father, Henry L. extend congratulations.
home
returned
Saturday.
Moor,
Miss Mae
who has been

building.

| EASTERN TRUST ftJBANKING COMPANY 1

F. Giles, who has been seriously ill,
out
Monday for the first time, in

n={
P

party of Ellsworth Odd Fellows
and Rebekahs are in Portlaud this week
attending the meetings of the grand
bodies. Everett Morey is representative
to the encampment, Edgar A. Mitchell to
the lodge and Miss Ethel Brown to the
Rebekah assembly. Others attending are
Miss Delia Hopkin*, H. F. Weaeott, F. 8.
Call and L. W. Jordan.

clock,

Safety-Service I

!

a

The town

rank of

BANGOR,

attorney.
The State highway commission has given
notice of a hearing at the city hall in
Bangor Saturday, Oct. 25,%t 10 a. m., on
the question of designating Htate highways under the new act, centering in Bangor.
Proposed “Btate highway M?’ is
from West
Market square,
Bangor,
through Ellsworth to the Mt. Desert toll-

A Holi—Bakery.
Wanted Housekeeper.
Notice of forclofture—Simon Garland.
David Friend— Pnr Coats.
Palmer’* 5-10-25 c store—Sale.
Adrar notice —Charlotte A Weacott.
Probate notice—Orrln W Tripp et ala.
Notices of forecloanre—Ellsworth Real Estate Company.
Notice—State Highway Commission.
Lost— Bank book.

just

!

appearance

NEW ADVKKTIHBMENT8 THIS WEEK.

Check

a

t (jtrtiEf mcnta.

courthouse, but it is his first
in court here as a full-fledged

about the

No. 42.

!'ZS&ZZri

’

Best Friend

NO MORE I BACKACHES

index

fa„e among the lawyers at the
courthouse this term is that of Percy L.
Aiken, of Sorrento, a recent graduate of
the U. of M. law school. He is not, by
any means, a stranger In Ellsworth or
A

new

The Irish linens, laces and embroideriea
heretofore sold by Mrs. 8. W. Sutton, are now
for sale by Mrs. E. E. Spriuger, State street
The public is cordially invited to examine
them. Prices very reasonable.—Advt.

Dos-All
FOR

SALE

tnderful household
ore

prepan itions
IISI

on

the market.

E :t_L_S WO RTH

AUSTIN.

article; it
cleaning

than all the other

H.

BY

JOY.

SUNDAY_SCHOOL
Lesson III.—Fourth Quarter, For
Oct. 19, 1913.
THE INTERNATIONAL SERIES.
Text of the Lesson, Num. xiii, 1-3; 2333—Memory Verses. 31, 32—Golden
Text, Rom. viii. 31—Commentary
Prepared by Rev. D- M. Stesme.
This la our last study Id Israel's
story until we come Dear to the close
of the forty years, and we must consider not only the murmuring of the
people because of tbe report of the ten
spies, but also the murmuring of
Karsh and his company against Aaron.
No sooner are they out of Egypt than
they are complaining and wishing they
back again (Ex. xiv. 10-121. And
It waa all the way along, and In our
next lesson we shall find the new generation sttll murmuring like their fawere

so

thers
In today's lesson we find them on tbe
borders of tbe promised land, with

EDITED BT

“«CET MADOE".

"Helpful and Hopeful

Its Motto:

<t/?Udd£i

cooimuntcAitons, and Its *uccee* depends largely
Com
on the support given tt l« thl* respectrnunlcatlou* c ast be signed, tut the name of
lx
ted
will
not
writer
except by permission.
pri.
Communication* will be subject u» approval or
reaction by the ml tor of the column, but none
will tx rejected without eood reason. AiMreu

flashes,
are

iplrlu

brute.
There are wall that are pure and true;
Then give to the world the beet you have
And the best will come back to you.”
“Give love, and love to your life will flow,
A strength In your utmost neod;
Have faith, and a score of hearts will show
Their faith in your word aad deed
*'

“Give truthjand yo*sr gift will be paid la
kind.
Aad honor will honor meet.
And a smile that is sweet will surely flad
A smile that is Joat as sweet.*’

Fleetwood, Fh.—“During

the

Change

just perfect.

W^W

home

to scratch

around and

get ready

i

squarely

In the

One of the worst evils of party
politics is this: It is not dropped after
the election is over. By this 1 mean, when
man has been made President of the
a
country, he should be recognised as Predi
Caricatures
dent of the whole country.
and criticisms are allowed a too prominent
place, and tend to lower the respect of
many citizens for law and government.
This will apply equally well to governors
of states and to any party. 4

Japan.
Oolong,
Sugar-per A—
Powdered.
gal,

Molasses,

Guilford

to Tiait bis

came

Of
#?
03

03
09
3io

Lemons, dot.

35**0

M|8

M
30

4-5*86
10*65

Rice, per

A

Vinegar, gal

Cracked wheat.
Oatmeal, per A

Buckwheat, pkg

Graham.

Ry«? meal,

Gran maal, A

Ofii* Oil—per gai—
06
10

Linseed.

Beef. A:
Steak,
Roast*.
Corned,
Veal:

Al-

30
04*05
t*4a,G5
og

|

Mr*. Helen Me Master, with son George,
is here for an extended visit witb ber
mother, Mrs. Clara P. Donbar.

Ham, per

10*18

Shoulder.

*80
10130

Bacon.
Sait.
Lard

A

22
25««
17
25 420

to go

While out to-day I had complaints about a
family of four children neglected by their
I have Just taken a look at the
mother.
column, and found others had been too busy
to write, so will inflict a punishment upon
them by forcing this long, rambling letter
upon them, if Aunt M. prints it?

*25 Cod,
00 Mackerel, lb,
SO Smelts, lb,
2S

0*

20
16

Oats, bu
Shorts —bag
Mix feed, bag

Middlings, bg

58
160
l 00
ISO

LAW BSOABDIXG WEIGHTS

;

~r
>Veuieu Who Get Dloj
who Is troubled with fainting
weakbackache,
headache,
spells,

debility,

constipation

nr

kidney

tronblee shoal'd nse Electric Bitters. They
give relief when nothing else will, improve
the health, adding strength and vigor from
the first dose. Mrs. Lanra Gaines, of Avoca.
La., says: "Four doctors had given me Bp
and my children and all my friends were
looking for me to die, when my son insisted
that I use Electric Bitters. I did so, snd they
have done mv a world of good." Just try
60c- and tlOO at all druggists’ or by
them.
mailH. E. Jtucklen A Co. Philadelphia or St.
Loots.

AMD XlASCtll.

A bushel of Liverpool salt shall weigh 80
pounds, and a baahei of Turk’s Island salt
•ball weigh 70 pounds.
The standard weiebt of a bushel of potatoes
in good order and fit for shipping, is *0
pounds: of apples. 44 pound*.
The standard weight of a bushel of beans in
good order and fit for shipping, is 60 pounds;
of wheat, beets, rata-bag* turnips and teas.
60 pounds; of com, 56
pounds; of onions, 52
of carrots. English turnips, rye and

Knds;meal,60pounds;of
and buckwheat.
lau

of
32

barley

pounds,

parsnips, 46pounds,
46 pounds; of oats;
by agreement.

or even measure as

SUERY.
Sadie Shapleigh is visiting in Bangor.
Charles Brown, of Wells Beach, is visit*
ing his wife at G. F. Ingalls'.
Mr. Tickle is making arrangements
of lectures to be held every
two weeks through the winter, beginning
Wednesday, Oct. 22, when Rev. P. A. A.
Killam, of Ellsworth, will lecture on
astronomy.
Oct. 13.
Altos.
Kev.

woman

snd ditty
ness,

Bessie Allen ie visiting friends in
Lawrence, Mate., and WoodavtUe, N. H.

Capt. Fred PhiUipe
gone to

and

Middleboro, Mess

family

have

for toe winter.

Alton Herrick left Friday for Chicago,
where he bee

employment

with Armour

j

for

a course

Torturing eczema spreads its burning are
every day. Doan’s Ointment quickly stops
its spreading, instantly relieve* the itching,
cures it permanently.
At any drug store.
-Advi.

j

ADVERTISING

j
j

ELIMINATES
RISK.

It Stands the
of Time

Thursday.

'•

Lookout chapter, O. E. 9., is invitad to
visit Juanita chapter at 9tonington Thursday evenipg, Oct. 18.
Miss Elsie 9hermau has gone to Boeton,
the will
be bookkeeper in tbe
office otU. W. Herrick.
where

chapter, O. E. S., held a special
meeting Oct. 7, tor inspection by D. D. 0.
M. Mrs. Lens Lynsm, of Bar Harbor. Tbs
degrees were conferred on one candidate.
Refreshments were served. The deputy
wet accompanied by Mre.
Haynes, W. M.
of Harmony chapter, Bar Harbor.
Tbe many friends of John Diz Allen,
of Pawtucket, R. L,
formerly of this
town, were saddened to learn of his death
on Thursday.
Mr. Allen was a ton of
the late Capt. Fred sod Mary
Allen, of this
piece. He wss always a welcome summer
visitor, and will be greatly missed. He
leaves a widow and three brothers-Fred,
of Charlestown, Msss.; Prince, of Portsmouth, N. H., and Edward, of Belem,
Mass.
Oct. 13.
Css Femme.
A lie title end Effective Laxative
mild, gentle sod effective laxative Is what
people demand when suffering from conett*««ar b> Dr. King's New
Life Pilla.rhH?**nd*
Hugh Tmlmnn, of Man Antonio.
T«*. write*.
"They ore. beyond question,
the beat pt'la my virt and I hove ever taken."
They never came pain. Price Mr. at drug,
*
gists or by mail.
H. E. Hues lea A Co.
Philadelphia or Ml
A

PTilaSi..

Louis.

Test

ANODYNE

LINIMENT
IN USE 103 YEARS

for the relief of aches,
pains, swellings, burns,
cuts, rheumatism,
bowel troubles. For internal and external use.
We and 50c

Lookout

Harvey Webster met with a painful
accident Monday while working in A. K.
His band was caught in
Dodge’s mill.
the machinery and two fingers were severed.
L.
Oct. IS.

Every

short

Bev. Mr. Erb, wbo has preached in the
Baptist church severs! Sundays, left

6 00 *6 90
1 75
Com, 100A bag
175
Com meal, bag
1 76
Cracked com.

Howard Dowell and family have returned from West Gouidaboro, and are
pleasantly located in a part of James
Hatch’s bouse.
Mrs. Lillian Butler, of Oxford, called
bere by tbe illness of ber brother, Frank
Farnbam, is at the borne of ber mother,
Mm. Frances Farnbam.

;

a

Fresh rich.

borne.

1

Stephen D. Cousins it spending
time in Massachusetts.

A Co.

12

I
i
I

JOHNSONS

BKOOKUN.
Mrs. Nellie Joyce tuu gone to Melroec,
Mae*., lor the winter.

30*85

Floor—per bbl—

Fred Dunbar, wbo went to Brockton,
Maas., accompanied by hie eon Eugene,
wbo will continue bis studies there, is at

success.

Lamb.

16
16

Floor, Oral a and Feed.

j

SEAGIRT. iTl. SOUTH DRER t&LR.
Seagirt grange met Saturday evening,
Oct. 11, with a good attendance. 8ix ap* i
plications were received and there was;
degree work on nine.
Seagirt grange will entertain Green i
Mountain Pomona Oct. 16, which la also
Seagirt’* anniversary.
Tn«* grange social held Oct. 10 was a

28

Halibut.
Haddock.
Ovtiers, qt,
dams, qt,

<

The manufacturer who advertises Ids goods thereby
shows his conhdence In them
He would not spend money
to tell of their merits unless
they I lad merits. Ills adver
tisement Is an Invitation to
you to test his sincerity by
testing bis goods.
You take no chances in purchasing goods advertised In
this paper.
The advertise
meat ts a guarantee of ijual
Insist on having the
Ity.
genuine articles.
Something
said to I* “Just ns good" Is
never so good
Ret the gen
ulne—the kind that Is adver
Used.

and Rainbow grange.

Steak,

Roasts.
Lamb:

from Vinalbaven

family.

Chop,

18*80

difficulties as compared with those of
other occupations,” there were readings,
conundrum* and stories. E. W. Burn!!
reported the Bleating of Haucock Pomona

Miss

Pork. A:
26*45

CENTURY, J6fl. DEDHAM.
New Century grange bad visitor* from
East Eddiugtou, Pktnola and Bavvtew
The night w as stormy
grange* Oct. #11.
but there was a good attendance. Besides
tbe discussion of the topic, “Farmers’ i

04

*5
I*

Kerosene.

15*60

ottftif
8D*36
06

Meat* sad Provisions.

NORTH CASTINE.
H*U, of Brockton, Mage., ia in

Arthur

*0#«Q
10

Granulated.
Yellow. C

town.

Friday,

10*11

Groceries.

manac.

Cousins opened
the grange at. 7.31). Hereafter an effort will
be made to begin at seven during tbe winter
months. After degree work, conferred by
8isur 8. J. Young, tbe lecturer presented
a program.
The topic of tbe evening,
“Bread making,” was ably discussed by
the sisters.
_

rrslt*

But it

Dana

LAMOINE, 204.

NEW

too.15.17

Vegetables.
Green tomatoes, pk 15 Onions.
To re sioe* lb,
<>5 Lettuce, head,
03 Car rota. lb.
Cabbage, ib,
Beets.lb
63 Squash, lb.
Potatoes, pk
15 Turnips, lb,
Bufno-i ou».qt,l*flfO Pepper*, each.
» potatoes, lb, fi* «j03

lightsome, girlish Agger
Trippin*. skippin* down the lane,
Fills bis mem'ry full of sunshine.

—

--38 4*0

..

£«*■*.

Coffee—per A
Rio.
Mocha.
Java.
Tea—per A—

la»!»ectlon.

Worthy Overseer W. 8.

..

Cranberries, qt,

By HOLLAND
OISTORY !« full or warn
D Ing* about buying n |>!g
In a poke
This la only an
other wny of Having that one
should buy articles of known
merit—articles that will bear

grange.
A harvest feast was served.

r>.

Oranges, dot

QUALITY

Charlotte

B»'®d.>»«»

And the

s sunshine mixed with rctn.
For. ye see. it sets him dreamin’
Of Septembers that be knew.
When he went a ernskVy pickin'
And a girl went with him, too.
Joseph C. Lincoln in Old Farmers*

laid, per dot...

Hey.
He« Ime. per

Now the crowd of cmnb'r’y pickers.
Every morning a* they pass.
Makes s feller think of turkey.
With the usual kind of sass.
Till a roguish fsce a-smliin"
'Neath s bonnet or a bat.
Makes him stop and think of somethin'
That's a good deal sweeter*a that.

1

KKKTS.

Chickens..

future.

OF KNOWN

Raima Bowden; story. Laura Deversus;
Gertrude Bowden, Ethel Leach;
reading. Eva Bowden; dialogue, “Through
the Breaker*;”
aongs illustrating the
original poem, “Song* That We Love;*’
song. Devereux
brothers; instrumental
music, Ethel Leach; declaration of purposes and story by Brother Fisher, of

RK»

f"”'

BUY GOODS

MASSAPAQtTA, 477, WITH BIX EH ILL.
j
The regular meeting of Massapaqua
grange was held Oct. 9. with 21 member*
and three vikitora prerent. An interesting program was presented, including a j
lively discussion of the topic, “Hewolved,
that it is easier to get a living to-day than
It wa* twenty year* ago."

CAtfriNE, 250.

0**>T.50*55

Poult

;

Castine grange met Oct. 11. with about
110 present.
The lecturer presented the
follow ing program: Reading, Husie Blodgett; recitation, Gladys Devcreus; songs,

Cre.io.ry per ».K««>

near

CHANCES.

j

Mariavltle grange met Oct. 11. with the
usual attendance. The fair Oct. 8 was a
line success; net proceeds, about fHO.

Hatter.

Fresh

PONT TAKE

MAR! AVILI.K. 441.

Tbs quotations below give the range of
prices in Ellsworth:
Country

] consider that that stands higher tbsn
party politics, and it is a qoestiot^wbich

mixture a

scorrs

RAINBOW. AH. NORTH BROOESV!LLE.

retail

Now, Dell, I aid not pat an embargo on
that woman suffrage talk at l be re-anion*

will have to be met

M

clogged?

or

proves that
these
result from run
symptoms
down health. Snuff* and
vapors
are irritating and useless. You
should build your general health
with the oil-food in Scott’*
Emul*ion-it» nourishing
powers will enrich and enliven
the blood, aid nutrition and assimilation and assist nature to
check the inflammation and
heal the sensitive membranes
which are affected.
Scoff 'a Emulsion
will raise your
standard of health
to correct catarrh.

songs,

KLWWORTH

htuky

Modern science

HhOOSKVIUZ.

Kainbow grange met Oct. 9, with about
forty present. Two application* were recelved. No program was pr.-rented.

MASS., for advice.
Your letter will be opened, read and answered
by a woman and held in strict conildence.

again.

Oh, have I told any of you that I went to
thefuir at North Penobscot, my old home,
and I went around looking straight into the
faces of sll to see if I could find old friendsThey all looked so old: One said, after I had
remarked this, “have you Anoked into the

able to

(COSKIIiEVTUL) LTS>,

gists lately?" Now. what * question to ask
me. when 1 know 1 am still young!
There! Will stop, hoping oar column may
be well filled In future, or 1 will give you a
Suppose Aunt Madge
temperance sermonDut
will not let ns speak on suffrage.

478,

SO ml

get

_______

M^teWrlt* to lT»UF.mK«H XEDICIYE CO.

Tbe flowers snd leaves
G.

Dear Aunt Madge and M B.'s:
Home again after a long flight. Don’t ask
roe where I have been; 1 have seen in places
pleasant and in places unpleasant, but taking the bitter with tbe sweet, had a rousing
good tiro*. Made stops at Bangor. WaterviUe. Fairfield, Hinckley, Freeport, Hal}o*ell
and Portland, visited
friends,
hospitals,
various kind*,
and
children’s homes of
schools; did lots of business of lots of kinds,
and got borne safe snd received a glad welcome from at least Sadie and the dog.
Then,
after one night’s rest, l|started for tba Ellstook
dinner
worth woolen mill; called and
with Mrs. Langley in her new home, then
took her along for the
delightful ride
through fields and woods to the mill, where
we were shown over the building, and after
making * few purchases, started homeward.
After dropping Mrs. Langley at her home, I
made a few more stops in p»e city. Found
my John, who had been to Bangor, and hied

hardly

was

_

impaired? Doe* your throat

have a special program at tbe next meeting. Tbe program ot tongs, recitation*,
music, reading* and conundrums, was *nJoyed by all.

Vege-

following from a Massachusetts M.
B. should have bad place last weak, but
tbe (act remains tbe same:
Mklbosk. Mass., Sept. 21.
Q. M. Allen, of North Sedgwick, to-day
brought In from the woods n very lovely
were

of Life I

o RAX links.

held its regular
Hsrboraide grange
meeting on Oct. 8, with a fair attendance.
It was voted to serve refreshment* and to

table Compound and it made me a strong, well woman. I am
very
thankful t hat I followed
nyr friend’s advice, and I shall recommend it
as long as I lire.
Before I took the Compound I was always sickly
and now I have not had medicine from a doctor for years. Y ou
may
publish my letter."—Mrs. Edward B. Hilbert, Fleet wood, Pa.
From Mrs. F. P. MULLENDORE, Mnnford, Ala.
Munford, Ala.—“ I was so weak anil nervous while passing through
the Change of life that I could hardly live. Mr husband hail to nail
rubber on all the gates for I could not stand to hare a gate slam.
I also had haekache and a fullness in my stomach. I noticed that
i.yaia e.. nnuuun> v egetanie uomjxmna was advertised for such cases and I sent and got a bottle.
It did roe so much good that I kept on taking it and
found it to be all you claim. I recommend it to
all women afflicted as I was.”—Airs. F. P. Mci.ix.'jdokb, Munford, Ala.

Tbe

bunch of blue violets.

HARBORS IDE,

be around at all.
I always had a headache and I was so dizzv and
nervous that I bail no rest at night.
The flashes of heat were so boil
sometimes that I did not know what to da
“
One day a friend advised me to take Lydia E. Pinkham’s

•IgBSHUVi
X could call you each, my aieoe#, by tbe
name you are known in tbe column,
i

began to fear tbe M. B.'s bad organized a
strike, but letters tbia week from 8. J. Y.
and Dell reassured me on
that point,
snd it “strike*'’ me we bad better follow
tbe example of some churches and Sunday
schools and have a “rally” in tbe fall.
Don’v let us forget tbe Children’s borne
in Augusts.
Among tbe “wants” mentioned in tbe September magazine. Our
Mission B'orJL-, are pillow-slips for single
beds, bed-spreads about four feet by six
feet; underwear for boys and girls from
four to thirteen years of age; baby napkins; table napkins.

impending

doctors, but did not improve until I began taking Lydia
,iani'8 Vegetable Compound. It has now been sometime since
I took the Compound and I have had no return
qf mv old complaints.
I always praise your remedies to weak women.’"— Mrs. Kerry
Hjuvtuh, R. F. D. No. 5, Cadiz, C>hio.
From Mrs. EDWARD IJ. HILBERT,
Fleetwood, Pa.

_

Even so shall It be; tor until Israel
nation is saved, at tbe coming of
Christ in glory, tbe earth will never
be Slled with the glory of the Lord.
Never in this age. but in the next
after the return of the Lord to restore
ail things of which the prophets have
spoken (Acts lii, 19-211. Compare Isa.
ri. 3. margin; xL 19; Hab. a 14. As
none of that generation from twenty
years old and upward, who were numbered by Moses, ever entered the laud,
because of their unbelief, except tbe
two faithful spies. Caleb and Joshua,
who wholly followed the Lord, but
were compelled to wander In tbe wilderness forty years, a year for a day.
nntil they all died, so there are multitudes today who never enter into rest
but wander In tbe wilderness of unbelief because they do not rely on the
Lord, and overcome by faith.
They
ever see themselves and tbelr difficulties Instead of the Lord (xlT. 22-39;
compare Hab. ill and iv».
The little ones who had no knowledge of good and evil in those days,
they entered tbe land (xiv, 31; I**»ut
These are helpful words con
i, 39i
ceruing our little ones who die before
they come to years of knowledge. The
blood of the lamb avails for them
From xiv. 40-45 learn that when we
presume to do what God torbids. even
though it may seem right, we are sure
to fall.
The story of the ribband of blue in
chapter xv. 32-41 is most interesting,
but holiness must be from within, no
mere outward help can suffice.
In
chapter xvi as in chapter xii. we see
again the sin of speaking against the
Lord’s chosen ones, however unworthy
The Judgment upon
they may be
Korah and his company because they
spoke against Aaron is. like all the
ether Incidents, written for our bene-,
ft
The sons of Korah were not slain,
but tbelr descendants became leaders
of the praise* of the Lord. See Sum.
xxvl. 11. and the Introduction to
Psalms xtiv to xllx and others. They
certainly bad cause to praise God after
so great a deliverance; but what about
all who are delivered from tbe wrath
fl Tbess. 1. Mb
to come?

dread of

remedies and

_

as a

headaches, melancholia,

CATARRH?
[• nasal]
V
breathing

The Maine department of agriculture
and the Maine State grange are working
together in an effort to * reuse civic pride
and internet in tha desiraction of those
eyesore* and breediog-jSacea for ineset
peats, the bashes and brush along the
highways and upon private property.
A price of HO has been offered by Individual*, through tha department of
agriculture, for the brat article on “Koadside Improvement", written by a member
of any grange in Maine.
Bach grange in
the State is sntlUad to snter one essay in
the contact.
The article muet be typewritten, and
not over 2,000 word* In length, and It must
be mailed to tht Stale superintendent of
schools, Payton Smith, Augusta, before
Nov. 17, IMS. The article will be Judged
on tha basis of forty points for literary
merit and sixty j»inta for economic
merit.

From Mrs. HEXRV HEAmtN, Cadis, Ohio.
Fort Worth, Texas.—“I have taken Lydia E. Finkham’s
Vegetable Compound and derived great benefit from its use. It carried
me
the
safely through
Change of Life when I was in bad health. I had
that all gone feeling most of the time, and headache
constantly, I was
very nervous and the hot flashes were very l»d. I had tried other

to go

nation.

severe

y/\

HAVE YOU

Saturday, Nov. 15-Meet log of Hancock
Pomona,with Narramtssic grange, Orlanrt.

evil, palpitation of the heart,
irregularity, constipation and
dizziness are promptly treated by
intelligent women who
are
approaching the period of life.
This is the most critical period of woman’s life and she
who neglects the care of her health at this time invites incurable disease and pain.
Why not be* guided by the experience of other* and take Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable
Compound? It .is an indisputable fact that this grand old
remedy has helped thousands erf women to pass through
this trying period with comfort and
safety. Thousands of
genuine and honest testimonials support this fact.

“Give pity and sorrow to those who mourn;
“You will gather in flowers again
up and possess
The scattered seeds from your thought eutWe might conclude
boraot
from the first three verses of our lesThough the sowing seemed but in vain.
son, if we had no other record, that it
-For life ia the mirror of king and alnvo.
was part of tbe Lord's plan for them
It ia joat what we are and do;
to send spies to search out the land,
Then give to the world the beat you have.
and see If His description of it was j
And the beat will, come back to you.”
correct; but from Deut L 22. we find
that the sending of spies was the peoDear Aunt Madand Mut\iai§
I didn't expect to come again eo noon, for 1
ples' suggestion, which Moses seems to
have indorsed, no doubt thinking that
thought Aunt Madge would have a deluge of
letter* after the reunion, but seeing no one
such a good land as be knew they
reported last week, thought Z would send a
would find it to be. would encourage
few lines and then, if mine isn’t needed at
them to go right up (Pa. clii. 7).
present. Aunt Madge can use it later when
The Lord indulged them In their de• he runs short.
sire. to send spies and commanded to
1 can report a pleasant ride and safe arrival
So
send a ruler from each tribe.
home before dark, even if we didn’t have an
Moses sent them that they might see automobile. I was reminded of the parable
if tbe la ini was good or hod. fat or of the foolish virgin when 1 read of the hitch
in Aunt Madge's part? getting home. Hot as
lean, end to bring of the fruit of it
“ail is well that ends weir*, it wasn't so bad
When the Lord had
(verses 17
after alt.
said to Moses that He would bring
The report was all right, excepting that it
Israel unto a good land, and a large,
was, or seemed to be. written by the wrong
unto a land Bowing with milk and
person. Hope .Sunshine hasn't been shirkhoney (Ex. iil, S>. we cannot think that ing again, hut we will forgive her if she will
he ever questioned
whether these report later. Z was struck with the similthings were so or nol; but these un- arity of the poem which headed the column
believing people who could not believe Aug. IT, entitled “The Mirror of Ufe”. t© the
The
anything unless they saw it had to see one Z have, entitled “Life’* Mirror".
are
for themselves, and they did. and tbe thoughts, though differently expressed,
1 will enclose it, and if
much toe same.
twelve spies returned after forty days
Aunt Madge can find room for It. perhaps it
with figs and pomegranates, and one will interest those who noticed the other
cluster of grapes which two men bad
1 have a quotation I clipped from an edito carry on a staff (verses 23-25).
torial ia the People • Horn* Journal, which I
Tbey testified as to the land "Surely think is worth copying.
it fioweth with milk and honey, and
To-day is a small space—only a lightning
this is the fruit of it" (verse 271 But Cash ta the dark, but out of the great onchartered ocean of eternity it is all that is
they also saw walled cities and giants, really ours.
and saw themselves as gra«sbopj>ers. g “To-day exact* little of us. but as we do that
little weil or ill. we weave the warp and woof
and said, we are not able to go up of our success or failure ia life."*
The dutle* of to-day are small, hut as our
against this people Two of the twelve
to-days add into months snd months into
spies, however, were true believers, and years and years into a life-long time, our
too.
mass
themselves into a
they said: “Let us go at once and pos- dailv deeds,
mighty force for good or ill. Learn the value
sess it; for we are well abb* to overof to-day”!
8. J. Y.
come it * * * Only rebel not ye against
Loving greetings to all.
the Lord, neither fear ye tbe people of
Excellent thoughts for every-day living*
the land. • • * the Lord is with us
fear them not” (xiii. 30; xiv. 6-9).
you hare furnished us with in your letter,
Again God suggested to Moses that S. J. Y., and a report from you after the
He destroy them all, and make of reunion is indeed welcome. You have had
Moses a great nation (xiv. 12; compare many interests to look after in your imEx. xxxiil. 10); but Moses again plead- mediate vicinity since we saw you last.
As I look over the items from the varied for them, and in answer to bis
prayer the Lord said. “I have pardon- ous town* reported »u Thk Amkkicax
ed according to thy word: but as truly each week, I always notice our niece*
home town or signature. It may be IS. or
as I live, all the earth shall be filled
with the glory of the Lord” (xiv. 13-21). C. or E. 1 vri»h the Franklin M. B. would
This is the first statement that the come Again, that M. E. would remember
earth shall be filled with the glory of us; and where is Ah? There is Aunt
the Lord, and it is made In connection Maria s neighbor, one of the number, and
with the forgiveness of Israel as a j “All Done,” 1 hope, isn’t living up to that

nought to do but
It (Dent. 1, 19-2TL

reason.

prize por

Thx Americaj<,
kll wurth. Me.

“T»*r«l»r«

good

From 40 to 50 Woman's Critical Period.
Such warning symptoms as sense of suffocation, hot

u>

Lilt** K1KBOR.
lojrAi bcaiu. lh,r*

This column !• deeded to the Orange, esto the granges of Hancock county
The column I* open to nil grangers for tha
discussion of topic* of general Interest, and
for report* of grange meetings. Maks letters
short uad concur. All comasnatcatloaa must
l>* signed, but name • srttl not be printed agoapt by permission of the writer- All communications will be subject to approval by
tbe editor, bat none will bt rejected without

pecially

°Mfrme4iojf

The pnrpcMa of itito column are succinctly
stated in the Otto ami motto-tt t* for the mutual
benefit, and aim* to be helpful and hopeful.
Being for the common good, It 1* for the com
mon use—* public servant, a pu veyor of ‘.nformation «**! S4*cge*ik>n, a medium for the In
tercbang. of Wen* U this ©specify tt solicit*

all oommui-lcnUous

2ltncng tt)t ©ranger*.

asnrettBfmtntB.

ffiutaal Bnufit Column.

svtryivAem

I. S. JOHNSON * CO., in..
■•Man, Mms.

Parsons'
Pills
tive quick
relief w ithout
diilr»stin|

DON’T NEOLECT

YOURJsTOMACH

Use Mi-o-na-1 he First Dot* Brin**
(Sure, Safe and Kllwtht Belief.
If you are not able to digest your
food, if you lack an appetite, if your
stomach is sour, gassy, upset, your
tongue coated, if your head aches and
you are dizzy, if you have heartburn
and pains in
your colon or bowels,
why suffer needlessly?
Buy now—to-day—from G. A. rarcher, a flfty-cent boi of Mi-o na Stomach Tablets. There is no moie effective remedy for stomach Ills. Mi-o-na
is a digestive giving quick relief, also
strengthens and builds up, surely and
safely, the digestive organs, soothes
the irritated membrane and increases
the flow of the digestive juices. A oar
whole system is beuefitpd aud you become well and strong.

The Ellsworth American

CATHOLICS IW MAISg.

Eloquent Addreaa by Hon.
Ilraey, of Bar Habor.

has been
L. B.

of drat maaa la
(Dellvtrtd »t ter-centenary
celebrated et Bar Harbor thia sum-

)IalMmer.)
the Bute of Maine hae reaaon to conthia anniversary of
gratulate itaalf upon
It haa eapectal reaaon
tta far beginning.
ita citUana ot tbe Roman
,0 congratulate
Catholic faith, becauae It waa prteate and
who, jno yeara ago,
peoplaof that faith aa
a Chriatlan atate;
laid it* corner-atone
and it ia to the initiative and energy ot
of that faith that ia due
prtesta and people
thia aptrndid and appropriate celebration.
1 cannot apeak officially for tbe Stale<
but I (eel rure that I voice tbe eentimenU
and all of ita people
o! it* government
whose oplniona are worth quoting when I
which our mother
,ar that tbe message
Mile »enda to-day to her Catholic childof love, Of gratitude and
ren i» a message
of confidence. The State recognliea the
Roman Catholic church aa primarily a

and

never

will be

a

Roman

----

The Savoy hotel at Rockland was damaged to the extant of f14,000 by fire Sunday.
The body of Robert Adame, aged thirtyseven, missing from his home in Militown
for more than a week, was found Saturday

of its civic character and for the eternal
honor of Its starry flag.
Three hundred years ago, when Mount
Desert was first settled, Catholics were

being persecuted in Protestant countries
end Proteetanta in Catholic countries.
There wete many men and women
living

middle life who could remember the
of 8t. Bartholomew, and that
Protestant English queen, who signed the
death warrant of her Catholic cousin had
only been ten years in her grave.
Three hundred years have passed, a brief
period when compared with the life of
mankind, and behold occupying the most
in

massacre

&bbftfpcnuntfl.

K1TTKRY TO CARIBOU.

Catholic country, for in the future, aa in
the past. Git holies and
Protestants, each
loyal to their own faith, aids by side and
shoulder to shoulder, will stand for the
defenae of our country, tor the
upbuilding
of its civil
institutions, for the uplifting

The

in the river at Calais.
The eighth annual convention of the
Maine State League of Postmasters of
third and fourth class offices will be held
in the Augnsta house, Augusta, October
16 and 17.

In feudal times, when the dow ruincastles on the river Hhlne were

ed

alive with people, there lay dying
In one of them Count Uallensteln, Its
owner.
There had long been a feud
Hnfetroin, a neighbor, who, learning of his
enemy's Illness, Unsigned, us soon ns
be, the Intter, died, to step In and take
between

the count

and

Greater

C. Dill,
adjutant-general of
resigned to become sales manager of the United States Cartridge Co.,
of Boston. He will be succeeded as adjutant-general by Oapt. Albert Greenlaw, of
East port.
Elliott

Maine,

Baron

has

Problem

Rev. Wilbur F. Berry, of Wsterville,
estate. charged with criminal libel of Associateimportant judicial position in the world, possession of the castle and
appointed thereto by a Protestant Presi- Tho count's son and heir, Herman, Justice Haley, of the supreme court, in
dent, amid the plaudits of all the people was at the time of his father's Illness articles printed in the Civic League
has been
bound over for the
the country, we find a distinguished
but
aa
returning from the university wh£re Record,
aecoodarily j
toiEtity apiritual force,
Roman Catholic jurist, Edward D. White, he bad been studying and liad been re- grand jury of the Cumberland county
and
that
aa
inatitution,
a great temporal
superior coart in the sum of |2,000 on each
and much less important, but none the
called to his home.
jurb It ia one of the chief bulwark* ot seI of two warrants.
less
we
And
the
a
of
him
to
far
aa
significant
The
who
In
the
summoned
Catholic
people
messenger
ta Dli* bed order.
Charles Francis Richardson, professor
slate without distinction of creed or realso Informed him that Uuron ilnfIn,ty reflect the influence of tbe Church,
bowed
liglon
etrorn
standing reverently and.witb
was watching for him to waylay emeritus of Anglo-Saxon and English
tbt y ere among tbe ataunchnet defenders |
beads about a spot made sacred by the ; and make him a
prisoner, that at his fa- languages and literature at Dartmouth
0( Isa snd order, seldom found retreating
of a Catholic cross.
;
ther's death there would be no head to j college, died at Lisbon, N. H., last Wedunder the white flag and never found planting
Is it too much to expect in view of these tlie Uallensteln vassals to offer resist- | nesday, after a brief illness of pneumonia,
gathering under the red flag of enarchy.
Prof. Richardson
changes that the time may ance and that he might bold the heir, aged sixty-two years.
In (peaking of tbe Koman Catholic stupendous
yet come, not in our time, not in this to do with him as he chose. Herman was a native of Hallowell, and had been
v, 1 cannot forbear to offer my small
century, not perhaps in the next 300 years, set out on horseback with the mes- a member of the Dartmouth faculty for
tribute to my friend, the priest of this
1 would not undertake to say that but that the time may yet come when the senger, Ludwig Ititter, to return to his thirty-one years.

parish.

Father O'Brien is faultleaa. My expsrtrnrv may bars been unusual and unfortunate. but in my going about the world
I never have happened to fall in with
I boast ilihermtao ant faultless man.
«"dry myself, and so, without fsar of giving offence. I can say that I never expect
to meet a faultless Irishman.
Father O'Hrleu possesses the imagination. the humor, tbe optimism, tbe altruism that spring lika shamrock from
the old soil, and with these be combines
galvanic energy that is characteristic of
America.
When he came to this little local church
be found it wood, and has made It stone;
he found it In the circumference and has

of the great French seer will be
made true in fact; when frontiers shall
disappear, when “simple faith shall And a
vision

wray we lose by chart of creed”, And when
there will be for ail one great country.

The World; and

one

great hope, Heaven.

MOUNTAIN MAIL-CARRIER.
Girl

of

Fifteen

Makes

Dally Trips

Over Rough Route.
Floe Brown, a bright girl fifteen years
of age, carries the daily mail from Henderson, a little village in Baxter county,
Ark., to Bakersfield, In Ozark county, Mo.,
a distance of fltteeu
miles and return.
She is one of seven sister*, daughters of
moved it up to tbe center; be found it a Asa Brown and wife, and ail have gradubranch, iI is now a trunk: he found U ated off the mail route. U haa been a part
diffidently counting ita age in years, of their education, and has helped them in
while now, with tbs present and past more
ways than one.
link 'd together, it confidently measures
Floe, who carries the mail, is now a
its history in centuries.
•mall girl, but what she lacks in size she
To-morrow many of os will visit the makes
up in nerve and ability to get over
scene ot the first white settlement in New
The
the road in all kinds of weather.
now
is
left
mark
the
Tuttle
to
Kngiand.
route lies over some of the roughest counbe
and
he
must
stolid
hut
phlegmatic tryinthe Ozark mountains. The roads
spot,
indeed who is not thrilled with emotiona are rough, and over a great
part of it the
tbe
where
that little
ss be looks upon
spot
On a
houses are few and far between.
300
where
ban t landed
yean ago;
they er- stretch of flve miles there is no dwelling
refed the crosa and when they knelt at all, being all over the mountains and
shout it and dedicated tbemaelves to tbe
through the woods. Thought of fear, howsrork which they bad been sent here to do
over, never ente/$ ter mind. There are no
am.d untold hardshipa.
wild animals in the woods, and the birds
But his vision ia imparfect and incon- and
squirrels are her friends and keep her
plete who does not tee through and be- company.
yond that tcena ita background; who
Most of the time she carried the mail
with hit mind’s eye fails to see through on horseback. At
times, in good weather,
and beyond it Father Marquette travershowever, when the roads are worn down
ing the Mississippi in his frail canoe, hard and smooth, she usea a single buggy
Xaiier penetrating with tbe croas tbe Besides Henderson and Bakersfield, she
hostile K»»t Indies, and all ot that wideserves two other towns en route—Gamaliel
spread missionary movement ot the six- and Custer. The most dreaded part of her
teenth and seventeenth centuries, to lutripat times is crossing the North Fork
minous with concentration, so pregnant
river, a mountain stream which at times
with consr<|uencea as to elicit from a great
gets to be a raging mountain torrent. The
Protestant historian that splendid tribute stream is fordable at low water, but when
which is to appropriate that 1 cannot for- it
goes on a rampage it is dangerous even for
bear to repeat it:
a ferryboat to cross. One time when it was
said
Iswd
of
"If,"
Macaulay, speaking
past fording she swam her horse across in
these 17th century Catholic missionaries
order to get her mail to its destination
ol *hom they who settled Mount Desert
that night. Bbe came out on the opposite
were s pert, "if they were wanted at Lima,
bank with dripping skirts, but with mail
they were on the Atlantic m the next high and dry on her shoulders.
feet, if they were needed at Bagdad, they
In the spring and summer the route is
were tolling through the deraert with tSe
pleasant to ride, as some of the driest
next caravan; if their mission was rescenery iu the Ozarks lies along the way.
qoireu la mi too country where It was a Wild flowers and grass cover the woods’
cr me to harbor them, where tbeir lives
floor, ana me nms aru a mass m gruuu,
aere more insecure than tbat of a wolt,
with the rock* of the river btuHa stickthey went without jernonsirance and ing out in bare splendor. In autumn, too,
without hesitation to tbeir doom. Aqd it is beautiful, when the woods present an
* ben, in later
years, anew and terrible ever-changing color, but when the winter
pestilence swept around tbe earth; when winds bcgiu to blow and the days of fall(ear had dissolved every tie that binds soing snow and blinding, biting sleet come,
ciety together; when tbe secular clergy had it would try the nerves and spirit of a
forsaken their flocks; when medical suc- man, but Floe sticks to her post. The
cor was nnt to be
purchased for gold, even winter season is short and the warm
then they
were
found
standing by spring days to come buoy her up.
stricken pallets that bishop and curate,
Tbe family Uvea few miles north of Henphysician and nurse, father and mother derson, and in the worst weather her sishad deserted, bending over infected lips
ters, Pearl and Hannah, help her out.
to catch the last faint accents of confesHannah or Pearl goes after the mail at
sion and holding up to the last, before tbe Henderson in tbe morning and brings it
expiring penitent, tbe image of the ex- to the house, where Floe picks it up and
piring Redeemer.”
carries it on to Bakersfield and brings
When the first white settlement was back tbe morning mail from that point.
made on Mount Desert 300 years ago, tbe
They take it then to Henderson for her,
relations between Catholics and Protest- letting her get off and rest.
ants t brougbout tbe world was characterThe parcel post has made the daily load
ized by rancorous hatred and relentless a
great deal heavier for the girl, and many
intolerance. Tbe hatred is now a thing of times the horse is loaded down with ail
the past.
Intolerance still remains, bat it he can carry. Sometimes the load is more
•pends Itself in words that And no echo in than can be carried on horseback, and
the human beart.
then tbe single buggy is pressed into serNot tong ago 1 heard a clergyman from vice, good roads or bad. She is very pophis pulpit utter these words:
“This is a ular, and does many favors for her patrons
Protestant country." The statement went in the way of bringing things from the

unchallenged. It la one of the handicaps
we laymen labor under
in both Catholic and Protestant churches, that we cannot answer back. But we can think, and
the
thoughts that coursed through my
mind were something like this:
It this is a Protestant country, at what
Particular time In its history did it become such. Surely not when a Catholic
queen fitted out a Catholic explorer with
* Catholic crew
Certainly
to discover it.
not when a Koman Catholic, Lord Baltimore, in his Maryland colony, Aral estab*'“hed religious tolerance on this contlnent. Assuredly not when Charles Carroll signed the
Declaration of Independence, writing under hie name the
words, “of Carrollton, South Carolina,”
and saying, “There are a
good many Cartolls, and l want tba King of Great Britain
to xnow where to find me.”
Philip H.
Aheridau was a Catholic, and thia anrely
Aid not become a Protestant country at
the moment
"In the
A a Wed

when,

flush of the morning light,
a* black ae tbe steed# of night
Waa bearing Sheridan into tbe fight
from Winchester, twenty milee away.*’
Oh, no; this ia not, it never nas been
»»d never will be a Protestant country.
And for like reason, it la not, it never

stores for

them when they

are

too

busy

to

go to town.
Asa Brown, her father, is an old man.
The family live on a farm, and he specializes on fruit. He says he is glad his children were girls, and that he could not get
Boys, be says, are
along without them.
always making tbe old folks trouble.
The girls have generally arranged the
carrying of ^the mail so that all got a
chance at the district school, going from
Home
there to the academy at Mountain
and from there into more proHtable emof
ployment or to make happy homes
their own. Those that are married are
who are
happily married, and the others
not at home are holding lucrative business

positions.
DEDHAM.

Boyd Tracy, of Hancock,

is

the guest of

J. F. Cowing.
Irving Gray, of Bar Harbor, is visiting
bis uncle, G. A. Gray.
Charles E. Meade, of Beverly, Mass., is
visiting relatives here.
Everett Johnson, of Bar Harbor, has
been visiting his brother, C. E. Johnson.
U.
Oct. 13*

The New

mile is the greater

Nowhere
road

on

problem.

the continent is the rail-

problem

so

great,

nor so

well

worked out.

by
I Mrs. Marion Booth Kelley, of Boston,
I who will also be the evening speaker.
and

a

question

England unit is service.

Not miles moved but movement per

The Maine woman’s suffrage associawill hold its thirty-third annual
tion
convention at Pythian hall. Portland, Oct.
29. The morning session will bo devoted
to business; in the afternoon the president, Miss Helen Bates, will give her
annual address, L. M. Sanborn will speak,

dying father.

In order that he might
outwit those lying In wait for him, he
concluded that Hitter should personate
a knight, and he, Herman, would act
as his servant
So they changed garments and proceeded In tills fashion,
Herman riding behind Ludwig.
One evening when they were not far
distant from Hallensteln castle they
stopped at the bouse In the center of a
large vineyard, whose owner, August
Hauer, entertained them hospitably,
according to the custom of the country. Gretchen, Bauer's daughter, was
a comely girl, eighteen years old, an
age at which young girls pre especially
Interested In the opposite sex.
She
could not* but notice the difference between the two strangers, the master
being 111 at ease In playing a role that
was novel to him, and the courtly manners of his servant.
Herman before setting out bad Instructed Ludwig not to defer to him
In any way—Indeed, to treat him rather harshly, the better to carry out the
Bauer told Ludwig that
deception.
Baron Hafstrom's men hud been to the
vineyard that day looking for Herman
Hallensteln, and Herman, fearing that
he might t* taken for the master Instead of the man. Instructed Ludwig
harsh
his
treatment,
to
redouble
whereupon Ludwig, while Herman
was waiting on him, feigning to be displeased with his servant, rated him
soundly, Indulging his pretended ire so
far as to strike him.
Herman bore his treatment meekly,
but Gretcheu’s eyes Hashed fire. She
sold nothing at the time, but when
alone with Herman sympathized with
him and offered. If he wished to leave
his master’s service, to ask her father
to give him employment In the grapu
It occurred to Herman that
culture.
It might be well to accept the offer
and send Ludwig ahead to find a passage through Burou Hafstrom’s men.
So Gretchen went to her father with
the reijuest, which was granted, and
Herman was set to trimming vines,
while Ludwig, after abusing his man
for leaving his service, went on.
Gretchen, who was Infatuated with
Herman, went out to where he was at
work and spent a great deal of her
time chatting with him. This angered
her father, who wus a wealthy man
and had no Idea of permitting his
daughter to become Involved with a

The Western railroad unit is distance.

box will be

conducted

COUNTY NEWS.
=-■

-i-a—=—ZpSZBLUE HILL.

Miss Gertrude Townsend, of Boston, is
visiting her parents.
Rev. Ralph A. Barker and wife are
spending their vacation in Calais.

j
i
■

|

Walter J. Rich is having a garage built
Point by Frank L. Mason,

at Parkers

William R. Maxon and wife, of Langare guests of Miss May P. Ober.

ban, Md.,

Miss Helen

visiting

Joy Hinckley,

of

Boston,

is

mother, Mrs. M. P. Hinckley.

her

Mrs. Orman Gray and son Sheldon, and
Miss Majorie Mortell and Marion Parker
are visiting in Boston.
Mrs. A. M. Herrick, Mrs. Arthur Gray,
and Mias Sadie Billings are attending the
I grand assembly of Rebekahs in Portland.
I

There will

be

dance

a

Thursday evening,

in town hall

Oct.

Fresh Tobacco Never Bites;
Dry, Cut-up Tobacco Does

on

Music by

16.

when the natural moisture dries out of tobacco
"bite” get into it. In the Sickle plug, all the
moisture, flavor and fragrance are pressed in and kept in
by the natural leaf wrapper. Every pipeful you whittle
off the plug is fresh—so you always get a slow-burning,
cool, sweet, satisfying smoke.
If you want your tobacco already cut up for you, in
packages, you have to be content with dry tobacco, that
bums fast and hot, and bites your tongue.

Kelley, of Bar Harbor. S. G. Hinckley
will have charge of the refreshments.

Only

can

Among the cottagers to leave the past
were:
Mrs. K. R. Quay and family,
and Mrs. T. Nevin and family, for3ewickley, Pa.; George P. Cochran and wife, for
Baltimore; Frank Rutan and family, for
Pittsburg, Pa.; Franz Kneisel and family,
for New York.
Oct.
week

13._H.

OKLAND.
William Hutchins has been appointed
postmaster here.
Mrs. Arthur G. Patenauae and daughter
Yvonne are visiting here.

That’s why experienced smokers cut up their own
tobacco, from the Sickle plug. They get more tobacco,
because they don’t pay for a package—and better tobacco,
because it’s always fresh.

Thompson has sold her
furnishings to Mrs. Rosetta

Mrs. Charlotte
house and

Marks.
'Mrs.
Head
her

Abbie Dunn returned

Monday after

several

Spruce

to

weeks

Slice it
you

as

U9fi

10c

Mrs. Annie Crane, who has been the
guest of friends here through the summer,

Bucksport Tuesday to visit her
Collins, returning to
her home in Somerville, Mass., Monday.
lie
jwrvuui.
Mrs. Abbie W. Rich left Monday to
irjuuuuuuwi uci,
was too late.
Young hearts need but spend the winter in Revere, Mass., with
u
spark to start an unquenchable her daughters, Mrs. J. B. Proctor, and Mrs.
flame. Since Gretehen could not meet C. F. Fish. She was accompanied by Mrs
Abbie Wardwell, who will visit friends in
Herman openly she met him In secret.
Massachusetts.
On the second day after Ludwig's
D.
Oct. 13.
found
had
He
returned.
he
departure
castle.
the
to
avenue
FRANKLIN.
NORTH
an
unguarded

*

3 Ounces

with

Morrill.

son

a

went to

cousin,

Mrs. Sarah

•>

The count had died while he was
there, but he had Instructed the countess to keep his death a secret till HerLudwig now proman had arrived.
posed that Herman should obtain
clothing from Gretehen und proceed as
a
girl. So Herman told Gretehen
fugitive and
that ho was a
asked her to let 1dm have her clothes
by which to make his escape. She
readily consented and brought him
what he needed. Arraying himself In
her belongings, painting his cheeks
and powdering his face, he started,
Gretehen accompanying him till he

political

frequented
part of the distance and passed sevhad

traversed the

Miss Sadie

Lawrie has gone to Camden

to work.

Raymond Hooper

is at home from

is

Mrs. Susan Johnson, who has been visitrelatives here and in Eastbrook, has
Mrs. Johnson
returned to East Sullivan.
is eigbty-four yoars of age, and daring ber
visit has pieced and set together a

ing

j

quilt.

Oct. 13.

T.
_

ASHVLLLE.
A

son was

born

to

Mr. and Mrs. C. Q.

Small Oct. 9.

The

next

club will be

meeting

of the

Wednesday

held with Mrs. W. H. Ham-

mond.
Robertabn spent a few days
last week in Bangor with bis brother,
Elliott Sperry.
Phckbk.
Oct. 13.

Ralph

asumismtnta.

BOOTH’S HYOMEi
Has Benefited Thousau<ls of Catarrh
Sufferers—Will I>o the Same for
You, or Moue; Back.
The Hyomei treatment that has effectively benefited many thousands of
sufferers from catarrh, bronchitis,
husky voice and colds in the head, is
easy and pleasant to use. Just pour a
few drops in the inhaler and breath it
in— no stomach dosing. The healing,
soothing and antiseptic air will reach
every nook and crevice of the mucom.
membrane of the nose and throat; will
surely stop crusts in the nose, raising
of mucus, hawking aud that chokedup feeling. It will quickly allay the
infiainmation and banish the disease,
or money refunded by U. A. I'archer.
A complete Hyomei outfit, including
inhaler and bottle of liquid, costs only
$1.00, and an extra bottle of liquid, if
afterwards needed, is but So cents.

|

WOOD BURNING FURNACES

Chicof

ago for a short visit, after an absence
two years. He was accompaii
brother, I)r. Ed. Hoper, of Fairfield.

more

eral bands of men watching for him.
The two Journeying together so aided
the deception that Herman asked her
to go on with him till his safety had
been assured.
Leaving the main road, they entered
a defile In the high hills that bordered
on the Rhine, which Ludwig had found
unguarded. A band had since occupied It, but the travelers climbed a
hill and passed on above them. In this
way they avoided several parties and
at last entered the castle.
Gretehen was much astonished to
her companion, when he had
see
thrown off his feminine apparel, receive the homage of his vassals. After
an Interview with his mother and the
funeral of his father he placed himself at the head of bis retainers, sallied forth and scattered the bands
that had been looking for him.
Baron Hafstrom. seeing that the opportunity had eluded him. gave up the
Idea of appropriating Hallensteln casGretehen
tle and withdrew his force*
became Herman’s wife and brought
him a fine fortune, with a part gt
which he strengthened the defenses
of his castlo and otherwise bettered
his condition.

I

|

that are great heaters and
wonderfully durable.

OUR MONITOR
HOT BLAST AND
CLARION OAK
your house
winter with
very little care and expense
if you install one of these fuel-

You can keep
comfortable all

saving heaters.
Send us a sketch showing
arrangement of building and
uui

auvicc.

igei

WOOD & BISHOP

THE HOT BLAST

CO„ Bangor, Me.

l

ELLSWORTH,

SOLD BY J. P. ELDRIDQE,

|

E.t«bu.hed 1839

ME

SUBSCRIBE FOR THE AMERICAN
COUGHING
Keep coughing: that’s one way.
Stop coughing: that's another.
• Tb keep the cough: do nothing.
To stop the cough: Ayer's Cherry

•

Pectoral. Sold for 70 years.
Aufc Your Doctor.

IRA B. HAGAN, Jr.,
Civil
andL

Engineer,
Surveyor.

Corrstiwiidence Solicited.
ELLSWORTH FALLS, ME. P. 0. Box 7.

THE—

CLARION.

v

Whether It’s a range

or a

fur-

“Clarion”, it Is
sure to meet every requirement
Made by the Wood Bishop Co.
Bangor. Sold by
nace—if it is

J. P.

a

ELDRIDGE,

Main Street

Ellsworth.

~

succeeding the Ute James C.
Chi loott as editor of The American.
For twelve years he served in an official

£hc tfllstuortl) American
A

LOCAL AND POLITICAL

JOURNAL

postmaster of the city.
To all the tasks of life he brought

capacity,

fUBUIIHSD

WEDNESDAY AfTERNOON

EVERY

as

a rare

examine re.

unflinching integrity. Whatever he thought right, he did; following
Uaatine ereirmen are baring a good run
the dictates of an honest and ingenuous of herring, with
price at 60 cent* a burncl.
nature in all things. It is seldom that a
It la estimated that this year’s catch will
man who had lived so much in the larger
aggregate between ffiO.OOO and |7S.000.
world retains the simple and basal code of
extent that Mr.
moral action to the
Forty-four years ago this evening,
Rollins did.
Nothing could swerve him says our West Hrooksville correspondent
from what he felt to be his duty.
under date of Dot. IS, 1 arrived home
This fact was signally revealed in his overland Irom the west coast ol South
profession. The strongest and moat com- America. Tbe ground her* was froxen
pelling ideals of the journalistic world he solid, and waa covered with thirteen
To maintain those inches ol snow the following morning.
held tenaciously.
fidelity,

4t

ELLSWORTH, MAINE.
BT TBB

MaNCOCK COUNTY publishing oo
P

William 8. Payton, ol Qastlne, bat
nominated by the governor aa a
member ol tbe Maine board ol dental

W. ROLLIBB, Editor and Manager.
W. H. TiTua, Associate Editor.

a year; #1.00 for six
months; M cent* for three months; If paid
strictly In advance, fl 5b, 73 and JW cent*
respectively Single copies 5 cent*.of All ar§9 pet
rearages are reckoned at the rate

Subscription Price—#2.0©

▼ear.

Advertising Rates—Are reasonable and will be
made known on application.

of

—the

assaults of critics
And yet,
friends.

North Penobscot correspondent
“Tbe farmers are right into
write*:
harvesting tbeir potatoes, notwithstanding tbe very moist weather. The yield
varies from 100 to 300 bushels per acre, an
unuauai irregularity. Last year the yield
least 25 per
was more uniform, and at
Uur

objections
after every disagreement in matters of
policy, those who withstood him paid hita
It was imthe tribute of their respect.
possible not to respect bis rugged honesty.
Mr. Rollins bad two great avocations
music and nature.
Perhaps no man in

_

(Eev. C. F. Dole, of Jamaica Plate. Mm, a
summer resident ol Southwest Harbor, lo
Ortanww ffeglMes. 1

an

ideals he would risk the

addressed
Business communications should
to, and ail checks and money orders made pay
PUBLIAMBG
OOOICT
Thk
HamOUCX
»ole to
Oo., Ellsworth, Maine.
be

X1XJ.1-I..1.1.U.1.U-."I„U..1.UXI.U..".'■

Dr.

Men

We want

trained to

our
use

strength;

we

straight,

their common sense, and to be
well whatever they undertake.

and to

nee

able to do

sports,

and "make

so as

to

bring thing*

to

;;

E

•mce

Haworth

May

American

1893

knowledge was
generally unimpeachable.
Pull justice would not be
studied hi*

OBITUARY
FRANK

WALDRON ROLLINS.

Within a few moments he summoned
son-in-law. and was found in an almost

his

called and

he

was

A
snou

physician
restored to

was
com-

parative ease. Laier ne fell asleep,
while sleeping, the summons came.
The appearance

and

of

vigorous manhood
distinguished Mr. Hollins had
doubtless blinded the eyes of most to the
insidious approaches of disease. He hsd
passed safely through many such attacks;
it was reasonable to suppose be would survive many more.
But the inscrutable
Providence that watches over our way*
which

had decreed

Frank

otherwise, and the end came.
Waldron Hollins was horn in

Holden, January 23,1853,

the

son

of

Henry

Rollins and wife.
His parents moved
to
Ellsworth
when
he
was
about
two years old.
He fitted for college
in the schools of Ellsworth end the Boston

Latin school.

Completing

bis

precol-

paratory work, he entered Harvard
lege, frdm which he was graduated in
1877.
He took a prominent part in
athletics during his college days, playing
in some of the greet football matches of
his time. After graduation he turned to

teaching and

chosen

principal of the
high school at North Abington, Mass.
While teaching there he became acquainted with Miss Ellen W. King,
whom

was

married in 1S79.
Two
daughters were born to them, upon whom
both parents lavished a devoted care and
tenderness.
Part of their training was
obtained in Europe, and both were graduated from Wellesley college.
The elder
is the wife of William
Dalles, of New
York, the younger wss'married in June
last to Lin wood H. Cushman, of this city.
Teaching satisfied Mr. Hollins bat a
short time; journalism was the great goal
to which hia desire turned.
His first
venture was with the Plymouth
County
of
Journal,
Abington. Later he was associated with
the
Boston Commercial
Bulletin, the Journal of Commerce of
New York, and the New York Poet. In
these positions he came into contact with
a large number
of representative men,
whose acquaintance be retained through
life. For several years he and Mrs. Hollins made their residence in Mamaroneck,
N. Y., where Mr. Rollins built n home and
where' he established the Mamaroneck
be

wss

Mr.
sen

nity—a Knight Templar-and also an Odd
Fellow.
The genial, warm-hearted personality is

But in all those years the lure of hia
more

the

ers.

power to make regulation* to tlx the
dosed seasons for migratory birds.
On
Oct. 1, at 12.10 p. m.. these regulations

federal

also

the

statute

was

given

the

have the force
regulation* New
in the Northern tone, or

per, like weaklings and ignorant people.
We love to see a boy keep bis temper, like

signed by
requite*, and

President,

as

England come*
rone No. 1.
The federal regulation* apply to migratory birds, but not to all migratory
birds; only to migratory game and insectivorous birds. It a game bird is migratory it is included under the regulations. The ruffed grouse, bob-white and
prairie ben are not considered migratory
enough to be included under these regulations. On the other hand, the woodcock sod snipe are included.
All perching birds which feed entirely
or

chiefly

on

insects

We want

are

protected

at all

This includes bobolinks, cat-birds,
chickadee*, cuckoos, flickers, fly-catchers,
time*.

oar

boys

•‘Mind
“Of

iUIKIW

net

1VCO

S3* C

UCIU

Ul

IUC

Congregational

church Tuesday afternoon
o’clock, the pastor officiating. To
allow members of tbe Hancock county
bar to attend, the opening of court was
deferred an hour.
Tbe altar and pulpit were massed with
flowers, while tbe esaket was covered with
Mr. Hall, of
these beautiful tributes.
Bangor, presided st tbe organ, and Mrs.
Mabelte Monaghan flwan, of Boston, renat 2

dered

a

beautiful and

impressive

solo.

Hon. J. A. Peters,
Judge Henry M. Hail, O. W. Tspiey end
W. H. Titus. Caber*. Hon. A. W. King,
H. E. Hamlin, J. H. Brimmer, J. A. Cunningnam, J. F. Knowlton, E. F. Hobinson,
Tbe

bearers

were

ar.

Interment was in the family lot at
Woodbine cemetery. There was a committal service end prayers at the grave.
The Kye as a Camera.
The human eye is s perfect photographer's camera. The retina is the dry plate
on which are focused all objects by means
of the crystaline lens. The cavity babiod
this lens is the shutter. The eyelid is the
drop shutter; the draping of tba optical
dark room ia the only black membrane in
the entire

body.

This miniature

camera is self-focusing,
self-ioading snd self-developing, and takes
millions of pictures every day in eolon and
enlarged to life-size. Charts have been
prepared— marvelous charta—which go to

that the eye has 729 distinct expressions conveying as many distinct
shades of meaning.
The power of color perception ia overwhelming. To perceive red the retina of
show

the eye must receive three hundred and
ninety-flve million million vibrations in a
second; for violet it must respond to seven
hundred snd ninety million million. In
our waking momenta our eye* are bombarded every minute by least six hundred
million vibrations.

Is

a

hone worth

or

Not

more or

leas

after feed?

and

Heyandoets are high to-day; shall 1
to Ellsworth.
more
He often said, wait
to-day and feed him to-morrow?
whimsically, that he bad been conscious
That’s how men do about painting

of two ambitions in life—to live in his their hooaes and barns and fences. Paint
father’s old Ellsworth home, and to own has been high for several
yean; and so
Th* Ellsworth American. It is grati- they have waited. Paint ia high yet; they
record
that
he
to
attained
both
defying
ere still waiting; thonaands
of ’em are
sires.
waiting for paint to fall.
The wish was like him.
and
Simple
Their property drops a trifle a year and
unostentatious to a degree, he realized the next job of paint creepe-up, creepe-up,
of
the
in
the
Ultle ; creepe-up; it'll take more paint by a galmore keenly
joy
Using
city of his boyhood memories then ne lon a year; they don’t eave a cent, and the
in
America's
would have done
largest cen- property goee-on suffering.
DEVOE.
tre.
Twenty yean ago he returned to
Morrison-Jot Co., tells it.

Consultation with state and federal
legal authorities shows that they agree
that the federal laws take precedence
state laws

makes

a
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iUgal Notices.
To All p,r*an« InUreaicd lo either
is.
of ‘h,
»•
tAte. berolltAfter o.mu.l
Atm
courtbelli At Kll.wortb. |,
for (he count, of H.ocock. on
the
Bl*
day of October, a. d. tfitA.
following matter* bavins be*n
«•»'«> forlh* Action
th.r.opoo
After InrtlcAted. It It
b.ieb, nrrlc.ol
**• «,TTO lo All peranu.
*
<•»»•<»*
»PT
three week.
.uccc.iTei,
htl,worth AmcriCAn, A
newepAper pabliihH
At Ellsworth, I. Mid
connt,
the,
Appetr At A probAtecourt to be belli ». vnZ
worth Is Mid count,, on the fourth
Not* to her. A. d. ItU. At ten f the clockdej
forenoon, and be heard thereon if the,.*,

probAte

THE

Hank

lr

|YthJ

Orrtn W. Tripp, late of Kll.wortb la
„i,f
count,, deceaecd. A ceruln In.tron..
"...
porttn* to bn the I ah trill and tnunmli

Mid decea.ed, together with petition I
hate thereof, pro.. Died b, Alice Ml,
oil.
the executrix therein named.
Caroline D. Jones, late of ttouldshrro P
Mid county, deceased. A CerU.n ln*ir
ea.
purporting to be the le«t will a»d u,> v..
of «aid deceased, together with pet-:
*0,
probate thereof, prevented by Fred ! v*X
the executor therein named.
Nettie Rich lets o' Eden, in said
-,,tv
deceased. A certain iOMruiuen! y
to h* the !»*t will and testament of ** : <CZ
ceased, together With petition lor
4>
thereof. pres* nted hr Orient C
executor therein named.
Joset h «b#oley Me«d»r. late of E
na
In Mid i-ounty. deceased. Petition t> *
-*«
L Mason or *on» other «uliable \.
*>•
appointed administrator ot tb»* e**s
deeoasr
prevented by Leslie w
4
creditor of Mid dacesami,
Uvorgtanna Mead r Cfcafiy, late of H

utwaya anrera.ful.”
to have

c#t.

book^Sco.

W^aTCH
*«»ch.

Isufy** p:»i». *pr» tint sold
Finder pirn# mtsm to ('««•
Boor 8«of sod rwt'H reward.
—

la Mtdr«oe»iy, 4*mmw4.
La Mwon

j

|t*t!p (fianteft.
family

keeper

and fair p*> to the
gbt party.
i9 Lock Box *. Hurry. *Je.
—.

administrator of the estate of *»id
presented by James A. Hicfc, a bro:.
ad
heir-at-law of said deceased.
Nellie I- ftinclatr, lata «,f Ellsworth.
\»a
deceased.
Petition
that
county,
Fred i. \Ueon or some other
suitable penw.r.
poieted administrator dehewii a«n •{
tale of said deceased, presented hr I.
w.
Jordan. a creditor of *»ld deceased
Mary Ann Martlett. late of Trcirtont
county, deceased- H«. ad and Rn*i *
.n;
of Frank M. Floyd, administrator ;i..
;.>r
•ftUeiMBl.
Lester A. Wentworth, lats of Franklin. ia
aald count/, deceased. First account -f F.
Wentworth, administratrix, filed f
a

bousegood home
as

Apply

at

out

■——'■■■..

Spttial

Petition'

o» some other suitable y<
^
administrator of the• l4Hj
Bial i»y La alia vv
creditor of «aid deceased
A via M HUb. late of Eden, in said
>tr
deceased.
Petition that Jam* • >, k

appointed

safe

AN—At once: middle-aged,
\irOM
in
of one.
\
t?

!

<

JFcr 5a!r.

UORNR—Small,

^

enut..

Ibey’ve (ot

driving horse. Fries1
reasonable
Inquire of or writs Oar>.
I K.Dotxxv. R F. D No J. Rll* worth

ijjt*

“Kt

BCftfcttle.

M
tu»t

•flSUorrlr,

publlAbcd

work on.”

to

-Urgin'
t.?!

*<?JS,lb*"°l
"S'‘r

i
Huncock Coantjr Havings B*nk. Finder
i»Jw»e rtlorn to its ircMurtr, Cstiui C.

Hmua*

■.

NOTICE.
that

the State
at BanCommerce, t tty Hall. Bangor Chamber
gor, Sat urday, October IS, si W a. m. for tbe
purpo*e of bearing all parties interested in
the question ol ehetber or net the following
Htawr highways shall be designated as State
hereby given
\"OTICF
Highway Commission will
of
is

meat

meat.

Caroline M Bice, late of (’nnbrr-.
in said county, dec****!. First so
count of WiTbert A. Hire, adcimm:rv
for settlement
Joseph L jtmal'idge, late of Winter H»-!
In said county, deceased.
First acv
Jew#* K- Smallldgr, executor, filed for
next.
-'bafles Nelson Leach, late of < »«■.
aald county, deceased.
First acco
F.serett fc. LracL, executor, filed for »?•

highways.

strong steersman, onder all conditions,
kinds of people, and not least
towards tbose who provoke him. For tbe
man wbo keeps bis temper is always tbe

a

STATS niOKWAT t.

towards ail

West Market square. Bangor,
west on Hammond street by Northern Maine
Junction through Hermon.
Carmel, Etna,
Newport, Detroit, via the way of West Pittsfield. Cauaan, to Pillion's Perry.

Beginning

master.

boys to have public spirit
patriotism, lo lore tbeir town and be
willing to serve it, to love their Stale and
aewk its welfare, to love tbeir country and
toad and vote for its safety, its prosperity, and its honor, and never to let it*
government do an injustice.
We want them also to have a friendly
mind for every great huns^i movement
for the sake of liberty or justice or humanity anywhere in the world.
We want our boys to have a simple and
bearty religion, reverence for w hatever is

at

Newport through Cortona. Dexter.
Haageretile, Dover. Poscroft, Guilford, Abbot*
From

Ma»y M. Flarper, late of Casnne.
First account of
county, deceased.
W. Harper, admlutalrator. filed f
mat.

at West Market square, Banover -Slate street through Waste.

Commencing

thence
passing the Untveraity of Maine,
through the village of iHUlvtUr to <U4 Town.
entering the city over Chapel street, crossing
the Penobacot river into Milford, through
Greenhnwb, Paawadurakeag, Enfield. Lincoln,
Winn. Matts warn ke*g. Macwahoc. Reed planH aynesvilie,
Leavitts
tation.
CJienwood.
plantation. letter A. Linneoa. into ffoultoo.
Littleton. Moottcelio.
continuing through
Bridgewater. Blaine. Mar* Hill, Westfield.
Presque lele. Caribou. Moro plantation. Cyr
plantation. Van Buren.

W

OroM,

:
1

ffT*TK M1UXW4V L.

Mt

Desert,

beginning

at

High gtreete. through Trenton to
bridge leading to Mt. Desert Island.

West

wooden

PARCHGK’H SVCCGIS

Guarantee

a

■

*»

Thomas F. Moran, late of Eden. Id aid
<'*'
county, deceased- Petition that H L
ham or tome other •unable person ■>' »?*
pointed administrator d« boats non of '■*
rotate of said deceased, presented bv Four ;*;a
Rodiek, R. H. Kittredge and W. H. She; uan,
creditors of said deer seed
Fannie M. Morse, late of Cranberry !* *. -n
aaid county, deceased.
First and fltu. »c*
count of Fred W. Morse, admmuirator. fl ei
for settlement.
Laura A Butler, an insane person of Tsuaton. county of Bristol, common weal il< °*
Massachusetts.
Petition filed by Fe rcsii
Hutchins, guardian, for license to sell .«•
tain real estate of aaid ward, aa describe-' m
aaid pe;ition.
Charles L. Myrtck. late of Goaldaborc. ln
said county, deceased. First and final
count of Fred P. Sargent, administrator, c;ea
for settlement.
Robert Crawford too Domanski, of CastingPetition filed that his name be changed t<Robert Do tun ns ky Moore.
JEROME H. KNOWLES, Judge of naUi court

Siromtsmuira.

to

tS

meat.

Sive

Plan

r*

-•

NOTICE.
To whom «t msy concent*
I have given my *on, John F. Carter, hi*
time.
All person*
are
warned
not
to
him credit on my account, as after (hi*
ate I sha’l claim none tf hi* wage*, and shall
pay no bilia that he may contract.
Joss A. Cast**.
Beal Harbor. 8ept. ». ltll.

Great Popularity of
Medicine at Hall

»*i4

cl
Beard, for sioeno* to tel! certain real
aald dresaosd os deacribed is aald petit.
lasts# A. Wentworth, late of Fra:,*.
•aid county, deceased
Petition fi;.
Btbel Wentworth, widow, for an »
out of the personal estate of said dr.
George W. Perkins. Ute of Caatlne. i: » 1
R.
county, dreemaad. Petition filed by Jo
Dorlty and Bradley Morgragr. hot;. < '-*-4
Caatine, and Lois P. Hatch, of Orriogt
Maine, praying that the appointment <-* *
petit loner* named at trustee* in tbr
and testament and codicil thereto of »a:d U*
ceased, may be confirmed by aaid court
Augustua C. Savage, late of Mount
in said county, deceased. Second acc->
George A. Savage, sole surviving ex**.
filed for settlement.
Fred* rle B Goosius k Son. of Buck*; ■-'J*
la said county. First account of Her'.* K.
Gnogtao. surviving partner, filed for settle*

NOTICE
*ny wife. Ross Retells Regers.
V
my house without Just cause,
and refuses to return, I forbid all persons
barboring her or trusting her on my account.
1 hereby give notice that 1 shall pay no bills
contracted by her.
Oaanst, Kooks*.
Orland, Me.. Oct. C, Ml*.

G. A.

CM

Whiling of lUiwofib.
Petition filed by Sadie if W:
guardian, for l Ice Bar to aeil certain
late of said Ueorge W. Whiling. ** d
In eaid petitioo.
Horatio N- Joy, Late of RUsaortr,
Petition filed b>
county, deceased
W. Currier, administrator with th«-

\ITHEftEA8,
has left
T

—

<

First account of A'
county, deer owed
K»tm»on end Kdvtrd F. Robi&iou.rxc
r*.
filed for wtlltrarat.
Alvin il. Itlcb. a a mum' person. t<f
>&.
In said cor,uly,
First account of Jam** A.
Rich guardian, filed for settlerarnt
*«t4
Georgs W. Haris. lots of fcden.
iwa
First account of W
coaety, deceased
li. Darla, trustee, filed for aetUetnec*
Heroics A. Sinclair, a inioor of »u.
in.
said county.
1.
Petition filed by Tfead
Sinclair, guardian.for license to tei
*sd
real eetste of said minor, os describe J

petition.
George W

Market »<]oare. State street. Exchange street,
WmMkk'.od street, across the Iron bridge
Congregational Committee*.
nobscot river Into Brewer, thence
The Indies of the Congregational church over the P»
through State street to Holden. Dedham.
have organized for the *oc*al work for the Green Lake. Ellsworth, through Main and
I

RMUD. U»M>

**:«!

county.

STATU moatWAY x.
to

;

«

Bangor to Belfast, beginning at West Market suuare. over Main street to W'eet Hampden. Hampden. Winter poet, Frankfort, Prospect, Stockton Spring*. Searsport, Belfast.

Bangor

*-

-,a

meat.

Monaon. GreenvlUe.

gor.

l
•

■

STATE niOMWAT J.

We want tbe

and

shorter

—

not

not.

\

not to lose tbeir tem-

except where the state lew winter. The following committee* for
open season than the each month are announced :
federal law, in which case there it nothXoeember -Mrs. J. A. Peters, chairman;
ing to prevent the state authorities from Meedamee Harry E. Rowe, L. H. Cushman,
enforcing the state law. For example: F. O. Silaby, W. E. Whiting, Allan P.
Tbs federal regulations in MassachuRoyal, W. H. Parker, H. E. Davi*, Miseea
setts fix the open season on woodcock
May Bonaey, Margaret King.
from October 10 to December 1, while
Mr*. E. F. Robinson, *r.,
December
under the state law the season is e»chairman; Mead a me* Henry J. Joy,J.H.
tabllshad to coincide with that of the
Brimmer, A. W. King, J. F. Whitcomb, C.
grouse, and extends from October 12 to P. Dorr, A. P. Wiawell, F. H. McFarland,
November 12. In such a case the state law C. C. Burr
ill, 9. A. Goodwin, L. J. Backua,
will hold, but when the open season under Marla L.
Bartlett, L. D. Foster, E. L.
the state law begins earlier and ends later
Smith, A. K. Ruaaell, Miase* Elizabeth
than that under the federal regulations, True, M. A. Clark, Anna F. Higbt, Helen
the federal regulations will hold.
E. Roneey.
The open season for migratoy birds in
January—Mr*. H. W. Haynes, chairzone 1 under the federal regulations are
man; Meadames G. B. Foster, H. H. Higas follows:
| gina, C. R. %rrill, P. J. Phillips, E. F.
Waterfowl, September 1 to December IB. Ho bin son, jr., John Blood, Misses Carrie
in
New
England—Mass- : Ruaeeli, Mary Holme*.
Exceptions
achusetts from September 16 to January
February—Mr*. J. T. Giles, chairman;
1.
Meadames Fred H. Osgood, O. W. Tapley,
1
Kails, coots and gallinulea, September
Sidney A. Goodwin, El bridge Milliken,
to December. 1. Exceptions in New Eng&. C. King, G. F. Newman. J. E. Webster,
and
laud-- Massachusetts, New Hampshire
Miaaea Alice H. Scott, Belie Alexander.
December
Kbode Island, from August 16 to
March -Mr*. M. Y. McGown,chairman;
December
18
to
1; Connecticut, September
Meadames Alice M. Hooper, George A.
1.
Dodge, C. E. Alexander, Fred H. .Viacom
Woodcock, October 1 to December l. ber, E. E. Springer, E. F. Smalt, C. H.
Exceptions in New England—Connecticut Gibbs, Roy J. Goodwin, Charles W. Joy,
and Massachusetts, from October 10 to G.
Henry Gould, Miaaea Mary H. Black,
December 1, and in Rhode Island, from Eva
Aiken, Ruth Goodwin, Mary Stuart.
November 1 to December 1.
aid.
April—Ladies’
Shore birds, black breasted and golden
plover, jacksDipe and yellowlega, SeptemBaby had been displayed in hie best bib
ber 1 to December 18.
Exceptions in Naw and tucker to a number of admiring callNew
Maine
Massachusetts,
England
The last one looked him over and
ers.
Hampebire and Rhode Island, from August was trying to think of something nice to
named
16 to December 1. The shore birds
“Dear me,
say. Finally she remarked:
above are the only species that may be
how much he looks like his father!” “It’s
legally killed for five years under the new only the warm weather,” replied his
All small plover,
Federal regulations.
mother, somewhat testily. '"The child is
sandpiper* or "peeps” end “greasbirds” usually right cheerful and handsome.”
are protected at all times.
All migratory game birds are protected
•tOO Reward, •lOO
from sunset to eunriee throughout the
The reader* of this paper will be pleased
learo that there U at least one dreaded disUnited States, end in Vermout rails are to
ease that science has been able to care in all
1018. There Is a its stage*, and that is Catarrh.
the
until
year
Hall's
protected
Core U the only positive care now
cloee season on wood docks in New Eng- Catarrh
known to the medical fraternity.
Catarrh,
land until September, 1918.
being a constitutional disease, requires a
treatment.
Bali's
Catarrh
The regulation of collecting of birds for constitutions!
Care is taken internally, acting directly
scientific purpoees is left to the several upon the blood and mucous surfaces of the
western, thereby destroying the foundation of
states.
the disease, sod giving the patient strength
the constitution and assistfor the by buildinginop
the
sttorney
asked
“Witneie,”
doing ite work. The proprieing nature
temeo
faith in its curative
the
tors
have
much
to
was
prove
who
trying
defense,
that they offer Oue Hundred Dollars
the prisoner, “was it power*
Mend for
for any ease that It fails to cure.
porary insanity of
when list or testimonials
this man’s habit to talk to himself
Address: Y. J. CHENEY A CO., Ohio.
ever
recollect
don’t
Witceee—I
F’
Sold by all Druggists. 75c.
alone
Take Hall’s Family Pills for constipation.
being with him when he wae alone.
over

tho

Cl
FMFNT
WLCiHCm,

core, are

court*

eomethinf

grosbeaks, hamming birds, kinglets,
meadowlarks, nigbthawka, nuthatches,
oriole*, robin*, shrikes, swallows, swift*,
tanagera. titmice, thruthe*, vireot, warb- noble and beautiful, trust in Ibe Eternal
many heart*. In bis home, to which so
wood- Goodness that order* our live*, a good
much of his thought and love tended; lers, waxwings, whip-poor-wills,
peckers and wrens. Kingfishers, for ex- will to do whatever duty bids, a cheerful
in the business life of his community,
which are insectivorous in a small courage and tbe light of a manly hope In
where he labored faithfully; in all the cir- ample,
are not included, but they may
their eyes.
cles which be touched, this man will be degree,
be protected under state laws.
sorely missed.
1UC

or*

M Spiridtnoff, a Moecow millionaire, la
Jo.t about to celebrate hi. (olden wedTo tbe ItatirUlea wblcb are to
ding.
mark tbe erent, 200 sweet have been invited. Each rl tbeae JOO people received a
•pecial and appropriate card ol invitation. mad* ol pare (old.
A. each card aeiib. twenty' (ramme.,
which i. rather Iraa than three-qtiarter
ounce, avoirdupota,
it follow, that the
total amount of (old naed ia ju.t about
nine poom
The metal waa trmn.formed
into tbeae anirjue miaeivea, on which the
invitation waa worked in enamel by a
Moacow (oldamlth. Each invitation card
ia valued at about (30.

We want

now

Coder these

law.

I1

Player Pianos !

Millionaire’, Freak.

A

them to baT« gor l hearts and
good manners. We cannot bear to
see rude, ugly, cruel, wilful men growing
up In our country.

the

were

of

government

gone, but the memories which are associated with it are retained warmly‘in

Paint
drew him

done to

mention

no

He
bis fondness for children.
bad a rare capacity for winning and holding childi*h hearts, and many a tiny
friend will flud it* world poorer because
he will no longer form a part of it.
In religious preference* Mr. Roilina was
a Congregationalist, and during hi* life in
Ellsworth was a constant attendant upon
the worship of the First Congregational
church. For many year* he was a member of iu music committer. He greatly
enjoyed religious services, and always
maintained a relation of kindly sympathy
with the pastor of his church.
He was a member of the masonic frater-

Paragraph.
boyhood associations

accurate and

made of

UVWQa

condition.

»f

Rollins’ character

With awful suddenness the news broke
upon the people of Ellsworth on Sunday
morning last that, in the late evening of
Saturday, the soul of F. W. Rollins had
passed from earth.
Apparently in full vigor, be bad been
about his usual vocations during the day,
and bad spent the afternoon in a long
drive with Mrs. Rollins.
Returning just
before tea, he had partaken of the meal
with the family, retiring to the livingroom afterward in customary good spirits.
He discussed for some time a political
question that bad interested him, and
then withdrew to another part of the

helpless

nted’ from which he drank at frequent
interval*. On every subject which he had

1

pass

|

the

I
J.

and

a-«„. *x,.. ......... .............
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Editor

For Cash

good".

We want them to possess courage tor
This week’s edition of TLe
everything that a man has to do, not
American is 2*600 copies.
merely to face peril when It comet in their
way, but dare to think for the meet res,
2,460
and to stand alone if nerd be, and not to
Average per week for 1912,
Maine bad heard more of the world’s cent, larger.
mind ridicule or opposition, provided
greatest music, a greater number of the
“The they ate doing right.
Our Otis correspondent writes:
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER, 15, 1913. world’s great interpreters of harmony,
We want the boys to ba clean in their
fair held at Mariaville by the
trial
Both in this country and in
than he.
grange last Wednesday waa a big success, words and their acts, and to hate fllth as
Europe he had followed the course of and
brought out the fact that there are we bate-dlseaee.
grand opera and bad' filled his mind and
W# want them not to be lusty or to
real and earnest farmers who have ‘mad*
heart with its beautiful scores.
good' in thia section. The women, too, make account of small inconveniences or
had an immense theoretical and
He
bad a large place in tbe fair, making ax- suffering, but to take large views of things
critical knowledge of music and much
celivnt exhibits of fancy work, preserve#, and to learn to laugh at petty annoyance*.
skill as a conductor. He was the organWe want our boys to tx modest and
etc.
Mrs. Jason Grant, aged eighty-one,
izer and director of the Ellsworth festival
took the blue ribbon on a worsted log- open-mindad, free of egotism, cooceit.
chorus; a director of the Eastern associa- j
cabin quilt, pieced together in odd mo- tnd prejudices, willing to eee their faulu
lion, and a member of the Handel and
ments from busy times. Anotber lady, and to correct theta, and to learn from
Haydn society of Boston.
eigbty-ou* years Young, of this place— any one who can teach them.
His love for nature manifested itself in
Mis* Cordelia Young—prondi.v owns lb#
We want them to be thoroughly honest
two ways-in his fondness for agricullittle blue band won on yards and yards and honorable, to scorn to take a mean
tural pursuits, and in his keen enjoyment
of beautiful flne-knit lace, which sba advantage in a game or a bargain, or to
of the woods and camp life. He carried
made last summer.’’
tell a falsehood.
We wabt them to be
on an intensive farming on his small esto pay Ibeir way and keep
trust*ortby,
farming
journals omnivoroualy,
tate, read
their promises, and to ba depended upon
FKtiKKAL HIKD LAWS.
belonged to the Patrons of Husbandry,
for tbeir promptness and punctuality.
and bad more general knowledge of agriWe want the boys to be obliging and
Kxpert rellf Hon They Will Affect
culture^ ban many whoae business it la.
Sew E"ngland.
generous, and to love to help wherever
in the woods, fishing and gunning,
it called for. We rennoi bear to see
Every sportsman of New England will
gathered with a congenial circle about the be Interested to know bow the new Fed- help
them grow up to be selfish men.
ramp-fire, be w«* a most enjoyable com- eral
We want the boys to tic good comrade*
regulation* for the protection of
He would perform any service, i
panion.
He and friends, social and loyal, with plenty
affect hi* territory.
aid in any way to make others happy, and j migratory'bird*
will want to know under what circum- of clean m it and merry hearts.
his comments and reminiscence* added to j
stance* the federal law* take precedence
lae pleasure oi a»u
and when the state law* are effective. A considerate of others, kindly and respectHe was extremely fond of book*; choosm
little study ol these different regulation* ful to strangers as they would wish to be
ing aVid reading with eagerness the best
will be necessary to determine whether be respected themselves free ot snobbishFRANK WALDRON ROLLINS]] literature of all time.
Be retained the
Is bunting legally or illegally.
ness and pride, gentle to children, chivalfamiliarity with classic lore which moat
V Oder an set of Congre*s. passed March rous to all women as they would wish
BORN, JANUARY 23, 1853
To him
me n forsake with their diploma.
i, 1913, known a* the McLean-Wceks bill, every man to be towards their own mothDIED, OCTOBER II, 1913
it was ever a “well of knowledge unde—

1

Instruments of all kinds, and everything in
tli music Hue, Talking Machines. Sewing Machines
and Supplic*, Cabinets, Bicycles and Sundries, Vacuum Cleaners, Poet Cards.

!
;;

We want the boys to have plenty of will
and energy, so as to keep their passion*
and appetite* under control, so as to pot
power into their work or their study or
their

... t It

i: Carries Pianos and

cannot

bear to see them made stares to tobacco
and alcoholic drinks, or to any kind of
greediness and self-indulgence that «ufeebler their bodies.
Wt want them to hare skill and intelligence, and to think

~-~

i Clement’s MUSIC

boys to be strong sod well

their

~

atfibrrtUrmm!*.

BOYS."

“OUR

COUNTY (iOSSII'.

Ellsworth,

Sell

Price and
Cure.

G. A. Parcher, the enterprising druggist,
rather than await the ordinary methods
‘St introduction, urged the Dr. Howard
Co. to secure a quick sale for their celebrated specific lor tbe cure ol constipation and dyspepsia by offering tbe regu- i A true copy of the original order.
Attest:—T. F. Mahobbt. Register
Ur 50c bottle at half-price.
In addition to selling a 50c bottle ol
subscriber hereby gives notice that
Dr. Howard’s specific for'.15c, G. A. Parcher
ah* has been duly appointed adminishat so much faith in the remedy that tratrix of the estate of
CHARLOTTE A- WBBOOTT, late of
he will refuDd the money to anyone whom
GOULDS BORO,
in the county of Hancock, deceased. a-«
it does not core.
given bonds aa the law dlrecta All V*\m
When your head aches, your stomach sons having demands against the esdesired U»
said deceased are
does not digest food easily and naturally, tate of
ban fill*®'

THE

resent

S ebted

burn,

stomacb, roaring or ringing
meUncholy and liver troubles.
Dr. Howards specific will cure you. If
it does not, it will not cost you s cent.
ThU Is test achievement of science Is of
great value in curing sick headache.
Thousands of women are to-day free from
that painful disease solely
through the
ate ol thU specific.

!

ment

sour

in the ears,

the

same

for eeUlement,

thereto are requested to make payLilla 0- Davis.
immediately.
Birch Harbor, Oct. 10,1918.

when there is constipation, specks before
the eyes, tired feeling, giddiness,
bad
taste In the month, coated tongne, heart

t

;
:
;

S

j

'-

8. J.

HANCOCK

COURT.

NORTH

TERM BEGAN TUESDAY AFTERNOON.

OCTOBER

a

CIVIL

CAsA

AND

A.

SVRBY MURDKR CAS* TO BR DISPOSED OF THIS TRBM.

rrv«tding Ju*tlOK
(Wftb-

Akjio W.

Kikc, Ell*-

—

Bar Harbor.
ShvrlS -BO"*""* O. Siiaav. Ellsworth.
W. Wnacorr. Blaehlll.
Depnllea-O. F. Nawaaw. BHawortb; H.
Osen. W Ctour.
u< ,, raanau. Fraakliai

Amherst.

The October term ot tbe supreme Judicial court lor Hancock county opened
yesterday afternoon, with Justice Arno
W. King preaiding. Opening of court
deferred an hour, to allow members
of the bar to attend the funeral of F. W.
BoUina.
At I ha opening of court, prayer was
offered by Hey. T. 8. Koaa, of tbe Methodut church.
S-ceral case* of general Internet are on
The Oarmong-Henderson
the docket.
car. he* been assigned tor Friday afternoon. and both aldae declare there will be

trial.
The t-urry murder case is the centre of
interest on the criminal dochet. Edwin
Good* in, the Surry boy charged with tbe
murder of Capt. Harry C. Young at Surry
on October JS last, who was committed
to tbe insane asylum at Augusta at the
April term, for observation as to bis
unity, was brought hack to Ellsworth today i r oMer of tbe couft. The case will
probably be reached next week.
g

ATTORNEYS present

Tbs attorney* present at the opening of
H. K. Hamlin. B.
court * ere as follows:
■>!<•, John A. Peters, Henry M. flail,
T
Ger-g* 15 Stuart, F. U Mason, t>. E.
John F. Knowlton, K. E. Mason,
Hur
W. E. Whiting, K. J. Waltb, Kllswortb;
0 r Cunningham, T. H. Smith, Wiley C.
But .sport; L. B. Deaay, E. si.
Clark. Charles tl. Wood, B. E. Clark,
A. I
l.ynam, Charles B. Pineo, K. N.
Benson, E. B. Meara, if. 1. Graham,
kf E. Googlns, Oscar II. Emery, Bar
Harter; Forrest B. Snow, Hluehill; George
K, Fuller,Southwest Harbor; Jerome II.
Knowles, Northeast Harbor; W. B. Blaisdeil, kulllvsn; E. F. Spofford, Deer Isle;
William F. Jude, Casiine; Itodney W.
Chrtcr, SiDmngton; P. L. Aiken, Sorrento;
Pern T. Clarke, Franklin; Raymond Fellow*. Arthur L. Thayer, Bartlett Brooks,
Banc r; Arthur8. Littledeld, Charles DBmaUey, Rockland.
JUWlEft.

THE

into court yeater*
day aft' rnoon, and after being empanelled
and

charged by

a*

came

the court, mired at

The Jury

to their room.

a*

once

organized

i*

follow*:
<***!«n jcaoat

Hmu». c(trk.o..Sullivan
Orlaml
tw<ri* I *oj>fr,
Gut U Hilling#.....Bluehill
Edward P. Bridget...Urookliu
A.

Cbaj-aaa Meiwiiie.Buckaport
haj. Karnham-...Brookavtlle
W. Adalbert (iott......Tremuot
*a»co* D. Qray.Sedgwick
•Fran* A. Oroas.... ...Ik*r late
E
tlamor... Kden
C.K. McBride...Mount Deaert
John McKeaney.
Sorry
Fred L. Murcb....Trenton
Jamr« Murphy. .£11*worth
Frank S.' Perkin#...Caatiae

•William H. Phillip*.Eden
•Jobd E Small.
Stonington
Mw‘a M Steven«.Ooaldaboro
Alfred h Tracy....Hancock
•Excused.
The traverse jurors, summoned to apmorning, are a# follow*:

pear to-morrow

rs«vra#R xeaoaa.
v

...

I* W- Amci.
Orlaud
William H. Ball.*.....Hancock
Chtr.<-« H. Bickford.Winter Harbor
k. a. B'tisdall...Hrooklin

Francis W. Bunker.Cranberry Isles
En»«r«t W Burrlll.Dedham
Chari** W. Carman...Deer Ieie
John Carrol)..
Booth went Harbor
keirin 1). Ghetto.Brookerille
Oti* Collins.Eden
L E Croeby.Amherat
W. A. Emery.
Lamoine
G. L. Foster..*'...
Eden
Jooepb A. Oott.Stonlngton
Fred James.....Ellsworth
Howard l. Jordan.Welthera
Chsr r» a. Joy.........Ellsworth
G«or*e 8. Osgood...
Bluebill
Arthur 1.8arg«at..pouldsboro
H-k Wesson.Buckeport
p W West.Franklin
John R. Wilson. .Penobscot
G*ai«l O.

I

Young^.Oils

ASSIGNMENT OF CASES.

“IV rt-mainder of the aftOTqoou wan occupied by the calling of the docket and
•lament of case*. Fifteen cases were
Put on the special assigned list.

Hearings occupied
to-day.

|

the time of the court

“Be disappeared one day and stayed
IW|y five years. Recently he reappeared
And bis wife took him back.” “Are they
h*Ppy now?” “No; he says she’s un“How so?”
about triflea.”
JjMoiiable
*nhe wants to know where he was during
those live years.”
v

SUitrtuksiuiiU'<

Hood’s

Sarsaparilla
directly
peculiarly

Acts

and

°n

the blood; purifies, enriches
and revitalizes it, and in this
*ay builds up the whole sys*n'. Take it.
Get it today.
usual liquid form or In chocolate
-Jfl
oattd
tablet* called Saraatabt*

at

the

5c^0c-25c STORE
Sale
Special Three-Days
18,
Saturday,

PALMER’S

home, after
summer

in

X. M. Davis, as he
came to he known, when the bus drove
up to the Inn at Clifton with him as
the only rwssenger. lie was a middle
aged man, and he had the face of a
true American patriot. He had come
to give Vernon county such a chance
to get rich as had never been held out
to her before,
Years ago bis grandfather bad died and had been burled in
that county, and it was consecrated
ground to him. That is why he had
edmo to It Instead of any other county.
Mr. Davis had come to Clifton direct
from Europe
He had gone over there
to study the agriculture of the country
at his own expense.
He had returned
with what might be called a great find.
The Iielginns were almost secretly
growing u siss lmen of cucumber that
was hound to revolutionize the world.
It wait amazingly proltnc.
One acre of ground would grow 5.000
cucumbers, each three feet long and
weighing live pounds.
It was like eating oranges. It was
a breakfast food In itself.
It left behind it an exhilaration not known to
any other vegetable in the world.
This cucumber was certain to take
the place of grains of all sort in a
year or two more and would displace
the potato and the turnip eutlrely.
Mr. Davis did more than talk and
He put $50 cash in
exhibit seeds.
batik as a prize to the person raising
the must Belgian cucumbers the next
spriug or summer. It was November
then.
Between November and April
Mr. Dnvt* sold over $3,000 worth of
seeds and received his money for them.
When he went away lie went boldly,
and he left the prize money In the
bunk. By so doing he escaped all sus|W

men

Earl Ward and

wife, of Limestone, acfriends, were recent
guests of Daniel Richardson and family,
coming by automobile.
companied

by

two

Commencing
Continuing Monday

OT1B.

Edgar Robbins, of Bangor,

saw

is

a

guest at

E. L. Grover's.

Harry Grant
port,

are

and Mrs. Grant, of Buckshere for their annual hunting

Three

trip.
Mrs. C. H. Johnson and Mrs. William
E. Robinson, of Old Orchard, whose parents, the late Charles Biaiadell and wife,
are buried here, were here last week.

Watch

Mrs. Elizabeth Maxfleld Libby, of Los
Angeles, Cal., visited her sister, Mrs.
Aaron Salisbury, last week. Mrs. Salisbury’s mother, Mary b. Jordan, of Bangor, was s visitor at her home a few days
last week.
Oct. 13.
Davis.

of Unparalleled Bargains.
Good Items for Everybody

Days

For Our Window

Display

ulgated in 1871, says Harpe're Weekly, the
which France paid to the Prus-

$30,000,000
sians

as

idemity

the

previous

year

was

jlAMSON & HUBBARD I

in this tower.

Besides this amount
of money definitely set aside, Is a quantity
of gold in reserve for commercial panics.
In order to safeguard such a massive
stored

j; store

great precautions have been taken
forty-two years. The money
is kept on two floors of the fortress and is
packed in 1200 oaken chests. Each chest
contains $25,000 in gold.
The inviolability of these chambers is
secured in the following manner:
They
have triple doors
with various locks
whoso keys are held by certain officials of
tbe ministry of war; and these keys each
open only oat door, so that no one official
is ever able to enter alone.
for the last

i

j

j

[

I
The Citizen is

directing

the

Fastidious Stranger

To Our Bakery
him that he will find
the beat of everything in the
bakery line here.

Telling

Tbe clamps of the chests are sealed and
stamped in such a way that it is not possible for them to be tampered with without danger of almost instant discovery.

The Citizen is Reliable and
so is the information
about the SANITARY BAKERY
A. IIOLZ,
Cor. Main and Franklin Bta., Ellsworth

MARINE

’Phone 61-2.

j

FALL AND WINTER STYLES
Rw Sale By RELIABLE CLOTHING CO., Ellsworth.

•iiiiiiimmiiiiiuiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiriimiiiiiiiimHiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiMiiiiiii*

I

O. W. TAPLEY

|

|

ME.

ELLSWORTH,
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Get on the Safe Side of the Fence*
Before it" is too Late
Insure with
Insure with

Man Wanted

BUCK—At

Iiucksport, Oct 5, to Mr and Mrs
Henry A Buck, a son. [Frank Edward.]
DORITY—At Mariaville, Sept 28* to Mr and
Mrs Fred L Dority, a daughter.
[Audrey

in each county to
Live
book orders for highest grade garden and garss seeds.
Permanent position; good

Ellen.]

pay.

Selling

opening.
Liquor-users

ROBERTSON—At Blhehill, Oct 6, to Mr and
Mrs Wilbur Robertson, a sdti.
SCOTT—At Ellsworth, Oct 12, to Mr and Mrs
L Merle Scott, a son.

just

season

Write

Serena.]

not

at

once.

employed.

Mention this paper.

W. F. COBB & CO.,

MARltlED.

are

are

ately.
Insure with only the best companies—and the
best companies are handled by

man

DRISCOLL -At Seal Harbor. Oct 7, to Mr and
Mrs Fred Drtscoll, a daughter.
HADLOCK—At Isleaford, Oct 13, to Mr and
Mrs George R Hadlock, a son.
MITCHELL—At Brooklin, Oct 8, to Mr aud
Mrs Jnneph Mitchell, a daughter.
[Ethel

companies that
companies that

reliable.
safe and sound.
Insure with companies that pay losses immedi

HORN.

j

1

I Fire Insurance I
• iiiiiiiiiniim

Southwest Harbor—Sid Oct 13. sch Lewis R
French, Ann C Stuart, Samuel B Hubbard.
Ida M (Br) for River Herbert, N S; J L Colwell Hr) for S S

forward month in Vercounty, and the cucumber vines
were begtuuiug to run by the middle
a

One night
of May.
pulled
up and stacked the vines In ten different gardens. They found tracks
of a man's boots, but nothing further.
The n<«t night more gardens suffered.
Just who to suspect was a puzzler.
|.ot of course It was a case of Jealousy
and spite.
Every man who liad any
vines set a watch on them.
lieaeou Tracy was the first one to
rei*>rt a clew. He had half an aero of
vines and was sitting up to watch
for the vandal when a man came suddenly upon him and knocked him
senseless. When he recovered his wits
his vines had been destroyed. Tracks
left by n mans boots—that was an.
Of course there were excitement and
was
A reward of $o
Indignation.
offered for the arrest of the marauder,
and owners of vines as yet untroubled
Then the man of
hired watchmen.
night betook himself out among the
He raided far and wide.
farmers.
He destroyed nothing but the cucumber vines, but he did not spare a hill
of them that he could get at He was
chased by men and dogs; he was shot
at; train) were set for him In twenty
different places, yet no one earned

Oct. 20-21.

Tuesday,

PALflER’S 5c= 10c=25c STORE

the weight of each sack and
In Clifton Moreover,
Now came a mystery.
chest is registered.
She had
lived a widow named late.
been there only two years, and the
LIST.
people knew little about her. She was
nearly six feet tall, ruggwl and strong,
She
Hancock County Port*.
and she neighbored with none.
Franklln-Sld Oct 9, sch Portland Packet.
went to Mr. Davis for some seeds, but
Boston
refused to |>ay the price. She offered
Bass Harbor—In port Oct 13, sch Mildred
only a penny apiece and when turned ; May
29. sch Laura and Marion, with salt
4r
down made use of some very strong : for P Sept
W Richardson

some one

and

and

Millions in Gold Stored.
“Tower of July”, at Bpandau,
the famous fortress situated eight miles
from Berlin, there are stored millions of
dollars in gold. According to a law prom-

wu.

lauguage.
April was

Oct.

In the

non

E.

are

for

Forrest Moore is at home from Bar Harbor, where he has been employed. He
was accompanied by Everett Liscomb.

The county of Vernon in a certain
middle state was at peace.
Farmers,
mechanics and merchants met each
other and asked:
"How u old Vernon county 7'
And the answer would be:
“Old Vernou county is all right—yon
betr

Fifty

Stenographer—C. O. Baaaows, Portland.
BrMenger—Pbiup D. Mason. Ellsworth.

grand juror*

employed

Friendship.

t:ier»—Jobs IS. Be****. Bar Harbor.
H«»aaar L.'Osaka*.
County Attorney

The

B. Nason and wife

being

TUB COCKY.
—

Miss Helen Maddocks has returned from
visit in Kennebunk.

Miss Elizabeth Googins has returned to
her home in Lynn, Mass.

•

OABXO.NO-nNNDERBON

ilSbrrtisrmentfi.

KLL8WORTH.

Insurance, Real Estate.

C. W. & F. L. MASON,
*"T

Property

owners will be

Fire

protected

by placing their

from fire

Insurance
WALSH, ELLSWORTH.

with E. J.

FRANKLIN, MASS.
ROBERTSON
At
BRAGDON
Ellsworth,
Oct 9, by Rev P A A Killam. Miss Hazel C
hrag<lon. of Franklin, to Clyde El well
Robertson, of Sullivan.
CARTER—GRAY-At North Sedgwick, Oct 11,
by Rev Mrs S W Treworgy, Bernice B Carter
to Chester C Gray, both of North Sedgwick.
At Northeast Harbor,
FOSTER-TRACEY
Oct 8. by Rev Charles F Lee, Miss Katherine
Crocker Foster to Samuel Edwin Tracey,
both of Northeast Harbor.
HOOPEB-8HUTB—At Bucksport, Oct 4, by
Rev Ashley A Smith. Miss Jennie Bernice
Hooper, of Bucksport, to James Irving
Shute. of Bangor.
OSOOOD—GROVES—At Lebanon, N H. Sept
24. by Rev John Barker, Miss Elizabeth M
Osgood, of Lebanon, formerly of Ellsworth,
to Charles E Groves, of Attica, Ohio. [No
cards, j
POOR-CHICK-At Ellsworth, Oct 11, by Rev
T S Ross, Miss Ethel Poor, of Ellsworth, to
Eugene Chick, of plantation No 83.
STRATTON—GOTT-At Ellsworth. Oct 18, by
Rev PA A Killam, Miss Valina Stratton to
Edward J Gott, both of Hancock.
WILLEY-EATON-At Cherryfleld, Oct 10, by
Rev Alex Chase. Miss Sarah E Willey, of
CherryCeld, to Everett J Eaton, of Ellsworth.

FOX TRAPPING

—

»

Congregational

Walter

Bray. Orland, Me.,
24 fox. 84 mink;
Callahan,
North
Monroe N. H., caught 28 fox
with Pape methods. Stamps
for testimonials and terms.
Warranted
land,
water,
snow sets.
Bait and scent
in pint jars for sale by
Edoab R. Page,
Orland,
Maine.

caught
f.Thomas
I

Church

—

that reward.
At Fanner Johnson's place he and
his son were hidden In the smokehouse when the unknown appeared.
He had scarcely pulled a vine when
they were upon him. Both were strong
men, but the struggle was over In a
ndnute. The unknown knocked them
both silly and got away with their
hats and pieces of their shirts as
DIED.
souvenirs. It was figured that he had
he
that
however,
scare,
a
got such
BLAIS DELL—At Waterville, Oct 8, Mrs Minta
Bialsdeli, of Franklin, aged 56 years.
would uot appear again. He returned
Bangor, Oct 9, Mrs Mary Coffin,
COFFIN—At
watchwas
one
when
no
next night
of Penobscot, aged 67 years.
ing and attacked the vines.
FARMER—At Verona, Oct 8, George Edward
The excltment was now at fever
Farmer, aged 72 years.
At West Penobscot, Oct 12,
heat, and the whole county was ask- FABNHAM
Francis J Farnham, aged 44 years, 4 months,
ing what should be done, when the
24 days.
A widowmarauder came to his end.
HAVEY-At Attleboro, Mass, Oct 9, Darius T
Havey, of Sullivan, aged 77 years.
named Jones had twenty hills of vlues
LAWSON—At Bar Harbor, Oct 6, Walter
old
an
had
She
she was watching.
Blaisdell, infant soa of Mr and Mrs Leonard
Lawson, formerly of Franklin, aged 10
urmy carbine, and a neighbor had
12 days.
months,
was
She
watching
loaded It for her.
ROLLINS—At Ellsworth, Oct 11, Frank W
of
man
as
the
from a window, and
Rollins, aged 60 years, 8 months, 18 days.
ulgbt appeared and began his work SPRINGER—At Franklin, Oct 7. Miss Edith
B Springer, aged 19 years, 1 month, 26 days.
He dropped, but
she fired at him.
WOOSTER—At Franklin, Oct 2, Ralph H
struggled up and ran.
Wooster, aged 2 months. 6 days.
hundred men turned out and
A
and
searched the streets and alleys
ItawrtiMwnufc,
the country around, but they did not
find the wounded man. They had given
up the quest wbeu word went round
that no one had seen the Widow Lee
The locked doors of
for three days.
her house were broken open, and she
A bullet
was found dead on the floor.
had struck her In the chest—the bullet
She was
fired by the other widow.
dressed as a man from head to heel
and had false whiskers twaldes.
Oh, they
The Belgian cucumbers?
were a fraud, of course—jnst plain,
everyday American cucumbers, with
the usual 80 per cent water. It’s Just
as easy to swindle a whole county as
It Is to swindle a single man. All you
have to do Is to get a new Idea.

J

^

Centennial
A report of the exercises at
the observance of the 100th
|
anniversary of the founding
of the First Congregational
church of Ellsworth has been
compiled and published in
pamphlet form. This pamphlet is on sale (price 50c per
copy) at the bookstore of Miss
The proJ. A. Thompson.
ceeds will be donated to the
church.

iTemmtBBum jiHmijants.
The advertisements below represent some o!
the
houses of New England. Our
readers will doubtless find them ol value.

leading

BOSTON

V

Emission merchant
APPLES
we

have

greatly improved facilities
for handling.

SHIP THESE ALSO:

PLUMBING,

MEATS, EGGS,
Farm

—

Hot Water Heating, Furnace
Work and Jobbing.

Products.

Professional

HONEST WORK; HONEST PRICES

Twenty Years' Experience.

ALICE

Personal attention to all details. Telepho
or mail orders promptly attended to.

and all

H.

Carhs.

SCOTT

SPECIALTY MADE OF

TYPEWRITING. ACCOUNTING AND
GENERAL CLERICAL WORK.

EDWARD F. BRADY,

Agent Union Safe Deposit Si Trust Co., of Portand, for furnishing Probate and Surety Bonds
Agent Oliver Typewriter; typewriter supplies
Cor. Main and Water Sts. (over Moore’s Drug
Store). Ellsworth. Me.

Grant St., Ellsworth, Me.
Telephone »-5.

J)R.

WILLIAM

SEMPLE,

OSTEOPATH.
506 Eastern Trust

lildg., Bangor, Me.

IK ELLSWORTH TUESDAYS and FRIDAYS

Telephones: Office, 1250-.3; Res.,
J

■■

708-1

...

KLLiSWORTH

Steam Laundry and Bath Rooms.
•WO PAT, WO W A 8 U ■ ■ .*'
All kinds of laundry work dona at tnort nodes.
Good a called tor and delivered.

H. 8. ESTEY A CO.
Ellsworth, Me
Istey Building. State St..

WANTED—LADIES
To Know I Make Switches
From Your Combines.

Cfl

HARRIET N. MILL1KEN,
175 TREMOST ST..

Boston, Mass.

ROOM 57,

REMOVAL NOTICE.
PERCY T. CLARKE, Attorney at Law.
formerly with the law Arm of Cook Si Harvey,
has opened offices
in the Eastern Trust
building, Bangor, where be will continue
his general practice of the law.
Franklin
office, 9 a. m. to 9 p. m., Thursdays.

PERCY T. CLARKE.

COUNTY NEWS.

hall, was attended by about 100.
dinner a business meeting was held,
Hoses
Calvert G.
Hamor, presiding.
Hamor, of Sand Point, was elected president to Oil tbe vacancy caused by the
deatb of Alden Hamor last winter.
A.vWK
Oct. 13.
ley’s

After

FRANKLIN.

Dyer

Dana

is home from

Seal Harbor.

Mias Charlotte Macomber left Monday
lor Ialestord.
Mr. Harmon, of Mathias, ia visiting his
sister, Mrs. McGlaughlin.

STONINGTON.

Mrs. Helen M. Worcaater, who ia ill,
reported Saturday as improving.

Mrs. C. C. Cousins is visiting in Portland.

H. Card, sr, ia reported to be gaining and able to sit up a abort lime daily.
W.

been

reorganized,

as

scout-master.

The Boy
with Rev. W. H. Dunham
Scouts have

Harry Colby

and wile

art on an

NORTHEAST HARBOR.
Mrs. Evelyn Beany ta tBiting in Backspace
Elmer Daria la employed in the postoffice.
Wood and family bare returned
to New York.

Edgar Perry, of Bar Harbor, is
J uanita chapter, O. E. 8. will entertain
spending a short time at her former home Lookout
chapter of Brooklin, Oct. IS.
Mrs.

PROSPECT HARBOR.
Dr. P. F. Lambee. ot Washburn, waa a
week-end visitor to hi* father, Dr. C. C,
Lamb**.
Prance* Lawton, of Jackson,
Mich., wbo bas been a guest ot Mr*. J. T.
Main, left for bom* Friday.
Mite

Harold L. Meed baa entered C. of H.
law school.

automo-

bile trip to Portland.
Mrs. Frank 8. Werwn is visiting in
Massacbusetts and Vermont.

At no paator baa aa
yet been sent to the Methodist church,
no preaching service
has been held at
eithar church tor more than a month.
Oct. IS.
Spbat.

delay*! by illness.

Arnold

Mrs. Israel Eaton is ill.

waa

COUNTY NEWS.

L.-Manchester and wife hare gone

Aneel
to

Bangor for

the winter.

Misses Eleanor Foster and Dorothy
Branecom spent a part of last week in

Mrs. Charles C. Lambee and Mrs. Ira
N. Workman combined forces Wednesday
in delightfully entertaining tba ladies'
whist club at the Lambee reside net.

Hampden.
Tbe Tillage library society be* received
here.
K. F. Lurrey and wife attended the a box
containing 110 books from Mrs.
ill
Mrs. E. J. Carter, who i^aerionsiy
in
last
who
has
been
E.
A.
wedding
Mrs.
Baker-.Sargent
Hampden
McN'ieb
very
Ucorg* H. Perry, ot Boston. Mr. Perry
Wes taken to tbe Knox hoepitsl Thursday.
week.
remains
the
scout
low the past week,
was a native of this place, and before bis
Eugene H. Thurlow and wife will leave
same.
Friends of Mise Winifred Sargent, death the family used to spend their sumfor tbeir borne in Ferrtll, Idabo, this week.
formerly of this place, will be interested mer* here.
Mrs. Mary Fernald, of Bradford, was
B.

the guest of A.
week.

Louis Cool broth sod wife,
been visiting here, have returned to Bos-

who haw

Fernald and wife last

Miss Alta Biatsdell has

accompanied

ton.

her

Bragdon was badly injured by
a bai) striking him between the eyes, afHe was taken to Bangor
fecting one eye.
to consult a specialist.
Young and youngest daughFrances left Monday lor Belfast, where
she will enter a private hospital (or an
operation n throat and noee.
News of the death of Editor F. W. RolClarence

sur-

prise and regret, and will sadden the
readers of The Ellsworth Americas
wherever the valued sheet is read.
Mias Harel Bragdon, one of our “rosegarden of girla”, was wedded to
Clyde Robertson, of West built van, last
Thursday. Congratulations are extended.
bud

Melvin Perkins motored to Caatine Saturday, his mother returning with him,
also his sister, Mrs. Gates, her daughter
Edna and a friend, who remained over
Sunday.
invitations to the grange birthday party
Oct. 16, wita little coin sacks Accompanying. are being circulated. The proceeds
are

be

to

A chicken

used towards building a hall.
supper will be served at town

hail.

Edith, younger

Springer,

daughter

of

Warren

who has been ill of tuberculosis

veloped into a companionable and helpful
daughter, and will be sadly missed in the
home where her sister Gladys has filially
and faithfully kept the trust resting upon

was

Mist Springer
of Charles
BiaisdeU, and also that of her Little grand- j
son, both of Bar Harbor, at the Baptist :
church, Rev. W. H. Dunham officiating. |
Mrs. BiaisdeU died at Waterville, whither |
she had gone for a rest at the home of her
brother, Charles Williams. She was a
former esteemed resident here, and her
funeral

that

service

of Mima,

sudden death

of

widow

canoe as a

shock to the

some

time,

him full

aor-

of kindred and friends whose
sympathy is
heartfelt for the daughter aud husband in
their double bereavement.

Mrs.

was

BLUE HILL FALLS.

B.
MT. DESKKT.

visit

She

Lizzie Conary is visiting in Portland.
Mrs. A. P. Nevin has had an artesian
well put down 110 feet.

_

a

Mrs. Helen Wfright, of Cleveland, is the
guest of Mrs. John Teagie.
Mr. Meaervey and family have moved to
the Frank Moulton bouse.
Oct. 13.

Mary A. Leland has returned from
in Northeast Harbor.

Somesville sewing circle will meet
with Mrs. LymaD Somes Oct. 22.
Tbe

__Crumbs.

Mrs. Ida Leland left for Boston Thursday to enter a hospital for treatment.
George F. Arnold and wife haee closed
their cottage and returned to Brookline,

WEST BBOOKaVILLE.
Luther Church

home.

and

wife here

gratulations
born Oct. 9.

on

Henry Tracy,

Oct. 13.

closed

a

crew

receiving
s daughter,

is

the

Mrs. Fred Hodgkins is visiting her sister, Mrs. James Twsedie, in Cambridge,

of

Mass.

here

a

connected with bi* father in

Mrs.

George Ray

of Brewer,

stable.

were

at

and

daughter Georgia,

Mrs. McCartneys

a

tew

Friends here were shocked to learn of : days last week.
K. H.
Oct. IS.
tbe death at Brooklin, of Admiral F.
j
Blake. He for many yean lived here with
EGYPT.
bis aunt,
Mrs. Emily Atherton, and
Mias Abbie Hutchins is home from Bar
drove the mail from Bar
Harbor to
Harbor.
Hall Quarry.
Mias Hester Clark baa gone to Camden
Oct. 13.
a.
_

to teach.

HULLS COVE.

Mrs. May Fernald, of Bradford, visited
week.
Mrs. N. G. Hardison picked five raapberTiee from her bushes Sept 25.
M‘
Oct. 13.

Frank Jordan has returned to Poland
Springs, where be is employed.

here last

Tbe school improvement league gave a
eupper in the Neighborhood bouse Friday.
Augustus Engman has moved his family
into the Carpenter farmhouse tor the

business, is

very premising young
ate of Kent's Hill academy.

man, and

and Mr*.
of tbe
Oct.

of

end ot tbe

Tracy

are

a

a

gradu-

Both Mr.
with some
Ml. lie seal is-

connected

oldeet families

on

others.

j

[f

more loaves to everv
sack—

/

I

—the tenderest, flakiest
end most digestible
p„.

_

Mailer
acfeool at

Hillard Hamor
Bar Harbor.

la

whitest bread and

«

tty—

Ii

attending

Mr. Ha tea. of Brookevtlle, ia viaiting bia
aialer. Mra. Ella Spurting.

>

—cake and biscuits and
everything else you hake
yours by specifvng
William Tel), the flour
that Is milled onlv from
the best Ohio Red Winter

!

—

>

j

Seih and Lrelit Rice, who bare been in
Camden tbe pa.t week, are home.
Mra. Oeorge R. Hamor ia viaiting her
daughter. Mra. Preble Ricbardeon, at
Portland.

Wheat by a special patented process that makes
It richest in nutritive
value.
Tell your grocer that
nothing will suit you but

v

1.4

■

;

HAIR HINTS
thr Attention of People Who
ith to Preserve the Hair
Never ti»e a buth or comb I
1 in
pubilc places; they are usually covered
with dandruff germs.
Shampoo the hair every two weehj
witn pure soap and water, or a good

Worthy
W

ready prepared shampoo.
Use Parisian Sage every day, nibblog thoroughly into the scalp'. Thu
delightful and invigorating ha r tonic,
which ti A. Parches1 sells in .,.
cent Untie. Is guaranteed to
m-kly
abolish dandruff
to atop hair from
falling and scalp from Itching, or
money refunded.
To put life and beauty Into d
dry
»r failed hair and make if *..ft and
use
Parisian
it
'.g.is
fluffy, surely
—

....

of the
known.

one

quickest

acting hair hades

HUB-MARKi
RUBBERS

__

Appli®d

druggist®.

SOLD BY

CENTURY

BOOT

SHOP.

luivotni.

W. H. BUISDKLL,
mwiui*

T. E. D.

Mias Dorothy Stinson, ot Vtnalbavsn,
visiting her sister, Mrs. W. C. Lufkin.
Mr. Rogers sod wile, ot Belfast, sre
visiting Mrs. Rogers' sister, Mrs. Walter
Young.

Roy Stewart has gone to Jekyl Island,
Georgia, where he is employed as engineer
on a passenger boat for tbe winter.
8.
Oct. 13.
_

oorrs ISLAND.

McKinley,

A. I. Holmes took
New York last week.

a

business

trip

a

to

Mrs. Averill and her two children hare
visiting Dr. J. D. Phillip* and wile.

been

w«s

here

Sunday.

Mrs. Emma Gott was at McKinley to
attead meeting of the O. E. 8. Wednesday.
Howard Staples, of Atlantic, waa the
guest of Charles H. Hardison and wife
Tueaday.
Oct. 10.

Chips.

Mr. and Mrs. Leon Higgins arc receivBIRCH HAKBOB.
ing congratulations on the birth ot a
A son waa born Oct. 3 to Mr and Mrsdaughter October 6.
Arthur Bice.
#
Mrs. Henry Tracy ia visiting ber daughRev. W. H. Bice, of Lamolne, while
ter, Mrs. Harry Lawton, in her new borne
spending bis vacation here, is making rein Brunswick, and will also visit her son*
pairs and improvements about the old
Boston.

Deputy Collector Moore, who has occupied the Harry Lawton cottage tor the
summer, has moved his family Into the
Robert

The

Ash house.

Congregational sewing circle

summer.

and children should lx
given Magee’a Emulsion to strengtbei
the body. Never fails. All druggiati I I

Invalid*

C.

Oct. 13.
_

BAB HABBOK.
As a result of a two-days’ campaign for
the purpose of raising money to carry on
the-work of the Y. M. C. A., the sum of
{1,881 was secured. This exceeds by (381
the sum asked for.

iW

re-

sumed active service Oct. 8, at this home ol
Mrs. Emma Norwood. The secretary gave
a gratifying report of money raised durthe

Thm Pmaminntan Caba
find a Lad one
in tkm* maialUca.

mmoar

home.

Mrs. Emily Atherton, o( Somerville,
while visiting ber nephew, George K. Puller, was taken seriously 111, and has a
trained nurse.

_Y

PNEUMATICA stops your pain or
breaks up your cold In on® hour. It’s
externally. All
marvellous.

iaseraace of Staadard First Quality
Robbor Footwear for every purpewe

Mrs. Fred Bennett, who la employed st

SOUTHWEST HAKBOK.

ing

the

your

is

Z. U.

13.

Mrs. O. L. Mayo atfll continue* io
serious condition.

in

oa
u

COREA.

yia-

j

See that the Hob-Mark is
robber before poo boy. It

_

MARLBORO.
Mrs. Roderick Clark, with her tw<
Dr. David Houee and wife, of Cherrychildren, has returned from an enjoyable
here.
are
visiting
field,
visit to Boston and vicinity, the guest o
Saturday evening a delightful surprise
winter.
and wife Rev. Mr. and Mr*. Crane. An automobile
party was given to W.L Ford
Earl
Ernest Wilcomb,
Higgins, Alva and Miss Norwood.
trip to New York waa one of the many
AJicHanacom and Oscar Leland have gone to : Oct. 13.
pleasures of tba visit.
__
winter.
the
Boston tor
Mrs. Prank Lorvey and son Prank, o
NORTH LAMOINE.
Mrs. Jessie Higgins closed “Tea Cup
Chelsea, Mass., have been the guests o
Mrs. John DeMeyer, of Franklin,
Inn1’ the first of the month, and left Mon- | tied her niece, Mrs. Coleman Hagan, last Mr*. Mary Lorvey tor two weeks, oomini
chiefly to attend the wedding of Mia
day for a visit with her mother in Ma- | week.
at the
Olive Lorvey, who waa married to Ear
chine. She was accompanied by her nieces,
George Smith has Bold his place
of
Bristol,
and
Miss Lucinda head of the river to Henry
Mias Jessie Hall
Pomeroy, of Tremvnt, ou Oct. S.
New
Jersey.
Gardiner.
Rev. John McLean, who has spent bii
held
Oct.
reunion
in
Oct.
13.
Hamor
Kei7,
The
|
vacation in Chicago, has had hi* retan
[loan's Begulets cere constipation, tone the
stomach, stimulate the liver, promote dif&».
tion and appetite and easy passages of the
bowels. Ask your druggist tor them. 13
cents a box.—4det.

lightest, finest,

echool

eociable at

•

Oct. 10.

_

LAMOINE.

Mrs. Holt, of Somerville, Mass.,
guest of Mrs. W alter Reynolds.

con-

tbe birth of

will be converted into

Toxbox.
*

Southwest Harbor, has
moving the Auetin
Kichardson house back for Mr. Arnold. It
had

academy, is an exceedingly popular girl,
of charming personality, and an accomTbe groom, who la
plished musician.

and returned to

son.

Harold Knowles, who has been in
Canada tbe past year, is visiting George
Knox.
are

eucceee.

guests by Misse* Bertha Hamorand Mabel
Higgins, of Bar Harbor.
Mr. and Mrs. Tracy left m tbe afternoon
for a abort camping trip, after which they
will spend tbe winter in Boston.
Tbe bride, who is a graduate of Dean

A.

J. N. Walker and daughter Buth,
who have been away on a vacation, are
Bev.

and wife

of

land.

cottage
Bangor.
J. Fish, manager of the Gaffert farm,
formerly owned by Lauchlin Da via, has
raided 1,600 bushels of potatoes this seatheir

Mass.

Harry Carter

measure

—the

league held an icethe town bell laat FriThie
Proceed#, fIT 18.
day evening.
money will be need toward a book-caee
for tbe echool.
JoHK.
Oct. 11.

Longfellow

cream

Best Bread— j
and More of It

j1

_

rowing friends who learned at the same :
time that the babe of her daughter, Mrs.
Leonard Lawson, frail from birth, had j
“fallen asleep”. The casket of Mrs. Blais- I
dell was covered with beautiful flowers, as been for a week for treatment.
was also the little w hite casket of tne babe,
sixty-seven years of age.
fragrantly and mutely testifying the love

Oct. 13.

resident

--s

Edgar, tba ten-year-old eon of Joaepb
White, who Injured hie leg while playing
aroand Stanley’# dock, ia able to ba out
with ibe help of crutcbee.

_

happening in this little
community Thursday afternoon. Followwas

life-long

a

Congratulation, are extended tc Mr. end
Mra. Haatetle Teel. on tbe birtb of a
daughter, Monday. Oct. 6.

_

tne

unusual and sad

ing the

George W. Farmer,

sSH

it being erected at
of tba ebarch.

—

large number of sympathizing
friends attended the funeral. The floral
tributes were numerous and lovely.
A

Two funerals and three burials

VERONA.

rear

bwrw bouee

__

months, died Tuesday. The
funeral was held at the Methodist church
Thursday, Rev. W. H. Dunham officiating.
The deceased, early left motherless, had defor several

her.

13._C.

new

_

ter

received here with sorrowful

been
quarry has
will open again on

whose

Monday.

Richard

was

Fennelly left Monday tor
Boston, where he will enter the Leland
Powers school.
Hit many friends wish

Oct.

CRANBERRY ISLES.
A
Ibe

tbta town, died at bis borne et tbe upper
island last Wednesday, aged
seventy-two yean. Ha leaves a widow,
Mlaa Beatrice Bunker ba. been emGeorge Hamblen and John Bowen left
wbo was Mias Addle Hutchins, of PenobTkACT-roWTEk WEDDING.
tbis week for Georgia, w here they will
ployed at Dr. Ober'a, Nortbeuat Harbor,
a niece—Miss Clara
wbo
scot,
Hubbard,
October
at
10
Wednesday forenoon,
8,
for a few week#.
cut stone.
has always made her home with him, and
o’clock, a pretty wedding was solemnised
Nihil.
Oct. 13.
Oct. 13.
iiOOKKT.
in tlie rburrb of Saint Mary's- by-lbe-Sea, four aistera-Mra. Melvin Abbott and Mrs.
•
Jams*
Mr*.
Mehtlaof
WEST TREMONT.
Craig,
Bucksport;
when Katherine Crocker Foster, eldest
CENTER.
Mrs. Goodwin, of Franklin, ia visiting daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Frederick ble Tonrtciotte, ot Boulder, Col., and Mr*.
Oreille Bartlett ia borne for tbe winter
her daughter, Mrs. Dalton Reed.
Foster, was married to Samuel Edwin Krbecca Whittemore, ot Bar Harbor.
Mia. Mildred Reed ia viaiting friend#
Tbe many friend* of Mr. and Mrs.
Word comes from Bangor from Sirs. B. Tracy, only son of Mr. and Mrs. Beldon K.
Tracy. The double-ring service was most Decatur Bridge* sympathise with them in here and at Pretty March.
B. Reed that she is gaining every day.
performed by tbe rector of tbe desth Thursdey of tbelr child, one and
Mra. Lol» Bartlett and Mra. Ham ah
Mim Sylvia Carver, who has spent the impressively
tbe church. Her. Charles Follen Lee. Tbe one-halt yean old.
What makes it liar}., r are viaiting el Seaviile,
summer with her brother Charles at Hardaltar, church and pews were handsomely doubly hard i* that it was only a short
wood island, is visiting her grandmother,
Byron Campbell ia employed for a fen
decorated with hydrangeas and autumn timeagolbat Mr. and Mrs. Bridge* lost
Mrs. 8. A. Heed.
day» at Capl. W. 11. Freeman’#, Pretty
another little girl.
foliage.
Marah.
Clifford Tinker and wife, who have
Long before (be hour for tbe nuptiala.
F. L. Hodgdon and wife are receiving
spent tbe summer with Mr. Tinker’s guests began to arrive and were ushered
NORTH DEF.H ISLE.
congr.tntationa on the birtb of a boy,
mother, Mrs. 8adie LeOount, left Monday to their seats by A. K. McBride, Arthur
Mn. Mary J. H*rdyv whose death on
born October 6.
tor tbeir home in Westfield. Mass.
Cbadburne and Bartlett W. Dyer, of Sept. W, at the age of eighty-one years,
Mra. Abbie Ober and Mra.
Mrs. Daniel Dow has been called to Northeast Harbor, and William Graham, of was
was
the oldest
Wasiajr Uarlbriefly recorded,
Owl’s Head by the illness of her daugh- Bar Harbor. Frederick Weacott, of Bar daughter of Samuel and Abigail Whit- lett and baby ere .pending e few week# in
Miss Arlene Sawter, Mrs. Arthur Bain.
Harbor, at the organ, rendered Lohen- more, ot Occanville. She was twice mar- Boston mud vicinity.
yer. who was visiting her, returned home grin’s bridal chorus, at the bridal party ried, her first hneband
Clarence Cltaaard, o(
Maaaacbuaetta,
being tbe late
to Owl’s Head.
entered tbe church.
ljrmuel Joyce, ot Occanville. and her and Fred Ctinkard, of Bar Harbor, apeot a
Thelma.
Oct. 13.
Tbe bride, on tbe arm of ber father, as* second husband tbe late George C. Hardy, few daya recently al Ibe Hill farm.
ebanning in a gown of chepe meteor, of this place. Early in lift she united
A. it Turner, Mra. William Murphy and
BASS HARBOR.
trimmed with Chantilly lace and far, witb the
Baptist church, and had always dauguterand Mr». Everett Murphy and
with square court train. Her tali* veil been a consistent member. She was of little oiecc are in Steuben for a abort vi.it.
George Dow is ill of appendicitis.
I>r. and Mrs. Watson leave to-day for was daintily arranged and trimmed with | noble, womanly character, of cheery dieOct. 10.
S.
lilie*-of-tbe-valley. Her only ornament j position, and was loced by all wbo knew
Boston for a visit.
• is a string of pearls, a gift of tbe groom.
! her. Far several years she had been an
8UNMT.
Byron EUis snd Leri Davis left last 8he carried a shower
bouquet of lilies-of- | invalid, leudcrly cared for In tbe borne of
week to enter Sailor’s Snug Harbor.
The weir business i* about over.
tbe-valley and maiden-hair fern.
I her step-eon, Elmer Hardy,
Mrs. Fanning and two daughter* left
Mr*. May Annie, of Boston, is visiting
Miss Eleanor Foster, sister of tbe bride,
H.
Oct. 13.
her mother, Mrs. Lius Seilers.
Thursday for their home in Astoria, N. Y. as maid of honor, wore pink charmruse, j
WEST SEDGWICK.
A few friends gave Mrs. L. F. Gott a en train, with bat to match, and carrried
Prof. George Southwortb end fsmily
left Friday for their winter home in
The bridesmaids were
birthday surprise party Wednesday even- yellow roees.
Mm Ellen Closson is borne from brooking.
Mi sees Laura Tracy, Marlon Smallidge 11a.
Gambler, O.
Thomas Powers and wtfe left Monday
Gny Parker and wife have gone on an and Beatrice Reynolds, of Non beast HarM las Lizxie Gray ba* gone to Bel taxi to
automobile trip.
tor Prince Edward Island, Mrs. Powell'
They expect to go to bor; Miaa Nina Jenison, of Bar Harbor; work.
Miss Emma Packard, of Augusta, and
Boston.
native place, tor a visit with relatives.
Maggie Carter ie home from North
Mr*. Charles Gorham, of Bangor, dressed
George Clark has been appointed a memRaymond Small raised a pumpkin on
in bine, yellow and lavendar crepe de Sedgwick.
ber of the State highway commission, and
Hill farm, weighing thirty-nine
Earl Gott, ot Boroemlle, Mae*., u visit,- Breexy
with white tulle hats trimmed with
chine,
left last week to begin his duties.
pounds, snd another on the same vine
ing
Clyde
Gray.
red rates. They carried red rote*.
tingle
Oct. 13.
X. Y. Z.
weighing twenty-seven pounds.
Tbe groom was attended by Ray Foster,
Mra. Julia Carter ha* been visiting her
Oct. 7.
Sadie.
of Milbridge, a cousin of the bride.
BUCKS PORT.
Pedaughter, Jennie Guilford, at South
Following tne ceremony, a reception nobscot.
The seminary football team defeated
SOUTH DEER ISLE.
was held at tbe bride’s borne, which was
Rockland high Thursday; score. 76-6.
Mr. and Mrs. Hanson, ot Brockton,
Annie Coolin, of Sunset,
was calling
decorated with cut flowers. Maas., have been
profusely
Mrs.
Hanson's
visiting
W
one
of
it
ham
had
his
feet
crushed
Pearl
on friends Wednesday.
The bouse was thronged with guests comand
wit*.
Washington
Gray
parents,
by a rock while working at the rocking to oiler tbeir congratulations and
Rev. Henry Barraas apsnt a few days reOct. 13.
D.
crusher last Wednesday.
good wishes to tbe happy coupl*. They
cently at Swan's Island.
The
schooner
Lizzie
Griffin, Capt were received by tbe parents of tbe bride
SEAWALL.
Mrs. Fred Robbins, of Stonington, is
William Anderson, of Orland, the first of and
groom, then presented by tbe bridesMias Lula Newman is ill.
caring for Mr. and Mrs. Mitchell here.
the Grand
Banks fishermen to arrive maids to tbe bridal
coupl*, maid-of-bonor
John Dolliver and wife have been swsy
George Hamblin, of West Stonington.
home, was given a rousing salute when and groomsman.
for a tew days.
left Oct. 8 for Georgia, where he has emshe tied up at her wharf Wednesday.
A ballet lunch waa served by tbe Misses
Mr*. Charles Newman returned to her ployment
Mrs. Mary Coffin, formerly of Penobscot, Isabel tlamor, Dorothy Branacomb, MilOct. U.
home on Pumpkin island Saturday.
H.
who has for the past few years made her dred Reed and Elsie Holmes. Mia* GerWilliam Moore came from Portland Sathome with her son, Hal Coffin, in Bocks- { trude Burr poured coffee.
Tbe gifts were beautiful, entirely filling urday, lor a gunning trip to Isle au Haut
port, died Thursday at the East Maine !
general hospital in Bangor, where she had. tbe library, where they were shown to with Everett Newman, L. E. Newman and
closed

Maurice Fernald and bride were guests
at his former home here over Sunday, returning to Oakland Monday. Friends extend congratulation*.

lins

know of her marriage to Russell Baker,
Hampden, on Oct. 11.

Parker W.

Latty Bros.,

aunt, Mrs. Hattie Graves, of Nort beast
Harbor, to Boston for a visit.

to
at

COUNTY NEWS.

The Family Cs««h Medicine
In every home there should be a bottle of Dr.
King’s Hew Discovery, ready for immediate
use when any member of the family contracts
Prompt use will stop the
a cold or ceugb.
8. A. 8t!d. of Mason,
spread of sickness
dewrites: -"My whole family
Mich.,
upon Dr. King's Hew Discovery ss
e
best coach and cold medicine in the
world. Two He. bottle* cured me of pneumonia.” Thousands of other families hare
been equally be or 6 ted and depend entirely
upon Dr. King’s New Discovery to cure their
troubles.
coughs, colds, throat and lung
Every dose helps. Price, He. end #100. All

aPISTOL

"T

^lUmbutcm-UMCk, lb

Knds

Experts will show
Remington-UMC cartridges—

of Revolver and Pistol
use

uniform

and

sure;

and

accuracy/

druggists.
H. (. Bucklen M Cm.. Philadelphia
Loals.

or

8t.

IA
CASTOR
Jot

Can your dealer give yoo the

Infanta and Children.

—

11

Tba Kind Yu Han Alvajs Bought
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rural Domes.
What are tbu means for training these
teachers to rrtteienl*service and for making
tSen more effective after they have enured toe school-room? The higher standu4» promoted by progressive superminifeats and reinforced by public opinion
late eliminated practically all but graduiu» of bigb schools and academies from
consideration as teachers.
With more than 340of these institutions
tree to any qualified youth of the State,
i*

ample opportunity for anyone to

nets re that

minimum

of education.

up|.-«; >1*1 training schools,

First,

there

are

»n

larger proportions

tigation! of M. Paateur, and la making
great headway In tboee experiments
carried on by eclentlata who derote
themaelrea to original research. Commenting on the great change scientific
research baa wrought In the medical

profession. Dr. Elderkto, a retired physician, told the following story;
When 1 started to practice, though
It waa In the Utter half of the nineteenth century, our profession had lag-

ged far behind the progressive spirit
of the times.
Though we are still
woefully Ignorant, we know far more
than we did then, and when we remember that We bad at that time but
recently advanced beyond the universal remedy of bloodletting, originally
practiced by the bartier who shaved
our ancestors, we get some Idea of the
low condition of the science of medicine half a century ago.
Being naturally of a scientific mind.
1 realized this.
Upon finishing my
course at the medical college 1 waa
surprised that there was se little really
known.
Indeed, beyond the fact that
vaccination will prevent smallpox, I
don't remember a single certainty In
medicine that I had learned In my college course
What a difference from
the present, when we have antitoxins
that work with absolute certainty; the
X ray. by which to look Into tho human body, and have proved that diseases are transmitted by the fly
and
iu>*

Stale normal and training achnols.
The graduate* of these institutions, it is
tae

true, go

The conversation fell upon the
science of medicine, which practically had Its beginning In the Invesnerw

tmir progress
to their wsitars.
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hold an efficient
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toecDiug fore* Is, therefore,
of the rural school
mstr-t problems
There are approxiMain*.
qstem of
hundred one-room
Jdteiv twenty Are
State. Many other
jountry schools in the
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essential
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(oantry school*. Probably not
are
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At a meeting of the Booneton Medl
cal society, there not being a
quorum,
half a doaen doctors sat around chat-

lool,
^usthetlc
L,\re

or

By P. A. MITCHEl

mosquito:

I settled In this very town anil hung
out my shingle
Experience was then
the doctor's best card.
A bald head,
a pair of muttoa chop gray whiskers,
a presence that bespoke wisdom—these

to the cities

tad Ur*— towns, because of the higher
aslant paid there, and because of other

presume *• but not proven. professional
advantage*.
U i« * m * take, however, to assume that
go normal graduates And their way into
country schools, since the report* of

tiring success to any pracTills Impressive person of

were sure to

titioner.
half a century ago did not know onetenth ns much ns the poorest student
In a class graduating In a medical
local superintendents show that several
school today
Rut since there was
hundred normal graduates are permain country schools, nothing but experience on which to
nently employed
base confidence, the old practitioner
v&iie of each year's graduating class s
had It all his own way, and the young
cooftuierabie nun/ber enter the service of 1
man had no show at all.
wastry *c bools. In a few towns none
I looked like a hoy ami was treated
hot trained teachers are employed in any
ns
a
boy. for never did n patient
ml school*. Special training courses in
darken my doors. I was socially well
aeadsmit-*, under sptcial subsidies from
received by the young people of town
the S.ate treasury, make annual contrtand formed the acquaintance of a minihutio'i* to the rural teaching force.
her of young girls, who thought me
By in an* of « form of correspondence j
"a nice little fellow'' and snickered
•ork chc normal scauois tagan last year
when they called me doctor, their Idea
loea*r> n»**ir ail io rural teacher* who
a physician being the elderly party
*tnioavail thauisdves of their services. of
One of these young
Ei.<o<im
before groups of 1 have mentioned.
•viure*
ladle* 1 admired very much and
ttiehm are another form of aid available
| thought that If I could marry her postocouu'.ry Pacher*.
sibly I might Inspire some confidence
Each »uin-uer, special courses arranged
Rut she was
and make a beginning.
tar live 'rt-ne.U of ccuutry teacher* are
the daughter of the principal man In
*Autd in h State a tturner schools. This
the place. John Parkinson, and there
JSif about dva
u id red
teachers look
was an awful gap between her and a
to « coarse* and will re•draaugt
towheaded, blue eyed doctor who didn’t
in
better
•?
schools
to
their
ttrn,
pit el,
look old enough to treat a cat. As to
Stpum -r. County institutes, with etncalled in to treat air. rnrsmson
being
,>u
the
rural
Pfcatu
teacher*,
problem* of
or any member of her family, there
tre held in several count 1m
to
just prior
was no more chance of that than being
th« opening of the
The
fall term.
struck by lightning.
expense of these i* borne by tbe State.
His family physician. Dr. SwlnTh«* lutiiiulea are at present experibourne. In bis younger days had bled
■ratal. Tney will, it successful, be exhis patients for every disease, and so
*'*•*
IU 10 (UDer COUOUCT.
wedded was he to the treatment that
but »■ t alone t< the State engaged in
! be still carried a lancet In his medical
poauung the eflleiency of rural teaching.
Parkinsons revered him as
Taaiovl trui-iing school, under the di»- case. The
a man of great experience and he was
thA tupenniendem, ha» in many local!have a wonderful advantia* pc vt ii one of t he moet powerful In- supposed to
In knowing the constitution of
Krumenle for making country achoola bet- tage
member of the family, lncludhr.
Indeed, the system of district auper- everythe last child born, who was but
lng.
haion 19 doubtless one of the beat agencies
eight mouths old and sound as a nut.
*• have in the forward movement for
The chance of my supplanting this aucountry schools.
person as physician In the house*
Finally, the betterment of rural achool gust
hold was as remote as being called
conditions, and especially the improvement
upon to treat the president of the Unitof the rural
teaching force, rest* chiefly
*IU> the people tbemaelvee. Good teach- ed State*.
But no matter how firm one la set‘f»tao be had for country schools—but
tled on any soft spot let him beware
'hey cannot- be bad except for adequate
of being undermined. HU very great*•*"«*■ (Jood leaching, tike other good
a
ness U liable to give hU competitor
end
the
coats
in
'riogH.
money, but
Mr. Parkinson was fond of
chance.
is
ao
nothing
expensive as poor teaching, horse* and owned some valuable stock.
however cheap the
money price.
One of hU animals was sired by a
The education of a country child ia of
One day
racer and had cost $3,000.
equal importance to that of any other
this horse was taken sick. Would hU
insist
child, and country people should
the great Swlnbourne by
'hat the beat teaching ia not too good for owner Insult
a horse? Never! A
'ha county achool. Thsre are, of course, asking him to treat
It U
was called In.
surgeon
veterinary
-uestions of ways and means. Tha State
that he knew as much
likely
quite
*•
helping in part, by ita special funds, to
what ailed the horse and bow
•hewer these questions. Some towns are about
to cure him as the M. D.—bo certain•dlrtssing tbemaelvee seriously to the
knew os much as I did—but, despite
Pmtdem sod are already approching the ly
hU valuable efforts, the animal grew
•u'wion. The one paramount consideraworse and the veteriuary finally gave
tion should be the welfare of the child,
him up as a candidate for button and
*hh when a determined
people set aerimaterial.
glue
oa*1y about the taak of giving good
Mr. Parkinson was one of those per“bools to the forty thousand rural ecboot
it
men who never say die. and
children of Maine, a way will be found to aUtent
occurred to him that 1 might not feel
discharge worthily the task.
called In
very much Insulted at being
The prosperity of all the
people depends to treat a horse. But he could afford
•cry considerably upon the prosperity of
to Insult me. though he could not af■he farmer.
Agriculture in Maine is facing
For If
hU physlcUn.
•
future fun of opportunity. Letthecoin- ford to Insult
were taken 111 and
the
of
family
any
Q°o school available
to the Maine country
the doctor refused to treat the patient
Child be made ao
good that no Maine
to be crape on the
‘‘"her Will find it neceeaary to remove there was likely
to
door. At any rate. I was called In
“°® hi* farm home in order to
give bis
have a look at the horse.
children ibeir education.
Mr. Parkinson had sent the veterinary
was no one present at
away and there
but myself arid
SOUND.
my Visit to the patient
Waagatt ha* moved to Seal Harbor. hla owner. The horse was lying on
^*nev* Sargent i* with Mr*. New- the stable floor to all appearance* dead.
®*“ lor the winter.
of
My first Impulse wns-from force
0«. 13.
BCD.

!

>

i

JJ°y

habit—to feel his pulse, but I remembered that I might get nearer hit
heart than bis fetlock, so I put my
hand behind bis fore leg. There was
■till s faint bent and I knew he was
not yet quite dead.
My Ignorance of what was the matter with him and what to do for him
was such that 1 stood doubtless looking as Ignorant us 1 felt Mr. Parkln(ou bad bis eyes on me and turned
away with a look of disgust It was
this that nerved me at the turning
point of my life.
"Mr. Parkinson,” I said, "your horse
Is dying of digitalis.”
1 wgs obliged to choose a word so
suddenly that I bit upon the name of
l drug and feared my man would know
that It was a drug and not a disease.
■Well?" he said somewhat more con-

flWirrtiennnit*.
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If Mothers Only Knew WHEREAS,
from
frequently

EAST ORLAND.
Mr.. Abbie Ward well ia visiting in BosV

ton.

Mrs. Florence Stanley has gone to Mew
York for the winter.
his

T. F. Mason is having
wired for electric lights.
A.

Kow

children

UUUU,

Harold

Barker

Mrs.

and

Uiun U

worms

IVlftB RIBU URVC

frequently.

very

Signs of

worms

De-

are:

furred
ranged
stomach,
tongue, belching, variable
)| appetite, increased thirst,

are

painting
Mra.

suffer

worms they would take more precautions
against this common ailment of child-

buildings

O. Dunbar and F. B. Thompson
tbe grange ball.

*cl<5

Trad© Mark

Amy

or

"®“vy breath, nauBea,

enlarged abdomen, variable bowel action,
Bfaisdell were in Bangor Thursday.
pale (ace of leaden tint, bluish rings
Miaa Barbara Stanley is Id Old Town to around eyes, itcbing of nostrils, languor,
irritability, disturbed sleep, grinding of
spend tbe winter witb ber cousin, Mrs. A. teetb,
irregularity of pulse.
E. Luce.

Mrs. Abram and grandson, Alvah Russell, left Thursday for their borne in
Hartford, Conn.
N

E. U. Wiley and wife have closed their
fidentially.
I was tempted to make an ex cogs to house and gone to Camden, called there
go to the druggist to get a dose' for ‘by tbe illneea of Mr. Wiley’s father.
Oct. 13.
aM.
the brute, but seeing the effect of my

Over 80 years ago my father discovered
formula of Dr. True’s Elixir, (he Family Laxative and Worm Expeller. Thia
remedy has a world-wide reputation as
the one safe
and reliable remedy for
disorders.
At
worms
and stomach
dealers’, 35c, 50c and CIOO. Advice free.
Write me.
tbe

_

first Muff I resolved on another.
'T don't like to leave him." I said.
"Would you mind getting me a messenger? I wish to send for a remedy."
"Not a bit
I’ll call Tom. I don't
know why he la hot here. This Is his
place, ea peel ally at such a time."
He went to the house, a few hundred
yards distant He was absent some
time Not being able to find his man
and while be was gone 1 upeet a peck
measure used for carrying oats, but
now Oiled with salt
Some of the contents fell on the horse's tongue, which
was
1
protruding from hts mouth.
noticed that the member quivered. I
picked up a little more salt from the
floor and dropped It on the tongue.
Slowly It was withdrawn Into the
horse's mouth. Taking up n handful I
opened the Jaws and thrust It In.
I stood there, or rather knelt, feeding the horse salt till Mr. Parkinson
returned. The other had disappeared,
doubtless thinking he would be blamed
lti the matter of the loss of the horse
and the master was abasing him
to mo when he caught sight of the
patient licking his chops with his eyes

NORTH BKOOKdVlLLE.
D. K. Black and family have returned
from Dark Harbor.
William Cain
daughter, Mrs. Mattie
have returned from Islesboro.
and

Orindle,

Otis Douglass hss goue to Millvale to
live with his daughter, Mrs. Charles Til*
lock.

Evidence that
Fact is what

open.

“I think I can."
"What's that you’re cl vine him?”
“A saline remedy t've found beneficial In such cases."
He didn't ask where I cot It or 1
would hnve told hlin I hnd It In my
medicine case.
Well. It happened that my knocking
over the snlt had given my patient Just
what he needed. 1 don't know even
now what bis trouble was. but 1 do
know that nnimnls must have salt At
any rnte a few handfuls of It effecteda change In his condition, and he Improved rapidly. I followed up the I
treatment by giving him water to
drink, and It was not long before be
stood up on his feet.
"By Jove!" exclaimed Mr. Parkinson.
"That wns the moat marvelous cure l
ever met with. I must tell Swlnbourne
about that. What did you call the disease?”
"Mr. Parkinson." I said, assuming an
Injured tone. "1 hnve cured your horse,
but I object to furnishing medical Information to one of these old school
doctors. I beg you not to mention the
matter to Dr. Swlnbourne.”
“Why. It might lead him to take an
Interest In you.”
“Not at all. You, ns a layman, are
not nware of the Jealousies existing In
our
profession. Should you tell Dr.
Swlnbourne of this cure he would
doubtless assert that your horse would
have recovered Just as well without
my treatment as with it.”
I shot a glance at him to see bow the
thrust struck him. expecting that he
would deny that Swint>ourne was any
1 wus agreeably disapsuch man.

pointed.
“You're right, my boy." be sain
"Never give away anything you’ve got
unless you’ve something to gain by it.”
Gentlemen. If you ask me what
gave me a start In a practice which
became for half a century all I could
have desired 1 reply blind luck, followed up with a dose of concentrated gall.
Besides, the lesson I learned was of
great benefit. I made It a rale the less
I knew about a case the more to preDoes a doctor
And why not?
tend.
gain anything by losing the confidence
of a patient? By no means. On the
contrary, the patient loses heart, and
that is the worst thing that can happen.
But to finish my story. Mr. Parkinson let It be known thnt he would have
lust his valuable horse had It not been
for m.v skill, and 1 was Installed as
physician to the family, to be called
upon for slight Indispositions. Dr.
Swlnbourne being summoned to treat
This led to
troubles of Importance.
some outside practice, and In time I
assumed sufficient boldness to pay atBy this
tention to Miss Parkinson.
time I had become known not as the
man who had cured a horse, but one
who hud cured human beings. 1 finally
married Miss Parkinson, but this was
not till Swlnbourne had retired and 1
Whs Installed not only In his place, but
succeeded to the bulk of his practice.
In fact he retired because he found
that I was forging ahead of him.
In claiming precedence In what we
know now to what we knew then I am
sorry to say that In the majority of
cases It Is still guesswork with us. We
try a remedy and if the patient does
not respond we try another and another, till either we have tried them all
»r the patient succumbs or recovers.
But we have the satisfaction of knowing that both In America and Europe
men are engaged In devoting their entire time to Investigation, and every
year we know more than we knew the
year before.
My wife never knew bow accidental
was the success that gave me my start
till we bad beeD married many years.
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Maine,

Stops Falling Hair

be verified.

Here’s

vyou

an

Hall’s Hair Renewer certainly stops
falling hair. No dcrabt about ft what-

everyjj^jl^snjreJjbe^satlsfledJ

Ellsworth fact,

test it.

can

Pauper Notice.

A. M. Franks, carpenter, fTigb SJ., Ellsworth, Me., says: About two years ago I
noticed my back growing lame. As time
passed, the trouble got worse. Finally
I got so bad that I had to lay off from
work for several days. When suffering in
that way, l got a supply of Doan’s Kidney
Pills at Moore’s Drug Store. The first
few does helped me, and after C had used
two boxes of this remedy,. I was cured.
Last fall I caught cold and it settled on
my kidneys, causing another attack. I

forgotten what
previously done
began using them again.
not

had

Doan’s

AVING contracted with the City of Ellsworth to support and care for those who
the next five
mav need assistance during
of Ellsworth,
year" and are legal residents
forbid ail persons trusting them on my ac
count, as there is plenty of room and accommodations to cure for them at the City Firm
M. J. D«pmm«y.
h »use.

H

fcailroatis anb steamboats.

Eastern Steamship

Kidney

for me, and I
1 was quickly

Pills had

•

Corporation.
Fall Schedule.

cured.”
ADDED

Boston, $4.75, one
$8.50 Round Trip. Bluehill
Boston, $4.50 one way;
$8.00 Round Trip.
Sedgwick and Boston, $4.00
one way; $7.00 Round
Trip.

Bar Harbor and
PRAISE.

way;
anti

Mr. Franks was interviewed several
years later, and be said: UI confirm all
1 said in my previous endorsement of

I authorize its
Doan’s Kidney Pills.
continued publication for the benefit of
other kidney sufferers. 1 have never had
Steamer Boothbsy leases Bar Harbor Monany serious sign of tny former complaint
day anti Thursday at 10 00 a m for seal HarSouthwest Harbor,
since.”
bor, Northeast Harbor,
North Haven and Rockland.
For sale by all dealers. Price 60 cents, i Stonlngton,
Steamer Mlneola leaves Bluehill Mon’ay and
Foster-Mil burn Co., Buffalo, New York, Thursday for South Bluehill, Brook 11 o, Sedgwick. Deer Isle, Sargcntvllle, South Brooksvllle,
sole agents for the United States.
Dark Harbor and R»>cklsnd.
and
Doan’s
Remember the name
Connection Is made at Rockland with steamer
—

—

take

no

for Bostou.

other.

RETURNING
Turbine Steel Steamships

Belfast

aud

Camden.
Leave Boston

day aud Friday

5pm Monday, Tuesday. ThursRockland, connecting with

for

leaving Rockland 6 0© a m, Wednesday
and Saturday for Bar Harbor, Bluehill, Sedg
wick and Intermediate landings.
E. L. SMITH, Agent, Bar Harbor.
M. Hkkkick. Agent, Bluehill.
A
steamer

|

I

Yoar Asthma positively relieved. Use 0*»■ daze Tablets, antiseptic and germicidal
■ —no opium, morphine or cocaine, rot all
■ coughs, colds and lung troubles.
■ Money refunded if not satisfied.

I

E. G. MOORE,
Kllswortb, Me.

PROTECT THE HEART
FROM RHEUMATISM
RHEUMA Purifies the Blood autl
Throws off Complication Diseases.
Weakening of the blood tissues by continued attacks of Rheumatism affects the

produpes complications

heart and

which

fatally. RHEUMA puts the blood
in condition to ward off other diseases, and
eradicates Rheumatic conditions from the
Recommended for all
whole system.
forms of Rheumatism. 50 cents ati'G. A
Parcher’s. This letter will convince you
of it’s great value:
**I was so crippled with Sciatic Rheumatism 1 could not walk. Doctors could
do nothing for me. After taking three
Rheumathe
bottles of RHEUMA,
tism had entirely left me.”—Guy ,Torley,
129 Summit Ave., St. Paul Minn.
result

fiantung.

is what your money will
Invested in shares of the

earn

if

Ellswortli Loan and BaiMine Ass’n
A
Is

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD

now

NEW SERIES

opeo. Shares, 91 each; monthly pa\
menu, 91 per share,

WHY

FAY

RENT"

when you can borrow wo your
shares, give a first mortgage and
reduce it every month? Monthly
payments and Interest togethei
will amount to but little more
than you are now paying for
rent, and In about ten years you
will

OWN YOUR OWN
For

HOME.

particulars inquire of
O. W.#TaPt*Y, Sec'y
Tapley Bldg

A. W, Kino.

Frwsideut.

Portland.ar.
Boston viaDover ar.
Boston via
Portsmouth ar.
BANGOR TO BAR HARBOR.
PM

A

Boston via
Dover lv.t 8
Boston via
Portsmouth lv.
10 00
AM

Portland.lv..

M
00

AM
00

20. fll
AM

Bangor.lv. f 6*00
Brewer June.
6.07
Holden. J 6,29

AM
tlO 30

PM

|

M

A

f 8

58

9 00
PM
tl2 4C
PM

3 10 t 5 lfl
10 86 3 16, 5 21
10 56 :3 86
5 4C
Egery’s Mill.J10 69 3 38
Phillips Lake- t 6 36
02 J 8 41| J 5 47
Green Lake.
6 44 11 10
5 57
3 48
Nicolin. % 6 63,; 11 22 t 8 66 f 6 07
Ellsworth Falls.
7 06 11 85 4 08
6 2C
Ellsworth.
7 13 11 40 4 14
6 V.
7 25 11 60
4 20 It 6 31
Wjtsh’gt’n June.
Franklin Road.
7 33 :i2 00
6 4C
Hancock. j 7 41 12 10.
C 49
7 44 12 13
6 58
Waukeag, E Fy.
Mt Desert Ferry lv..
8 00 12 80
7 0S
Sullivan.
8 15;...

fll

Sundays,

8
9

40|...!.

.ar.j 16|
train

1

10

7 4S

will leave Bangor at 7 a mj
Ellsworth 8 11 a m for Bar Harbor. Returning leave Bar Harbor 4 p m; Ellsworth 5 20 p
m for Bangor.
•Sunday included.
a

NOTICK

or FORECLOSURE.
George G. Davis, of EllsHancock
worth.
Tf
county Maine, by his
mortgage deed dated April 29. 1896 and recorded in Hancock coonty registry of deeds,
book 292. page 155, conveyed to the Ellsworth
Real
Estate Company a certain
lot or parcel of land situated in laid Ellsworth, bounded and described as follows,
to wit:
Beginning on Fifth street at a stake
at the southwest corner of Ida M. Pio lot;
thence west by north line of Fifth street and
the South line of lots No 5 and 8 to Pond Street
about nine rods; thence northwest by east
line of Pond Street to the southwest corner of
lot No. 21; thence east ou south line of lot No.
21 and the south line of lot No. 11 to the northwest corner of Ida M. Pio lot; thence south
by west line of Pio lot to place of beginning,
containing 70 square rods, more or lrss, and
being the whole of lot No. 5 and four rods of
lot No. 6 on plan of said company: and, wheeeu3 the conditions of said mortgage have been
broken; now therefore, by reason of the
oreach of the condition thereof the said
Ellsworth Real Estate Compauy claims a
foreclosure of said mortgage.
Ellsworth Real Estate Company,
bv John A. Peters, Teasurer.
Peters & Knowlton. attorneys.
Ellsworth, Maiue, October 10, 1913.

TTTHEREAS,

WHEREAS,

Bar Harbor, lv.
Sorrento
Sullivan..
Mt Desert Fy
Waukeag, 8 Fy.
Hancock.
Franklin Road..
Wash’gt’n June
Ellsworth.
11 06 *11 671
Ellsworth Falls. ell 10 12 02|
Nicolin. ell 22 .‘12 1
Green Lake. ell 30 12
Phillips Lake. ell 87 112 I
Egery’s Mill..
Holden.ell 43, 12 89
Brewer June..
Bangor.ar

Bar Harbor

Parcel

OF FORECLOSURE.
Elisha Garland. of Ellsworth,
in the county of Hancock. State of
Maine, by bis mortgage deed, dated June 21,
a. d. 1884, and recorded in Hancock county,
Maine, registry of deeds, in book 196, page 27,
conveyed to Linda C. Burnham, of said Ellsworth, certain real estate situated in said
Ellsworth, and described in said mortgage as
follows:
Three certain pieces or parcels of real estate sitnated above Reed’s brook in school
district No. (1) one in Ellsworth, and tbe
same parcels this day conveyed to me by said
Linda C. Burnham, containing in all twenty
acres more or less.
(Reference to Hancock
county registry of deeos, book 194, page 242);
and whereas the ssid Linda C. Burnham assigned said mortgage to me tbe undersigned.
Simon Garland, by her assignment, dated
March 17, a d. 1888; and whereas the condition of said mortgage h.»s been broken and
remains broken, now, therefore, by reason of
tbe breach of the condition of said mortgage,
I claim a foreclosure of said mortgage.
Simon Garland,
by Fred L. Mason, his attorney,
duly authorized.
Dated October 1, a. d. 1918.

Sept. 28, 11)13.

Sorrento.1

NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE.
TIT'HE RE AS. George G. Davis, of Ellsworth. Hancock county, Maine, by his
v ?
mortgage deed dated September 8. 1895, recorded in Hancock county registry of deed9
iu book 297. page 389, conveyed to the Ellsworth Real Estate Company a certain lot or
of land situated in said Ellsworth,
ounded and described as follows, to wit.
Beginning on the east of Pond St. at the
northwest corner of lot No. 5 sold to said
Davis; thence north by the east line of Pond
street ten rods to land of M. C. Smith, being
the southwest corner of lot Nc. 20; thence
east by south line ol lot Lot No. 20. 14 rods,
more or less, to the southwest corner of lot
No. 12; thence south by west line of lot No. 11
ten rods, more or less, to south west corne-of
lot No. 11; thence west by north line of JS,'o. 5
and No, 6 to place of beginning, cont ’iuing
130 sq. rods, more or less, and being lot No. 21
on
company: and, whereas the
plan of said
conditions
of said mortgage
have
been
broken, now, therefore, by reason of the
breach of the condition thereof
the said
Ellsworth Real Estate Company claims a foreclosure of said mortgage.
Ellsworth Real Estate Company,
by John A. Peters, Treasurer.
Peters &. Knowlton. attorneys.
Ellsworth, Maine, October, 10,1913.

NOTICK

In Effect

Use Oxidaze Emulsion of Olive Oil with

■ Hypophosphites for the tired body or
■ exhausted nervous system.
■ Ask your druggist for a trial package to-day.
Write for testimonials.
ill
I American Oxidaze Co., Worcester. Mass.
Howard, M. D.. Prea.
Eugene
jjH

OF FORBaOSUME.
Eldora Foes and

1895 and recorded in Hancock Registry of
deeds in book 388, page 476, conveyed to Ellaworth Real Estate Company a certain lot or
of land situated in said Ellsworth,
parcel
bounded and described as follows, to wit:
Beginning on Fourth street on the north
side thereof at the southwest corner of the
McGee lot, so-called, now owned by A. F.
Burnham; thence westerly and always following the northerly line of said Fourth street
and forty-two feet, more or
one hundred
less, to a stake at the corner of a street called
Pond street, as recently projected by L. A.
Wyman, surveyor, and now being built;
thence uoitheasterly and always following
the east line of said street one hundred and
twenty-seven feet to a stake; then southeasterly and always parellel to said Fourth
street about one hundred and forty-two feet
to said McGee lot, so called; thence southwesterly and always followiug the west line
of said McGee lot about one hundred and
twenty-seven feet to the place of beginning,
and containing eighteen thousand thirty-four
square feet, more or less; aud whereas, the
conditions of said mortgage have been broken,
now, therefore, by reason of the breach of
the condition thereof the said Ellsworth Real
Estate t o:n| any claims a foreclosure of said
mortgage.
Ellsworth Real Estatb Company,
by John A. Peters, Treasurer.
Peters & Knowlton attorneys.
Ellsworth, Maine, October, 10, 1913.

MUSTARINE won't blister; and is aloldIt's the real good
ways ready.
fashioned mustard plaster brought up to
date with 14 other Ingredients added. It
always satisfies.
Nothing so good on earth for bronsore
chitis.
throat, croup, stiff neck,
wore
lameness, sore muscles, lumbago,
bunions and callouses, chilblains
corns,
ajid frosted feet.
Druggists everywhere.
Be sure lt's--BEGY'S MUSTARINE.

want.

buildings

Alfonso Foss*
both of Ellsworth, Hancock oounty,
WHEREAS.
by their mortgage deed dated April 25,

BanMes Chest CoMs, Coughs, Sore
Throat and Lumbago Over Night

Opinion is not enough.
Opinions differ.

"Why. he seems to be better.”
“Certainly."
•'I)o you think you can pull him
uirougu;

Relieves Neuritis
and Rheumatism

Mra. Fred Hawes and Misses Velma and
Tor only tt osnts yoti can get a bte
Ethel went to Belfast last week to visit
yellow box of yellow MUSTARINE and
Mrs. J. F. Hawes who is at the hospital sincere druggist* will tell you that tf It
lan’t better than any plaster, liniment or
for treatment.
poultloe you ever used, money back.
Oct. 13.C.
InMUSTARINE
absorbs
BEGY'S
stantly, and that's why It only takes a
few minutes to get rid of earache, headatJDrnifj-tnint*.
ache, toothache, backache and neuralgia.

Local Evidence.

IfganTetto,

NOTICK or rOKEOLOSUKI.
Clara B. Kelley, of Tremont,
county of Hancook and State of Maine,
by her mortgage deed dated the Slat day of
September a. d. 1912, and recorded in Hancock
county Maine, registry of deeds, book 491,
page 224. conveyed to 8. Crawford Webster,
of Tremont, county aud
state aforesaid, a
certain l«/t or parcel of land with the buildings
thereon situated in said Tremont. bounded
and described aa follows, to wit: Beginning
in the northern line of the late Joseph Murphy’s homestead lot at the town road leading
to weal Cove, tbence northerly following said
road and the eastern line of the former homestead of James K. Kelley to the southern line
of the said James K. Kelley’s land or pasture
lot at corner a short distance easterly from
said town road: thence by said pasture lot
easterly to Jacob M. Kelley’s ten acres” lotto
the late George M. Kelley’s land, thence by
said George’s lsnd easterly to the so-called
“Lopans-Carver” wood lot, thence southerly
by^said wood lot and land oailed "Hio” to
eald Joseph Murphy’s homestead, thence
westerly by the northerly line of the Murphy
homestead to the place of beginning, containing forty aorea, more or less, excepting the
lots out of the above conveyed to Jacob M.
Kelley and Mary Kelley, with the
thereon. Being the same property conve>ed
to me by warranty deed fiom J >*eph H.
Rumill, dated Oct. 21, 1901, aud recorded in
Hancock registry of deeds, book 395. page M4.
And whereas the condition ot said mortgage has been broken, now therefore,
y reason of the breach of tne condition thereof, I
claim a foreclosure of eald mortgage.
8. Craw roan Webstuu,
by Geo. R. Fuller, his attorney.
Dated Sept. «>, a. d. 1913.

t DtfTTy except Sunday.
b Stops to leave passengers from points east
of Washington Junction.
Trains leaving Ellsworth at 7.18 a m and 4.14
p m, and arriving at Ellsworth 11.06 a m, 10 62
p m connect with Washington County railway.
J Stops on signal to conductor.
Passengers

are
earnestly requested to protickets before entering the trains, and
Ellsworth
to Falls and Falls tc
especially
cure

Ellsworth.

H. D. WALDRON.
General Passenger Agent.
GEORGE 8. HOBBS,
General Manager.
Portland. Maine.

In the District Court of the United States for
the Hancock District of Maine.
In the matter of
1 r„
._.
Is6ankruptcy
Chas. M. Oowbb
Ao. i0.1S4.
)

Bankrupt,

|

To the creditors of Chas. M. Gower, of
Eden, in tbe connty of Hancock and district aforesaid, a bankrupt:
is hereby given that on the 4th
day of October, a. d. 1918, the said
was
Chas. M. Gower
duly
adjudicated
bankrupt; and that the first meeting of hie
creditors will be held at my office, Ellaworth, Me., on the 22d day of October, a. d.
1913. at one o’clock in tbe afternoon, at which
the
said
time
craditors may
attend,
their claims, appoint a trustee, examine
he bankrupt, and transact such other business as may properly come before said meetWilliam E. Whiting,
ing.
Referee in Bankruptcy
Ellsworth, Me., Oct. 9. 1913.

NOTICE

firove

subscriber hereby gives notice that
she has been duly appointed administra
trix of tbe estate of
ABBIE E. SMITH, late of SEDGWICK,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, and
given bonds as tbe law directs. All persons
having demands against the estate
of said deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment imGrace V. Lymbcrnkr.
mediately.
Sargentville, Sept. 17. 1918.
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By CLARISSA MACKiE
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divorce." shuddered Fanny
Wick*. willi a sentimental sigh over
the grave of dead romance.

pets
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The Pendletons' telephone bell Jingled sharply, and along the rural line
fire receivers were stealthily lifted to

a

••Matry again most likely."
"Wfcy. Mrs. Sayles. you don't mean
to say she's got her eye on ui.vlody T'
“There was that tall. d*rk man
that came by stage one morning when
She kissed
her fenstwod was away.
him. 1 saw her."
-It was her brother." explained the
minister's wife.
-Mrs. Wright, how do you know?"
"She told me so."
| “Oh. she fell! you sol"
“And 1 e.xjwi t he leads a gay life
Them brokers are here,
la the city.
[there and nowhere all the time. Of
! course 1 mean Mr. Feud let un. not the

other nan."
How dreadfully
“The other man.
: romantic'• sixhid Fanny Wicka.
as many curious ears.
"I think we better have some re"That you. Bonnie7" came Jack Peni freahoicr fs now." said Mrs Wright
dleton's voice.
! nervousiy, and for once in her color“Yes.” responded Mrs. Pendteton.
less life aha used rare diplomacy in ao-

|

“I’m bringing a friend home to din- ! lectins her helpers.
Will It be all right, dear?”
With Mlttle Loomis, Fanny Wicks.
"Ye-e-s." Mrs. Pendleton's voice did Mrs. Beebe. Mrs. Sayles and Ellen
and passing
sound doubtful. "There Isn’t a thing | Spencer all cutting cake
lemonade and pi ale*, there was Httio
to eat In the house, hut 1 can”—
those informers to add to
We'll dine in chance for
“Never tulnd. then.
the stream of gossip they had started.
town and come down afterward." said
Indeed, the stream flowed briskly along
Jack in a disappointed tone.
and waa threatening to become a flood
"If you don't bring him home." pro- of scandal when the side door opened
tested Bonnie, 'Til never speak to you and Mrs. Bush trotted briskly In and
again. Jack Pendleton, and"—
sat down in her empty chair.
"Hang up along the line tberel" belHer little black eyes sparkled malowed Jack, with sudden intuition that liciously. and she fanned herself with
his performance was interesting his a black mittened hand as she talked.
rural neighbor?.
"Thought I'd get here In time for a
So five receivers were noiselessly re- bite to eat. Mlttle. 1* that poundcake?
stored to their hooks, and five good Well. Jest give me tbe end piece; 1 like
housekeepers, pink of face, but with it beat Aud. yes. I'll take tea. Mrs.
excited eyes, went back to their pro- Wright
Let the young folks have
ner.

sale duties.

lemonade.
Her middle aged companions unconsciously bridled at being classed among
the younger generation, and so a feeling of good fellowship was established
when Mrs. Bush dropped a bombshell
in their midst
“I saw Mrs. Pendleton at her front
gate, and I told her what you all was
saying about her." observed Mrs. Bush

The Pendletons concluded their conversation. and pretty Bonnie explained
to her adoring husband that she had
not planned anything to eat that day
because, if he would only remember,
he had invited her to dine in town
with him and go to the theater afterward. and absentminded Jack ruefully
acknowledges! bis guilt
They were newcomers In Dayville
and fresh from the big city, where
one's neighbors' business is not of the
slightest Interest, and they were somewhat bewildered by the almost avid
curiosity displayed by tbelr uew acquaintances in the little village.
So Bonnie worked busily all day long
preparing an appetizing repast for her
husband and his business friend, while
the five housekeepers dismissed their
tasks with deft bands and dressed for
the Wednesday afternoon sewing soifiety with a pleasant sense of Importance In being the center of interest,
for In Dayville the bearer of "news"
invariably holds the middle of the

stage.
By 3 o'clock the society meeting

was

in full swing, and the Pendletons' affairs were made the subject of discussion.
“I hear they make a terrible mess of
getting along." said Mrs. Henry Beebe
“Don't get along, eh?" wheezed Sirs.
Bush skeptically.
“1 don't wonder, her being the housekeeper she Is." said Mrs. Charlie

Sayles.
"And him such a poor provider.
1
expect he don't earn enough to keep
soul and body together." was Ellen
Spencer's significant remark.
"They’re both pretty husky looking."
put in Mrs. Bosh.
But she was ignored by the Dews

bringers.
“Pve heard that he treats her dreadfully." simjiered Miss Fanny Wicks,
who had iueas of her own
regarding
the perfect married life.
"1 heard they was going to separate." said Mittie Loomis.
After that tongues clacked more
busily than the needles flashed.
The Pendletons would have been
quite stunned with surprise If they
had known how intimately their affairs were known and discussed by
their neighbors.
“Talks to her like a dog." asserted
ruuuj

coolly.

WICKS.

"It his bed ain't made before he
takes the train or if his dinner Is a
mite late." added Mrs. Charlie Sayles.
with relish.
"And. being the poor
housekeeper she is. I guess it keeps
him dinging at her all the time."
“So woman will stand that for
long." said Mrs. Henry Beebe, who
ruled her little husband with an iron
hand minus the velvet glove.
"Just think of there being days when
they don't have a bite to eat!" put in
Ellen Silencer. "I wonder if it 'twould
be an insult to give ’em a donation."
“If they're going to separnie they
won't thank anybody for giving 'em a
party." remarked Mittie Loomis.
“That's so. But I wonder what we
can do.
I don't like to feel that there's
anybody in our midst that’s suffering
for food when I have a-plenty." twittered Fanny.
"So more do I.” said Mrs. Charlie
Sayles thriftily. *T’ve got some canned fruit that’s not going to keep.
Land knows what got into it! I could
leave it there unbeknownst to her.’’
"She might guess who twas that
uever had no luck with canned stuff,”
whispered Ellen Spencer to Mittie
Loomis.
Old Mrs. Bush had said “Fiddlesticks!" three times and “Bosh!” twice,
but no one took the slightest notice of
her. Presently she folded np her work,
popped it into her black sateen workbag and got np to go.
"Why. Aunt Louisa, yon ain’t never
going now?
Why. we're going to
have refreshments.” protested Mittie
Loomis.
“I can’t stay." said Mrs. Bush acidly.
“I’ve got things to do that have to be
did.” and sbe marched'off with an air
of deeply offended dignity, and the
half frightened pleading of the minister's meek little wife was of no avail.
"I wo**ler what she’ll do when she

j

There was a moment of breathless
horror, and five pairs of eyes started
Mluie Loomis found
with guilty fear.
her tongue first
•‘Aunt Louisa, you never didr
“I did. I wanted to find out If there
was a word of truth in the hull thing
or whether folks had been listening on
the telephone again
There were five feeble protests, and
five pink face# were the cynosure of
all eyes.
Mrs. Bush went on mercilessly:
“i told her. and she says, Mrs. Bush.
I do believe those good gossips have
l>een listening along the telephone line”
And then she up and told me all about
It and all 1 got to say is l don't see
how any sensible. God fearing woman
can
deliberately misconstrue name
body else s innocent conversation and
twist it into news that sets everybody by the ears. I know some things
1 ain't never told- I met Mrs, Pendleton's brother, and he showed uie a
picture of his wife and children; had
it in his vest pocket. They're ail com-

up to s|iend
j lng
So where’s

|

two weeks

pretty soou.
about the
other man. FaDny Wicks? Flddledee.'”
The silence was profound, while Mrs.
Bush told the members of the sewing
society all about Mrs. Pendleton's busy
day preparing for the unexpected
guest. Site also related how she herself had poked an Inquisitive nose into
the Pendleton pari try and had seen a
goodly store of eatables there, and she
translated Mrs. Pendleton's remark to
her husband as being the exaggeration
of a good housekeeper when she expects company—nothing in the house
to eat.
your

romance

Then Mrs. Bush told another secret
Mrs. Pendleton bad given her permission to tell them, and tt was the sort
of secret that all women are Interested
in.
It brings tender smiles to their
lips and a warm maternal light to the
eyes, even to the eyes or such spinsters
as Mlttie Loomis and Fannie Wicks.
“You can ail make it up to Mrs. Pendleton by fixing something for the tittle new baby that's expected." said
Mrs. Bush, her sharp voice softening
wonderfully under the influence of tide
magical topic. "Now. what can you
do. Mlttie?"
knitted carriage mbe. blue and
white." said Mittie eagerly. "It'll be a
lot of work, but 1 don't mind."
"1 shall crochet three pair* of little
shoes." said Ellen Speueer.
“1 know
a pretty new pattern."
“And you. Fanny Wlcka?" asked
Mrs. Bush sharply, for Fanny liked to
write |>oetry In ber sfiare moments and
was not fond of work In any form.
"Bibs." said Fanny dreamily, "six
little embroidered bibs.
1 saw some
patterns in the fashion sheet this
mouth. They were so cute I was wishing I knew some little one to make
them for."
“I shall embroider a pillowslip." aald
Mrs. Charlie Sayles briskly, and one
could almost see the beautifully worked pattern that would result from her
labors.
“I will make a cap." said Mrs. Beebe,
her mind busy with the details of this
interesting needlework.
“Then, when everything's done. I
guess we might have a kind of little
party for Mrs Pendleton and give 'em
to her.
1 expect she will like that
kind of a donation." said old Mrs.
Bush, and she had forgotten to be
snappish, and ber black eyes beamed
"A

youthfully.
Well. It is a fact that now. when tbe
Pendletons' telephone bell rings, all
the receiver* on that line remain on
their respective hooks, bat the five
subscribers always look a bit anxious
and say:
‘7 hope nothing la tbo matter with
that blessed baby!"
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Alexis Alexandrovich. a tali, slender
youth of fifteen, while hunting rode up
to a peasant's cottage on his father's
estate in Hussta to ask for a drink of
A
water
little girl, not more than
year* of age. stood in the door
looking t|p at him with the mild blue
eye indigenous to northern climates.
Her hair, too. was of a light hue. but
seven

As
her cheeks were n pair of rosea.
she looked at the young man her face
broke Into a smite, revealing white
teeth, while a dimple appeared in each
Alexia forgot about the drink
cheek.

---

aebrrtistmmt*.

epon his duties he took his young
bride with him.
There was no disappointment in the
reception of the young c .utess at the
From the moment she apcapital.
peared at court she created a sensation. The crJir showed his id uilr»tlon
upon receiving her, and the men of the
Imperial family vied with each other
for her favor. The first painter In St.
Petersburg begged to paint her. Her
husband, far from fearing that he
would be Ignored from having a peasant wife, began to dread the attention
of men who were loading her with
It was not long beevery attention.
fore a certain grand duke fell under
the Influence of the countess' beauty,
and one evening when she was preparing to go to a ball at the Winter
palace her husband saw her putting on
a necklace of pearla so valuable that
his father's whole estate would not
have purchased It.
The trouble bad begun. The countesa
admitted that the grand duke who was
so attentive to her had given it to her.
and since her husband could not give
her such presents she would get them
where she could.
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Beautiful Prizes
ABSOLUTELY FREE.
Chinn Chocolate Set

IHaniond Ring
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Alexis did not go with his wife that
to the ball, and when she came
home he was not there.
Nor was he
His
ever seen again at the capital.
wife continued to llv«< there sumptuously. but w-bence she derived her inThe tlrand Duke
come no one knew.
Ivan was devoted to her and wished
to marry her. but could not do so as
long os she bad a husband living.
One day impers came from America
stating that a man had jumped from
the deck of a steamer in New York
bay. His baggage on I icing examined
had revealed the fn<t that he was a
Russian named .Metis Aletnndnmch.
Had this news come a year earlier
the Grand Imke Ivan would have married the widow.
Unfortunately when
It reached St. Petersburg she had iiad
So
an 111 mats that •polled her beauty.
her lover settled CU0.000 rubles upon
tier, thus purchasing an amicable separntlon between him and her.
Rut the countess had not liecn Idle
in the matter of drawing wealth Into
her net. Her gams alone were a fortune
She bad been suo. os.sful in the
way she bad planned. She waa very
rich, but she bad no standing among
her own set.
She left Russia and
bought a villa on one of the Italian
lakes, a chateau in nn aristocratic
quarter of Paris ami several minor establishment* eisew hereRut. while
she lived in graudeur. she had not risen
socially above the peasant she was
born.
She made several entrees into
the social life of places where she waa
not known, hut her story followed her.
and she was dropped.
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of water, so enraptured was he In the
beauty of the child
"Lais 1” be exclaimed.
The girl continue*! to look at him
and. notwithstanding her few yearn,
perceived that she was admired.
"Do you know,” he asked, “why 1
call you LaisT*
"No."
"I will tell you. More than 400 years
before our Saviour came upon earth
an
Athenian general captured a picturesque village on the inland of Sicily.
Among hi* prisoners was a little girl
about your age, so IxrwltcMugly tieautlful that he carried lier back with him
to Athens, where a great artist painted
her ns a nymph at a fountain, and all
the gri it men of the time were enraptured with her.”
“Did they give her pretty presents?"
asked the child.
Underneath nil this beonty
Alas,’
lurks the viper-the desire to use the
charms to otitaiu "pretty presents"
One day the child might not only secure the present*, but ruin those who
gave them to her.
This was The first meeting between
Alexis Alexandrovich, the son of Count
Alexandrovich, a Uussinn nobleman,
OIKKtTIOVS: Tr»« the outline of
who dwelt as hi* ancestors had dwelt
the bead** on tbia or a separate sheet
before him. on his estate, a kind masof paper and number them 1, 2, 3, etc.
ter to his serfs and a humble subject
Mail or bring answer to oar store.
of the ctar. The boy received a cup
It coat you nothing to try.
You
of water from the child, and aa the
many win one of the larger prices.
handed it up to him he noticed the
Hemnnber, you must 8»d at leaat 7
beautiful shape o"f the arm and hand
of the 10 bead* in this picture, and
Tile countess had nn conscience, but
that extended It
And a* tender as
she had a dread
There were active
were her years out of her eyes came a
look to charm him. lie laughed that as well as passive crimes to her debit,
and she feared that some one of them
one so young should show such a din
position and rode away, leaving the would tear down the structure she had
built up and leave her at the mercy of
child gating after him.
Alexis, who was studying at the the law. She had no remorse for the
time to enter the university, found young man whose life she had wreckwhen be returned to bis books that the ed. She had linen horn yvltboul such
MASONIC
face and figure of the child kept thrust- sensibilities. She lived without either
ing themselves between his eyes and conscience or remorse, but the cloud
the page before him.
As soon us his that hung over her slowly deejienwL
school hours were ended lie went again At first It was no bigger thau a man's
band.
She had relied implicitly for
to the peasant's cottage, making exImmunity from punishment upon that
cuse this time that he wished to IxirISLEBFOUD.
puissant beauty with which she felt
row from her father a gun with which
Tbs present school building will be sold
to shoot birds.
Tlie man was Intent sure she could bring any man to do her
Then came the loss of her si suction next Saturday.
on the matter of the gun. but his wife bidding.
noticed that Alexis had not come for weapon, and for the first time In her
Tbe mothers’ meeting will be held Friday
a gnu. but to feast bis eyes on her lit- ; life Bbe felt defenseless
evening, Ocl. 34, with Mrs. Flora Bunker.
One
tle daughter.
After Alexis had gone !
day the cloud which had now tieGeorge K. Hadlock and wile are receivshe said to h«v husband:
| come as black as midnight sent forth ing rungraiulalions on the birth o( a boy,
a
bolt She waa In her garden In her born Oct. 13.
"I foresee great things for our Katin
;
Such beauty must elevate tier to a villa on the lake. A man whose hair
Ciarance
ba* bad some inside
higher rank than ours. Did you notice I was ns white as snow and whose face work done^purling
on bis bouse preparatory to
the admiration in the eyes of the young was furrowed met her face to face as
; opening it again.
count?”
! she turned a clamp of trees.
Mrs. Linda Stanley, who waa injured by
“Who are yon?" naked the countess
“No."
"It was plain to me. fie will come “And what are yon doing In my a (all in tbe kitchen o( ber home some
weeks ago, is improving slowly.
here at times to gnxe at her. and if her grounds?"
Miss Helen Searcy, ol Hail (juarry, ass
lieauty holds when she comes to wom- ! “I have come to warn you. As to
anhood he will marry her. and. instead | who 1 am, 1 can prove my Identity by tbe guest ol Miss Minnie Sparling last 1
week.
Miss Sparling accompanied her ;
of spending her days in this hut, she 1 a single word
home (or a lew days' visit.
will live up on the hill and be a coun
“Speak It." she said.
tens."
“Lais!"
Otpt. Walter Hadlock, ol the Hobo, was
She shuddered, but made no reply. in Camden last week having some work
Many were the excuse* Alexis made
to see Ms Lais, as he called her.
Now But presently she said:
done on tbe boat. Mr*. Hadlock and G. T. !
it was fishing tackle, now his horse
“1 thought yon were dead."
Hadlock accompanied him oo the trip.
needed a shoe—for the peasant was a
“I preferred you should think me
Kev. F. W. Tingley hts read hi* resigsmith—but whatever it was be wanted i dead and arranged the evidence of my
nation, lo take eOeciitbe latter part ol this
his eyes never left the child while he ! demise.
Bat there Is no time to lose. month.
Owing to his mother's health, he
Has at
her father’s place, and Lais For that love I bore yon when you (eels
obliged to return to Massachusetts.
kuew that she had made her first cap were a child and I but a youth I have His (rtsnds are
sorry to have him leave.
tive.
When Christmas came and come to save you.
Go from here at
Oct. 13.
s.
The Italian police are coming
brought with It a little ring from Alex- once.
ia she gave the kiss he asked for. but uua uigui iu urreHi you on me requisiSEAL HARBOR.
after be went away her young brows tion of the czar of Russia.
This I
Clarence Pinkham n ill ul measles.
knit and. ber mother asking her If sbe know; bow I know it does not matter.”
A daughter was born to Mr. and Mrs.
was
dissatisfied with her gift she
He turned and left the garden. Tbe
Fred Driscoll Oct. 7.
countess staggered to the bouse, and
pouted and replied:
Miss Winnie Southard, o( Ellsworth, is
"Tes. There is no gem in it"
within half an hour, disguised as an
Alexis went to the university; but. old man. she was pulled In a boat visiting at A. E. Clements',
though he left his father, bis mother across the lake, where she hired a post
Mrs. W. S. Smallidge is home from a
and his home behind him. be could not carriage and was drawn over the bor- week s visit to her sister at Bath.
leave his Lais.
Those Innocent eyes, der into Switzerland.
Mias Uladys Higgins, of Bass Harbor, is
that delicately rounded face, those exCount Alexandrovich returned to Rus- the
guest of Sidney Higgins and wife.
quisitely curved lips that seemed form- sia. Intending to devote himself to his
Prof. Sedgwick and wife have closed
ed only to lie kissed. were present In old father and mother, whom he bad
bis memory and in his thoughts dur- made to suffer for his 111 fated mar- their cottage. They will spend the winter
abroad.
ing his absence, and each year when riage. He found them both dead, har- |
Hollis Rowe, wife and daughter Evelyn
be returned she had grown a year old- ing succumlied to the ruin of the son !
er. and Instead of losing her childish
they loved so well. The couut sold his I »re visiting Mrs. Rowe’s parents, Freemau
beauty there was added to It that of estates and. returning to America un- Orindal and wile.
a budding womanhood.
On account of bad weather work is not
der an assumed name, made a home
I
And now the countess had learned for himself In the far west, where be progressing very rspidiy on the new
the secret that ber son was infatuated endeavored to forget his past In the Neighborhood bouse.
with a peasant's daughter.
Realising work of raising grain.
Amid the tall
Mrs. Clara Dyer, who has been emthat such a passion could not be eradi- corn and tbe waving wheat he gradual- J
ployed st lsleslord through the summer,
cated by argument, she said nothing to ly became again a man with a future, : is at Everett
Higgins’.
him. but arranged with ber husband to for he was still barely past middle age.
Dr. Rockwell and wife, ol New York,
send Alexis away as soon as he was
An old woman, Laia now Uvea on a
former summer visitors here, came Mongraduated from the university. The bill looking down Into one of tbe seadsy to spend two weeks. They are at
count went to St. Petersburg and ob- coast cities of Soutb America.
She Is |
Irving Clemeuu'.
tained a government position for his a veritable tag. She has no servants
Oct. 13.
p
The
late!
came
too
to
do
ber
it
for
all
But.
alas,
her
visible
bidding,
boy.
inAlexis
arrived
was
fortune
the
appointment
sequestrated by the govday
AMHERST.
formed his parents that he had mar- ernments of the countries In which it
W. H. Silaby is very lit. His friends
ried the blacksmith’s daughter.
lay. and her jewels she lost years ago hope lor a
speedy recovery.
acto
it
but
for
Monte
She
There wa* nothing
at
Carlo.
has returned to
Mrs. James Rilcbe is
visiting relatives
cept the situation. Alexis assured bis the conditions under which she was
in Bangor and Hampden.
father and mother that his wife’s beau- born, except that ber marvelous beauty
Mrs. Sara Kenney and Mrs. Carrie
ty would gaiii her an entrance Into has given place to hideous ugliness
Miller, ol Holden, visited relatives here
An elaborate wardrobe
8ince this was written her husband,
any society.
was procured for her. and when her
having received the news of his wife’s last week.
husband set out for the capital to enter death, has married again.
Wilfred Harrison, of Bangor, spent

Can You Find Seven Dogs' Heads in this Picture?
everyone answering this ptuurta w>ii
get something. The best price* will b*• warded to the neatest answers, and
winner* will be notified by mail.
Only one member of each family ■.*
eligible to this routes!.
All

must l>e sent In

Answer*

on

r

before Oct. 20.

LORD & CO., wJSU
PORTLAND. MK

BUILDING,

COUNTY XKW.\

|

I

I'

1

j

here, the guv*! of Le<» J

the week-end
dan

r

and wife.

Mr*. Edward Brailey and two childr
of Bangor, are visiting their aunt, M*Frank Dunham.
Mtaa

Bernice Clarke ia home from p:
a few days’ visit with her parr

field foe

t\ J. Clarke and wife.
Thomas Footer and wife, of Bre*
spent Saturday and Sunday at the he
of Mr*. Emetine Eastman.
Oct. 14.
Sen.

OTTER CREEK.
Fred Bartlett baa completed hie
the

bridge

acroa*

work

the creek.

Harold Bracy and wife, of Broil
rented Mm. Martha Smith’* b
and moved in.
have

Congratulation* are extended to Gc rg>
Smith and wife on the birth of t«u
be bice, a sou and a daugbur.
<>
Oct. 13.
_

NORTH PENOBSCOT.

Mary, widow of Chariea Cofin, a*r
aixty-eight year*, died at the Mai:
general hospital. Bangor, Thursday, having
been there but two day* for trattmen?
Funeral service* were held in the Met
dtat church Saturday.
She leave* f
children and twelve grandchildren. Sn
*u

a

quiet,

home-loviug* exemplary

will be much misted.
Oct. 13.H

woman, and

JBJbrrusnnmtf

WHAT ARE YOl! DOING
To Keep Well?
To be (till strong and active at lo <>r
50, to be well, free from palu and dwcumfort at “5 or tto.
Art- you careful
about your eating, eat slowly and the
fight kluil of food? Exercise enoug
out-of-doors by day? Plenty of frr-h
air iu your sleeping apartments at
night? Watching the bowels and liver
to keep them active, taking a tea
spoonful of “L F." Atwood's Medlctue to quicken them when needed and
to break up a cold when first symptoms appears?
Mrs. O. It. Fuller, Union. Me., writes
“The “E. F.“ Medicine has been our
standard remedy for years. Neither
my husband, children or myself have
been sick enough for a doctor in
twenty-two years. I tell my friends
it is because X always have “E. F.
Medicine on hand, aiid ‘An ounce of
prevention is worth a pound of cure.
cents
On sale at all good stores.
a largj bottle.
For free sample by
mail address
“L. F.” MEDICINE CO., Portland,
Me.

